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Preface

Yangzhou pinghua
– ‘Yangzhou storytelling’

It is our hope that this book may serve as an introduction
to Chinese storytelling for readers both in Asia and in the
West who are interested in the traditional oral culture and
entertainment of China. The book is also designed to be
useful for students of Chinese culture for whom it may
serve as a bilingual guide to the great masterworks of Three
Kingdoms, Water Margin and Journey to the West in living
oral tradition that has continued alongside the written legacy
up till the present time.
The bilingual format of the book—Chinese and English—should be an advantage, not only for readers who
prefer either English or Chinese, but also in particular for the
readership who is interested in both languages. The Chinese
and English sections correspond in contents and arrangement,
each beginning at one end of the book and meeting in the
middle. Therefore this book has no ‘back’, only two ‘fronts’.
The book is intimately bound up with the project ‘Largescale Registration of Chinese Storytelling’ 2001–2003, where
four masters of Yangzhou storytelling (Yangzhou pinghua)—Dai
Buzhang, Fei Zhengliang, Gao Zaihua and Ren Jitang—had
their full repertoires filmed on video and archived on VCD.
In total, 360 hours of storytelling were filmed in Yangzhou,
and four sets of the entire VCD collection are deposited in
important research libraries in China, Taiwan, Denmark and
USA. The video collections contain unique source materials
on Chinese storytelling. This is the first time storytellers’ repertoires are registered in their entirety and provided in day-to-day
performances, based solely on the storytellers’ own habits of
progression and division (not shortened, rearranged or otherwise manipulated for extraneous purposes). This volume is
meant to serve as a guide and catalogue to these collections.
However, the introductory articles, photos, storytellers’ life
xv
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stories, and main body of the book—the 360 entries for the
catalogues presented in the storytellers’ own words—represent research materials of an intrinsic and independent value.
Thus, we hope the book will be a useful contribution to research in Asian oral traditions.
The articles in the first portion of the volume are written
as introductions with the general, non-specialist reader in
mind, and annotation and referencing has been reduced to
a minimum. The research on which the articles are founded
has been published elsewhere (cf. References and Sources).
Bibliographies related to the research on Chinese storytelling
and other narrated and chanted genres, with a view in particular to Yangzhou storytelling, are found in Børdahl 1996,
Børdahl (ed.) 1999, and Børdahl and Ross 2002. An updated
bibliography is available on the Website on Chinese Storytelling www.shuoshu.org (in English, Chinese and Danish) >
Bibliography and > Publications.
In the catalogues we have inserted not only photos of
the masters during performance, but also a selection of
woodcut illustrations on the various themes that are told. The
xvi
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illustrations are reproduced from popular editions of the
famous Ming novels found in the collection of Older Chinese Books at the University Library of Oslo (UB), cf. List of
Illustrations. This collection contains a number of popular
editions of fiction, the kind of books that would readily
circulate among the ordinary people during the heyday of
storytelling in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
THE CATALOGUES WITH NUMBERING and dates correspond to
the VCD collections that can be studied at the following
institutions:
Library of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences,
Beijing
Fu Ssu-nien Library, Academia Sinica, Taipei
Danish Folklore Archives, Copenhagen
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
Updated information on the project of ‘Large-Scale Registration of Chinese Storytelling’ can be found on the Webxvii
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site on Chinese Storytelling www.shuoshu.org > Research
Projects. A database on research materials for Chinese
storytelling is being developed on this website. The catalogues for the reper toires of the four masters will be
available on the database. In the not-too-distant future it
will perhaps also be possible to store the performances on
the database, thus making them available on the worldwide
web.
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Introduction
Vibeke Børdahl

Chinese Storytelling Facing the Modern Media World

←
Shuoshu – ‘Telling of
texts’

From the time of the Song dynasty (960–1279), historical
sources testify not only to the existence, but also to the popularity in China of professional storytelling (shuohua [telling
of tales]). In the ever-growing urban centers, the storyteller
(shuohuade) became an established figure of the marketplace
and bazaar. This traditional art has developed and continued
down to the present time in forms based primarily on oral
transmission. Under the later name of shuoshu [telling of
texts], we find a large number of local varieties of storytelling
all over China. The question is whether these arts will be able
to live on into their second millennium, face to face with the
modern media and the modern life style?
At the beginning of the twenty-first century, the
generation of storytellers who was born and educated
early in the previous century is now in old age. However,
many of them are still active and are great masters of
their traditional art. The life conditions of storytellers of
the twentieth century have fluctuated, as the society has
gone through times of war and revolution. In recent years,
they have had to face profound changes in people’s habits
and attitudes, when work and leisure, and types of entertainment are so different from earlier times. At present,
we cannot know if the storytellers’ oral art will be able to
survive the arrival of the modern media-technology. The
new media is a threat to the oral arts, but it is also a great
tool for preserving the arts still alive today. Our recent
1
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HONOURABLE
FOREFATHER OF

CHINESE

STORYTELLING

Liu Jingting
(1587–c. 1670),
born in Taizhou in
the prefecture of
Yangzhou. China’s
most renowned
storyteller from
the late Ming and
early Qing period.
He performed
the repertoires of
Western Han (Xi
Han), Sui and Tang
(Sui Tang) and Water
Margin (Shuihu).
Woodcut from
Kong Shangren’s
famous drama, The
Peach Blossom Fan
(Taohua shan, 1699),
including some
episodes inspired
by the life of Liu
Jingting.

project of ‘Large-scale Registration of Chinese Storytelling’ is based on the latter kind of philosophy.

A Proud Tradition of Local Storytelling: Yangzhou
pinghua
While historical sources on Chinese oral storytelling go back
more than a thousand years, the local varieties that are still
alive today can be traced back about four hundred years.
2
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THE WRITTEN TRADITION
OF THE NOVEL WITH
STRONG ROOTS IN ORAL
STORYTELLING

Three Kingdoms
and Water Margin
published as ‘twoin-one’ book, called
Book of Heroes
(Yingxiong pu),
originally printed
during late Ming
(1628–44). This
is a much later
popular edition,
undated (probably
from the nineteenth
century), showing the
beginning of the main
text: Water Margin
in the upper section
and Three Kingdoms
in the lower section.

Among the storytelling arts belonging to different dialectal areas and different genres of performance, quyi—with
or without music and percussion instruments—Yangzhou
storytelling (Yangzhou pinghua) was particularly famous ever
since the time of the first well-known master of this art, Liu
Jingting (1587–ca. 1670) from the prefecture of Yangzhou.
Because of his fame and later influence on several genres
of storytelling in the Lower Yangtze area, he is generally
considered the honourable forefather of Chinese storytelling.
3
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The present tradition of Yangzhou storytelling contains a
large reservoir of repertoires for oral performance, in Chinese
called ‘texts’ (shu) though these repertoires existed primarily in
oral transmission and only sporadically had any written representation in storytellers’ scripts. The storytellers are educated
since childhood by their master in one or two repertoires, and
each oral ‘text’ is usually of tremendous length. The storytellers
who tell the same repertoire and have been taught by the same
master, or by disciples from the same master, are said to belong
to the same ‘school’ of storytelling. In Yangzhou there were
for merly more than sixty great repertoires and corresponding
‘schools’, but many are now extinct in oral transmission.
Among the still surviving traditions we find the famous Three
Kingdoms (San guo), Water Margin (Shuihu) and Jour ney to
the West (Xiyou ji) and others. Sometimes there are several
schools sharing the same subject matter, but in widely different
versions. For example in Yangzhou storytelling, the tradition
of Three Kingdoms is represented by two famous schools: the
Kang School and Wu School. Water Margin was also transmitted
in two different large systems of storytellers, but is at present
represented mainly by the school of the famous storyteller Wang
Shaotang (1889–1968), called the Wang School. Journey to the
West “only” has a history of one hundred years in Yangzhou
storytelling; it is represented by the Dai School.
The old masters of Yangzhou storytelling are artists of an
extraordinary level. Their performances are not only highly
appreciated in China. Some of the storytellers have also
travelled abroad and performed for international audiences.
Those who had the chance to witness his performances in
Copenhagen in 1996 will never forget the late Wang Xiaotang
(1918–2000), son of Wang Shaotang. Much to our regret, we
were not able to undertake the present project while he was
still among us.

Recording of Oral Traditions
During the 1950s and 1960s, Chinese scholars undertook
a great work in recording the storytelling arts in book
4
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Introduction
← From top:
Kang Guohua
(1853–1916),
founder of the Kang
school of Three
Kingdoms.
Fei Junliang
(1891–1952),
eminent disciple
of Wu Guoliang
(1872–1944), who
was the founder of
the Wu school of
Three Kingdoms.
Wang Shaotang
(1889–1968),
founder of the Wang
school of Water
Margin.

form. The Cultural Revolution (1966–1976) brought this
undertaking to a standstill, but it was taken up again in the
1980s and 1990s. This is a very important contribution to the
conser vation and spread of knowledge on Chinese storytelling. There are, however, in our eyes some serious problems
and deficiencies in this way of recording. First, recordings
in book form necessarily involve a great deal of editorial
work, which means not only a ‘refining’ of the materials,
but also a kind of distortion. Second, the medium of the
written and printed book will always be at variance with the
oral performance situation, and by necessity so much of the
language, voice production, gestures and mimicry will be lost
(Børdahl 2003, cf. References and Sources).
During the 1960s and 1980s, some storytellers were recorded in part for the radio. This meant a definite improvement in
the registration of the manner of performance. However, only
part of the repertoire could be broadcast and a certain degree

Dai Shanzhang
(1880–1938),
founder of the Dai
school of Journey to
the West.

Wang Xiaotang
(1918–2000),
eminent storyteller
of the Wang school
of Water Margin,
performing at the
Nordic Institute
of Asian Studies,
Copenhagen, 1996.

5
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of censorship and self-censorship must be presumed for this
kind of presentation. The visual aspects of the art could not
be recorded. Since the 1990s, Chinese television has devoted
some space for storytelling, and Yangzhou Television has had a
special series called the Television Storyteller’s House (Dianshi
shuchang). This is of course an ideal way of recording storytelling. But again there are problems, this time connected with
the general rules of the television medium and the habits and
attitudes of the television audience and the producers. For example, storytelling is traditionally a kind of entertainment that
takes place in a teahouse or storyteller’s house, shuchang, for two
hours every day, and the tales are spun out in minute detail. The
kind of concentration that this entertainment requires from its
audience seems out of tune with today’s television audiences
who require short programs and lots of action.

Large-scale Registration of Chinese Storytelling: Yangzhou
pinghua on Video/VCD
At the beginning of the twenty-first century, we witness the
end of an era: The storytellers who were educated according to the age-old principles of ‘transmitting by mouth and
teaching from the heart’ (kou chuan xin shou) are now retired
and many of them of great age. If we want to preserve some
of the repertoires in full, as usually told in the traditional
storytellers’ house in China, we are in the twelfth hour to do
so! A handful of old masters of Yangzhou storytelling are
still able to perform their entire repertoires in daily sessions.
In the old cultural city of Yangzhou we also still find a
competent audience for the art, which is a very important
part of the oral communication situation.
The present volume derives from the recently concluded
project of ‘Large-scale Registration of Chinese Storytelling’,
which took place from 2001 to 2003 in Yangzhou. Four
distinguished masters of Yangzhou storytelling had their fulllength repertoires filmed in daily sessions of storytelling:
Dai Buzhang of the Dai school of Journey to the West
6
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Storytellers of the
project ‘Large-scale
Registration of
Chinese Storytelling’,
Yangzhou 2003.
From the left: Fei
Zhengliang, Gao
Zaihua, Dai Buzhang
and Ren Jitang.

Fei Zhengliang of the Wu school of Three Kingdoms
Gao Zaihua of the Kang school of Three Kingdoms
Ren Jitang of the Wang school of Water Margin
In addition there is a medium-length repertoire, Emperor
Qian Long Goes South, told by Ren Dekun (Ren Jitang).
Fei Li was the representative for the storytellers, coleader of the project and co-editor of this book. Huang
Ying, Yangzhou University, assisted the project as co-editor
and translator, at the same time facilitating co-ordination
and correspondence. The project aims for the high-quality
recording and storage of the performances on VCD for research purposes. The recorded performances are kept in the
form of videotapes and VCDs, each performance on one
60-minute VCD. The photographers Li Xin and Chen Wei,
Yangzhou, filmed all the videos for the project and prepared
the sets of VCDs.
WHEN WE SPEAK ABOUT ‘large-scale registration’ in connection
with this project, the idea is precisely to record not only selected ‘highlights’ of shorter duration, but full-length repertoires
of storytellers of certain schools, such as those mentioned
7
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above. Chinese storytelling was traditionally an art of continued performances where the storyteller would take up the
thread day after day in long tales of several months’ duration.
Therefore it seems of importance to record the story-cycles
in their full length, if we want to be able to inquire into the
specific characteristics of the storytellers verbal art.
Altogether, 360 hours of performance were filmed for the
project. Dai Buzhang related 100 days (hours) of Journey to
the West. Fei Zhengliang (the artistic name of Fei Li who
uses the latter name in ordinary life and for his written works)
related 50 days of The First Part of Three Kingdoms. Gao
Zaihua related 110 days of The Central Part of Three Kingdoms. Ren Jitang (the artistic name of Ren Dekun as a representative for the Wang school; in ordinary life he uses the
latter name) related 88 days of The Wu Song Saga of Water
Margin; additionally, Mr. Ren related twelve days of Emperor
Qian Long Goes South, a separate tradition not belonging to
the Wang school.
According to the usual habit among the elder generation
of storytellers, the daily sessions were of one hour’s length
(for the younger and middle-aged storytellers each performance would normally last for two hours or more).
The filming of the storytelling performances was divided
according to the traditional seasonal periods, a spring season from early April to late June, and an autumn season
from September to November or December. Gao Zaihua
and Ren Dekun performed from April until December
2002 in the home of the Gao family in the old centre of
Yangzhou. Fei Li performed from April to June 2003,
and Dai Buzhang performed from April until late October 2003. For technical reasons, filming took place in the
home of the photographer Chen Wei in the western part
of Yangzhou during 2003.
Use of the materials is at present restricted to research
purposes. Four sets of the entire recordings on VCD (360
CDs) have been donated to the research libraries of the Academia Sinica, Taipei; the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences,
Beijing; the Danish Folklore Archives, Copenhagen; and the
Library of Congress, Washington DC.
8
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Photos from the storytellers’ milieu and performances
in Yangzhou were taken in 1997–2000 by the late Jette Ross
(1936–2001) and in 2000–2003 by my husband Per E. Børdahl. Gao Zaihua and Ren Jitang were photographed during
the very first days of the filming in April 2002, while Fei
Zhengliang and Dai Buzhang were photographed during the
last days in October 2003. For this volume we also include
some of Jette Ross’ earlier photographs of the storytellers,
taken during the International Workshop on Oral Literature
in Modern China, held at the Nordic Institute of Asian Studies, Copenhagen in 1996, and during Ren Dekun’s visit to
Denmark and Norway together with Yangzhou Television in
1998.

A Guide to the Four Masters’ Full-Length Repertoires
The purpose of the video-project is to preserve the living
art of the Yangzhou storytellers for later generations to enjoy and study anew. The material is no less interesting for
researchers of Chinese fiction and theatre, which genres are
both greatly involved with storytelling. It is also important
to dialectology and to social studies of countryside vis à vis
city culture. It is of course of particular importance for the
research on the oral traditions of China. The present volume
is intended primarily as a guide to the video-collections, but
also as research material in its own right.
THE VOLUME CONTAINS five kinds of documentation of Chinese storytelling:
1. Descriptive articles about Yangzhou storytelling
2. Photos of the four masters of Yangzhou storytelling
and their milieu
3. Short autobiographical sketches
4. Catalogues of full-length repertoires of each performer
5. Sample VCD with selected live performances

9
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The first part, entitled Yangzhou storytelling in oral transmission,
contains two articles introducing the storytellers’ art as oral
performance and transmission:
In the article ‘Performance technique and schools of Yangzhou storytelling’, Fei Li who has published widely as a researcher, editor and creative writer of storytelling, explores
the essential artistic technique of Yangzhou storytellers, both
in verbal and bodily language, something that cannot be transferred to the written medium. Fortunately, such features belong
to the characteristics that we are able to store on the modern
media, such as video and VCD. He also gives a short historical
introduction to the four schools of storytelling represented in
this project. (English translation by Vibeke Børdahl.)
The following essay, ‘By word of tradition’, examines in
some detail the way the Yangzhou storytellers describe their
own art. The storytellers of the project were educated and
worked under a traditional system, mirrored in their insider’s
jargon and professional expressions. The essay is a revised
version of the author’s article ‘Storytellers on storytelling’,
published in ARV Nordic Yearbook of Folklore, 1999. (Chinese
translation by Mi Feng and Yu Jing.)
What are the rules of etiquette surrounding the oral performance? How do the tradition-bearers speak about their
acting tradition, their rules and habits in miming, gesticulation and voice production? How does orality and literacy
interact in the transmission of the art? In these two articles,
we hope to give a key to the understanding of the oral nature
of this tradition.
THE SECOND PART, Four Masters and Their Repertoires, is divided
into four sections. Each of the four masters has his own section as representative of his school of storytelling. The sections contain two kinds of material: 1) life stories of the four
masters and 2) catalogues of their repertoires as told during
the video-project.
The life stories of the storytellers were told to Jette Ross
and the author in 2000. The accounts were published in
English in Børdahl and Ross 2002. After Huang Ying had
translated the English versions into Chinese in 2003, the four
10
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masters revised them and gave them their present form in
Chinese. The English versions of this volume are translations
from these recent Chinese versions. It is noteworthy that the
autobiographical texts were never ‘written’ by the storytellers,
who apart from Fei Li, seldom engage in literary activities.
However, when we started preparing the present volume, the
four storytellers all agreed that they preferred to revise the
already existing materials, rather than write their own biographies. Therefore, these texts are also ‘oral’ in nature, based
on ‘telling’ rather than writing.
For each repertoire there is a catalogue, i.e. a complete list
of performances in numbered chronological sequence with
the same number of entries as there were ‘days of storytelling’. The date of each performance is given as well as a short
entry about the contents, supplied by the storytellers of each
repertoire. In the entries for the catalogues, the storytellers’
own words are carefully preserved, edited in collaboration
with Fei Li and Huang Ying. Again, it must be emphasised
that the activity of writing such entries for each day of perfor mance is highly unusual in the storytellers’ professional
life. There is usually no need for this kind of information
for the artists own use. They know their own repertoires and
carry the ‘road of the story’ (shuluzi) in their memory. When
we started preparing materials for the catalogue, it was simply
agreed that the storytellers would write a few lines on the
contents of every day of performance. But we had no fixed
format. This is also the reason why the format used by the
individual storytellers is not particularly homogeneous and
even changes during the period of performance. As a project leader, I did not want to interfere much in the writing
of the entries. I thought the authenticity of the project—being true to the storytellers’ own style and feeling—would
be better served by leaving this open to their own decision.
Huang Ying prepared the Chinese versions of the catalogues
for electronic format from the manuscript versions of the
storytellers. Ole Fossgård and Yu Jing translated the catalogues into English in collaboration with the author. We decided to base the translations of names and places of the oral
repertoires on those found in translations into English of
11
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the great Chinese Ming novels. For Journey to the West told
by Dai Buzhang we used Journey to the West by Wu Cheng’en,
translated by W. J. F. Jenner, Foreign Languages Press, Beijing
1982. For Three Kingdoms told by Fei Zhengliang and Gao
Zaihua we used Three Kingdoms attributed to Luo Guanzhong,
translated by Moss Roberts, California University Press and
Foreign Languages Press, Beijing, 1991. For Water Margin
told by Ren Jitang we used The Marshes of Mount Liang, vol. 2,
The Tiger Killers, translated by John and Alex Dent-Young,
The Chinese University Press, Hong Kong, 1997.
THE CATALOGUES CONSTITUTE the essential body of this volume. They are meant to serve primarily as guides into the VCD
collections that can presently be studied in major research
libraries as stated above. We also hope to establish a database
with these materials, in order to make them easily accessible.
As for updating on this project, the reader is referred to the
website on Chinese Storytelling, www.shuoshu.org. The catalogues are, however, important materials in their own right.
This kind of day-by-day summary of Chinese storytelling is
unique. What we have here are individual versions of ‘complete repertoires’, not only individual in the sense that they
are told by individual storytellers, but also individual in the
sense that each storyteller might tell his saga in many other
ways, longer or shorter. He might leave this out, or take that
in, according to circumstances. Three of them take about a
year to perform in their present versions. However, there is
no definite plan or size to the repertoire.
In this volume, one has occasion to study the layout of
four full-length long repertoires—and one medium-length. The
VCDs are on hand for further studies, numbered and dated
as in the catalogues. Some of the episodes have been published earlier in renditions based on tape- and video-recordings, both in English and in Chinese (cf. References and
Sources).
Some of these sagas of Yangzhou storytelling exist in
written versions, not only adapted to the written and printed
form, but also corrected according to editorial principles that
are sometimes quite at variance with the storytellers’ own
12
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habits. The importance of the present project is therefore anchored in the insistence on being true to the storytellers’ art
as their original and authentic contribution.
FINALLY, WE HAVE ADDED a sample VCD of 60 minutes. Each
of the four masters is represented with a selection from his
performance on the first day of his repertoire.

13
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Overview of the project
Video project:
‘Large-scale Registration of Chinese Storytelling’
Storytellers: Dai Buzhang, Fei Zhengliang, Gao Zaihua,
Ren Jitang
Project leaders: Vibeke Børdahl and Fei Li
Co-ordination and communication: Huang Ying
Video-photographers: Li Xin, Chen Wei
Photographers: Jette Ross, Per E. Børdahl

Catalogue for video project:
Four Masters of Chinese Storytelling: Full-length Repertoires of Yangzhou Storytelling on Video
Editor-in-chief: Vibeke Børdahl
Co-editors: Fei Li, Huang Ying
Authors of life stories and catalogue entries: Dai Buzhang,
Fei Zhengliang, Gao Zaihua, Ren Jitang
Authors of articles: Vibeke Børdahl, Fei Li
Translators into Chinese: Huang Ying, Mi Feng, Yu Jing
Translators into English: Vibeke Børdahl, Ole Fossgård, Yu
Jing
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Li Xin

Chen Wei

Four masters of the project, Fei Li, Gao Zaihua,
Dai Buzhang and Ren Dekun, together with
Vibeke Børdahl during the conclusion of the
project, Yangzhou, November 2003.

Jette Ross

Huang Ying

Per E. Børdahl
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Performance
Technique and
Schools of Yangzhou
Storytelling
Fei Li
Yangzhou storytelling (Yangzhou pinghua [Yangzhou commented tales]) has several other names, such as Yangzhou pingci
[Yangzhou commented lines] and Weiyang pinghua [Weiyang
commented tales]. In daily usage among the people and also
among the storytellers themselves it is simply called ‘storytelling’ (shuoshu [telling texts]). This kind of storytelling represents a continuation of the storytelling, called shuohua
[telling tales], known since the time of the Tang and Song
dynasties. From the end of the Ming and beginning of the
Qing dynasties, storytelling gradually manifested itself in
local genres of orally performed literature. In modern time,
Yangzhou storytelling is among the most influential of the
Chinese performed narrative arts.
The main technique of Yangzhou storytelling is the oral
narrative which is accompanied by gestures of performance.
The general language of the narrative is Yangzhou dialect, but
in order to distinguish between the various characters of the
story and make the tale livelier, some of the characters may
talk in Northern Chinese or in other dialects of Northern
Jiangsu, such as Gaoyou dialect or Haizhou dialect.
The storytellers divide the narrative language into ‘official
talk’ (guanbai) and ‘private talk’ (sibai), recently these two
kinds of narration have also been called ‘talking’ (shuo) and
‘performing’ (biao). ‘Official talk’ [dialogue] designates the
speech of the characters in a story. Apart from the fact that
17
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various dialects can be imitated in ‘official talk’, there is also
differentiation between high and low intonation, between
fast and slow diction, between rough and delicate voice, all of
which is used to characterize the various personalities, so that
the language and tone of each character will have specific
characteristics. In this way the social status and individuality
of each character will stand out, and the audience will immediately know who is speaking. ‘Private talk’ [non-dialogue] comprises everything in the narrative language, apart from what
belongs to ‘official talk’. Thus ‘private talk’ is used for the
storyteller’s own voice, when he relates the events of the story
or introduces settings and persons; also the inner thoughts
of the characters are spoken in ‘private talk’; further, the simulated dialogue between the storyteller and his audience is
performed in this style, as well as other inserted passages.
‘Private talk’ is entirely performed in the daily vernacular of
the Yangzhou dialect.
The narrative language of ‘official talk’ and ‘private talk’ is
sometimes more refined and structured, told in a measured
rhythm, with resounding pronunciation, often coined in
phrases of four or six syllables. The storytellers call this style
‘square mouth’ (fangkou). On the other hand, when the storytellers speak in ordinary daily Yangzhou dialect, they call this
smooth and relaxed style ‘round mouth’ (yuankou). Because of
differing subject matter, the various storytelling repertoires
(shu [texts]) are not equally dependent on the styles of ‘square
mouth’ and ‘round mouth’. Generally the repertoires of historical themes, such as Three Kingdoms (San guo) and Western Han (Xi Han) are relatively heavily dependent on ‘square
mouth’, and these repertoires are called ‘square mouth texts’
(fangkou shu) or ‘major texts’ (da shu). The repertoires of martial knight-errants’ tales (wuxia) and supernatural tales (shenguai), such as The Cases of Lord Shi (Shi gong’an) and Journey
to the West (Xiyou ji) are called ‘round mouth texts’ (yuankou
shu) or ‘minor texts’ (xiao shu).
Gesticulation and mimicry during performance is subservient to the narrative activity. The purpose is to illustrate the
contents of the narrative, so that it will appear in concrete
shape. Since the storyteller is sitting during performance and
18
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only very seldom stands up, he uses only the upper part of his
body for illustrative movements, and he relies mainly on the
look of his eyes, his mimicry and gesticulation.
Face and eyes are most important for performance, from
beginning to end. The look of the eyes can express that of the
storyteller as narrator, or that of a character of the story, and
the look can also be an accompaniment to certain gestures.
The look of the storyteller as narrator points to the voice of
the storyteller himself during his narrative; the direction of
his gaze must from time to time change from the left to the
right, because he must comprise the whole audience from
the left, middle and right in his look. In so doing he must
grasp the attention of the entire audience in the storytellers’
house.
The look of the characters points to the way the storyteller impersonates the activities of the many characters of
the story. If he, for example, impersonates two characters in
conversation, he must perform the changing direction of the
glance of these two persons, so that their relative position
is indicated. When he performs a group scene, for example
an official interrogation in court, he may use his changing
glance to illustrate the situation, sometimes imitating the look
of those sitting on the tribune above, sometimes that of the
prostrated victims below, or that of the attendants to the left
and right, etc. Here the delicate and refined art of Yangzhou
storytelling may come into full play.
As an accompaniment to certain gestures, the look of the
artist may be used to guide the attention of the audience into
the direction of concomitant gestures. If, for example, the
characters of a story are on the point of coming to blows,
the storyteller may shift his glance from its original direction
towards the audience over to his right hand which is now
being clenched into a fist—and then the eye may follow the
movement forward of the right hand fist, so that the behaviour of fist-fighters is illustrated. The storytellers call this ‘the
hand moves, and the eyes follow’ (shou dao, yan dao).
Mimicry points to the impersonation of the facial expressions of the characters and the imitation of their facial
characteristics. This aspect of performance is very subtle.
19
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Apart from being able to perform the changing moods of
pleasure, anger, sorrow and joy, one must also express the
various characters’ individuality and psychological condition
through the facial expressions of seriousness, intelligence,
stupidity, impatience, etc. Further, one must often imitate
the appearance of certain characters by their special facial
features, such as protuberant eyes, squinting eyes, a grinning
mouth, shrunken lips, etc. The look of the eyes and the facial
expressions taken together are called ‘the soul’ (shenyi) by the
storytellers
The gesticulation is not only about the movements of
the hands, but also arms. The gesticulation can be divided
into imitation and symbolization. Imitation is used when the
gesture corresponds with the movement in real life, as for
example when a character is clenching his fist for fighting, or
folding his hands in salutation. Symbolization is used in the
case of movements or actions that are impossible or hard to
imitate. At the same time as these events are told, they are
also hinted at by symbolic movements.
Symbolisation comprises alluding, replacing and hinting.
Alluding means to ‘do as if ’. For example, if one impersonates a character who is brandishing his sword or raising his
staff, one does not have a sword or a staff in ones hand.
However, by performing gestures ‘as if ’ one had these items,
it is possible to convey the feeling to the audience. Replacing
means to replace an inconvenient movement by another
movement; for example, if one impersonates a kneeling
character, one uses the arm instead of the leg and the fist
in place of the knee: knocking the table with ones fist
symbolises the knee touching the ground. Further, if one
performs the firing of a gun, one just points the right index
finger into the air; or if one performs mounting a horse, one
moves the right hand forward from the armpit. These two
gestures are called ‘from the fingertip a gun is fired, from the
armpit a horse gallops forth’ (zhijianshang fang pao, gezhiwo pao
ma). Hinting means to use certain gestures to evoke special
activities among the characters or special circumstances;
for example, if one is performing ‘military troops pressing
forward in a big crowd’, one stretches both arms forward
21
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to signal that a crowd of people are running forwards; or, if
performing a large circle of people sitting on the ground, one
forms a circle with both arms to show the circle of people.
Gestures are also used to point out directions and show the
form and location of objects.
Narration and gesticulation are mutually supportive, and
both serve to convey the meaning of the story told. In the
characterization of persons, the important thing is to strive
for likeliness in spirit, while at the same time giving an idea of
the outward appearance of certain figures.
In order to add atmosphere to certain activities or scenery,
the storyteller often uses ‘mouth acrobatics’ (kouji) to create
sound effects, such as the sound of swinging a sword or gun,
or the sound of a galloping horse, a tinkling bell, neighing,
footsteps, shooting, drumming, etc.
During performance the storyteller also uses the so-called
‘talk stopper’ (zhiyu—elsewhere called ‘waking board’, xingmu),
as well as his handkerchief as requisites. The ‘talk stopper’,
made of jade, is used to beat the table and make it resound.
At the moment of beginning his performance the storyteller
will beat the table with the ‘talk stopper’, its primary function being to signal to the audience that it is time to calm
down and concentrate on listening. In the second place, it
is also beaten against the table at certain critical points in
order to enhance the atmosphere and attract the attention
of the audience. The handkerchief can be used instead of a
letter, an imperial edict, etc. During periods of hot weather,
the storyteller also brings a folding fan, which he uses not
only to cool him, but also to represent a sword, a gun, a staff,
etc. When telling Three Kingdoms, it may also indicate the
feather fan used by Zhuge Liang.
DURING THE MID-QING PERIOD, Yangzhou storytelling rose
to unprecedented fame, and during the following period
generation after generation of storytellers developed and improved the art. During the late Qing period and the Republic
a prolific number of oral repertoires were formed, famous
masters appeared in every generation and numerous schools
emerged. However, later on because of various reasons, in
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Painting by Yang
Dechun, Yangzhou 1858. The
painting illustrates
a storyteller who is
telling during the
hot summertime for
a small audience,
sitting outside in the
shade of the garden
trees and enjoying
tea.

particular under the influence of the widespread and multiple
kinds of modern audio-visual communication technique and
enter tainment facilities, Yangzhou storytelling—a folklore
art to be performed in local storytellers’ houses (shuchang)—
experienced difficult circumstances. The transmission of
some repertoires and lines of storytellers’ schools was interrupted, such as the repertoire of Sui and Tang (Sui Tang),
which was mentioned during the Qiang Long era: “Sui and
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Tang is told everywhere by storytellers”—see Dong Weiye
“Yangzhou bamboo-slip verses” (Yangzhou zhuzhi ci)—but
nowadays nobody can tell this repertoire. This is also the case
with Quelling the Demons’ Revolt (Ping yao zhuan) and Tale
of Yue Fei (Yue Fei zhuan), two repertoires of the famous Jin
Guocan during the Xian Feng period (1851–62). The ancient
historical repertoire of Western Han (Xi Han) is presently
only extant in a script called The Struggle between Chu and
Han (Chu Han xiang zheng). Among all the famous schools
of former times, only the Kang school of Three Kingdoms
(Kangpai San guo), the Wu school of Three Kingdoms (Wupai
San guo), the Wang school of Water Margin (Wangpai Shuihu),
and the Dai school of Journey to the West (Daipai Xiyou ji)
are still in living transmission.
The founding master of the Kang school, Kang Guohua
(1853–1916), told the Central Part of Three Kingdoms (Zhong
San guo). His art was natural and unrestrained, every syllable
clear and distinct, and he excelled in a lifelike and sug gestive
portrayal of characters, attaining an exceptional level of ‘soul’
(shenyi). His audience had the feeling of seeing his characters
in person, listening to their voices and being present at the
place of the events. He was an aficionado of Beijing opera,
and in the language of his characters and their gestures he
had incorporated certain features of Beijing opera. For the
same reason some people called his style the ‘opera school’
(xipai). At present the school is represented by Gao Zaihua,
who belongs to the second generation of storytellers in this
line.
The founding master of the Wu school of Three Kingdoms, Wu Guoliang (1872–1944), told the Central Part of
Three Kingdoms and the Last Part of Three Kingdoms
(Hou San guo). Wu Guoliang and Kang Guohua were both
distinguished masters, active during the periods of Tong
Zhi (1862–75) and Guang Xu (1875–1908), and they were
both disciples of Li Guohui. They had, however, different
temperaments, and their master, Li Guohui, let them develop
according to their talents. These circumstances, together
with the fact that Wu Guoliang was also influenced by
another famous master, Lan Yuchun, led to separate artistic
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development of two different styles. The special skill of the
Wu school storytellers is found in their command of rhythm,
in the way they modulate the voice to portray characters, in
their alternating art of ‘civil dialogue’ (wen shuo) and ‘military
dialogue’ (wu shuo). The first is slow and refined, coloured
by tireless volubility; the second is characterized by swinging
arms and furious roaring, giving the whole audience a scare.
At present the school is represented by Fei Li (artist’s name,
Fei Zhengliang), who belongs to the second generation of
storytellers in this line. The father of Fei Li, Fei Junliang,
studied First Part of Three Kingdoms (Qian San guo) with
the distinguished master Gu Zhaozhen. Therefore Fei Li was
also able to tell First Part of Three Kingdoms. Moreover
nobody else is able to tell this part anymore. First Part of
Three Kingdoms as told by Fei Li is nevertheless marked by
the artistic characteristics of the Wu school.
The Wang school of Water Margin was formed by Wang
Shaotang (1889–1968), who was able to tell the Wu Song,
Song Jiang, Shi Xiu and Lu Junyi sagas. He was educated by his
father Wang Yutang and his father’s brother Wang Jinzhang,
but he was also able to absorb the strong points of many other
distinguished masters, expanding and enriching the contents
of the tradition. The characteristics of his art were expressed
in the fine portrayal of characters, detailed account of events,
excellent combination of sound and mime, and strong artistic
charm. All kinds of major and minor personages would be
recreated as if they were truly coming to life, and when he
came to a fighting passage—just with one stroke and one posture would he bring you into the action. He spoke with ease
and grace, and his performance was polished and precise.
At present his granddaughter Wang Litang is still active as a
storyteller of Wang Shaotang’s school, and so are several of
the disciples he educated in his later years: Ren Dekun (artist’s
name: Ren Jitang), Hui Zhaolong and Chen Shiyong (artist’s
name: Chen Yintang). Among these, Ren Dekun studied with
three generations of the Wang school, both with Wang Shaotang, with his son Wang Xiaotang (1918–2000) and with
Wang Litang.
26
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The Dai school of Journey to the West was initiated by
Dai Shanzhang (1880–1938). He created this tale on the
background of Wu Cheng’en’s novel Journey to the West (Xiyou ji) and the street performance Monkey Tale (Hou’er shu),
changing and enriching the subject material. His artistic
speciality was the fresh and clear impersonation of the
characters of Monkey (Sun Wukong), Pigsy (Zhu Bajie) and
other supernatural beings. He spoke in a sharp and pungent
style, and his language was highly humorous. In his hands
the fairy tale of this text was freely expanded and inserted
with extraneous subject matter, so that ugly personalities
and events of his own time and society were ingeniously attacked and put to ridicule: ‘smiling and grimacing, scolding
and swearing were all part of his storytelling’ (xi, xiao, nu, ma,
jie shi shu). At present the school is only represented by his
son Dai Buzhang [Dai Buzhang died on 8 December 2003,
translator’s note].
The storytellers, who through generations transmit the
art of each of these schools, do not aim at a rigid, neverchanging, attitude towards the art that they study. As society
changes and as they gain experience in their artistic endeavour, they may gradually make changes in the contents and in
the style of performance, but they would not wish to change
the essential features of the art of their school.
English translation by V. B.
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By Word of Tradition
Vibeke Børdahl

Storytellers’ Terms and Sayings

←
Today again you
have heard me tell of
things long past
If you have time to
spare, please come
early tomorrow!
A couplet decorating
the hanging scrolls
on both sides of
the traditional
storyteller’s stage.
Calligraphy by Wang
Yuanshu, Yangzhou.

The storytellers are traditions-bearers in the full sense of the
word. Their art of performance embodies not only verbal
repertoires of enormous length, learned by word of mouth
from master to disciple through generations, but also the
body-language accompanying the words. The movements are
rigorously studied together with the words and seem to be
a crucial component supporting the mnemonic skill. What
is more, the storytellers are transmitters of a world of rules,
rituals and habits—a way of life—belonging to the profession. These circumstances of performance and professional
life are given expression in a rich vocabulary, used among the
storytellers in their dealings with each other and with their
disciples, the storytellers’ terms (hanghua shuyu). Some of the
expressions are well known among the townspeople, while
other terms constitute a dialectal argot which is generally
not shared with the ordinary citizens of the town. Through
this vocabulary we may get a picture of intrinsic phenomena
of the performing situation, as well as extrinsic phenomena
belonging to their milieu.
The aim of the present essay is thus to present the performance practice of Yangzhou pinghua through the ideas, sayings
and jargon that constitute a professional frame of reference
for the artistes. The storytellers’ terms bearing on the extrinsic performance situation, such as place of performance,
rules of etiquette, job arrangements and payment, etc., reflect the conditions and habits of the profession during the
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Entrance of
Da guangming
shuchang – ‘Great
Enlightenment
Storytellers’
House’,Yangzhou,
1997.

early childhood and youth of the present senior masters.
Some of the expressions are still valid in the original sense,
while others are obsolete or must be taken in a derived,
often humorous sense, because the designated phenomena
have been abandoned in modern life. It should, however, be
emphasized that the terms are still in living memory and the
better part are used bona fide by today’s performers.
From a global perspective it seems most astonishing that
Chinese storytelling has preserved its traditions to such a high
degree in spite of the revolutions and modernization politics
of the twentieth century.

The Place
Yangzhou storytellers’ expressions related to the setting
against which a performance takes place are here treated
under the heading: the place (changzi). This is the common
short designation for the actual physical place where storytelling is performed for an audience. The full form of the
word is ‘storytelling place’ (shuchangzi), usually translated as
storytellers’ house. It is an establishment where an audience
of considerable size (between one and five hundred people)
can be seated indoors and served tea while listening to the
storyteller who is usually performing from a small platform.
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The storyteller’s
stage in Great
Enlightenment
Storytellers’
House,
Yangzhou, 1997.

Many teahouses also served formerly as storytellers’ houses,
but in such places the serving of tea and food was the primary function, storytelling an additional entertainment. In
its specific geographic and historical setting, the storytellers’
house exemplifies the performance arena of oral tradition in
China in one of its most characteristic forms.
There used to be more than twenty storytellers’ houses
and teahouses offering storytelling in Yangzhou. The storytellers would alternate between these places, usually working
for a period of three months at one place. Often they would
take to the roads and accept jobs in other towns and villages
all over the area north and south of the Yangzi River where
the dialect is understood, including teahouses in Nanjing and
Shanghai, ‘touring the market towns’ (pao matou). Such was the
situation when the older generation of storytellers who are
now in their sixties or seventies were young. In the 1990s there
is only one place in Yangzhou city, the Great Enlightenment
Storytellers’ House (Da guangming shuchang), where storytelling
is regularly performed in daily sessions of a couple of hours.
Similar developments have taken place all over the area. The
drastic reduction in number of houses is just one indication
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Great Enlightenment
Storytellers’ House,
Yangzhou.

of the dramatic change that has occurred in the storytellers’
life conditions during the twentieth century.
The storytellers’ houses and teahouses had private owners
(place-owners changdong) well into the 1960s, when most
places were gradually closed. During the Cultural Revolution
(1966–1976) the storytellers were not allowed to perform
their traditional themes and activity was scarce. It took almost
another ten years before a new storytellers’ house was made
available for performances in 1986, the above mentioned
Da guangming shuchang, which is under collective ownership.
Terms concerning the storytellers’ house are reminiscent of
the time when there were many of them in the neighborhood
and competition was stiff. A storytellers’ house where performances were seldom and the audience scarce was called
a ‘cold place’ (leng changzi), while a house where storytellers
followed one another without interruption and the audience
was steady and ample, was called a ‘hot place’ (re changzi). A
house that was well situated and where it was easy to attract a
large audience, was called ‘a decent place’ (zhengmian changzi),
the opposite of a house, situated out of the way and called
‘on the border’ (bianchui).
One session of storytelling (yichang shu)—also called ‘one
day’s storytelling’ (yitian shu)—will nowadays last about two
hours with a break of ten minutes after the first hour. In the
storytellers’ house the performances are from 2–4 p.m. Tickets are bought at the entrance. In former times one session
was longer, often more than three hours and divided into four
sections, called ‘rounds’ (zhuan), now called ‘parts’ (duanzi),
with a ‘rest between the rounds’ (xie zhuan). One pot of tea
was brewed for every guest, or two or more might share a
large pot. A ‘tea fee’ (chajin) was paid by the members of the
audience and another ‘storytelling fee’ (shujin) was collected
together with the fee for tea, usually after the first round.
There might also be some extra fees, called ‘small debts’
(xiao zhang), i.e. payment for extra service such as brewing
fine tea, bringing hot napkins, etc. Sometimes there were
also non-paying ‘special guests’ (jiayan), friends or relatives
of the storyteller or of the owner. There used to be another
kind of non-paying audience as well—the so-called ‘standing
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listeners’ (ting zhan shu) who would crowd outside the entrance
and listen for free, also called ‘crane listeners’ (ting xianhe shu)
because they were standing on tiptoe like these birds.
After the fourth round, called ‘final round’ (mozhuan)
or ‘tail round’ (weizhuan), the audience would sometimes
demand still another passage and loudly shout: ‘Add a round!’
(da zhuan, i.e. ‘Encore!’). The owner would then collect extra
money from the audience, but the amount would not be
fixed, and people without money would not be pressed; this
income would belong entirely to the storyteller. In recent
times payment is only taken for the entrance ticket. People
bring their own cups with tea leaves and are served hot water
from a big kettle for free. There are no extra services.
In some places it was not uncommon to have performances both in the afternoon, ‘daytime job’ (ridang), and in the
evening, ‘evening job’ (wandang), or ‘lamplight storytelling’
(dengshu). The storytellers were engaged on a seasonal basis
and the year was divided into four periods of two or three
months where one performer was expected to entertain
every day for one or two sessions. Such a fixed period, or
‘job’ (dang) could not be less than forty days, or else it would
be difficult to make a contract. At present storytellers are
still engaged for such a period in the storytellers’ house, but
activity is generally limited to two seasons a year. During one
season or ‘job’ the storyteller will usually tell one cycle of
stories, belonging to his inherited repertoire. The long sagas
are told in installments, presupposing a relatively constant
body of listeners who follow the development of the tale
from day to day.
The mutual competition between storytellers, vying with
one another for an audience, is felt in many expressions. It
was comfortable to get a ‘single job’ (dudang) of storytelling
in a locality where there was only one storytellers’ house,
or even if there were several places, only one of them
would be offering storytelling at the time. Then is was
more demanding to take on a ‘double job’ (duidang) where
two storytellers were giving performances at the same time
in the same neighborhood. This common situation would
often lead to serious competition between the two engaged
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storytellers, trying to entice the audience over to themselves,
called ‘beat the opponent in a double job’ (da duidang).
However, expressions indicating mutual help and support
are not lacking, for example when three to five storytellers
would share the same performance, taking turns on the
stage and telling small extracts from their repertoire, called a
‘common job’ (gongdang). Such performances were usually for
some beneficial purpose or to help a colleague in difficult circumstances. If a storyteller was unable to begin his ‘job’ on
time, or could not carry through during the whole period, he
might invite a colleague or his student to fill in for him, ‘fill
the hole’ (diangong). Since wages were mostly in direct proportion to the size of the audience, being collected during
performances and shared with the owner of the place,
everybody was of course striving to have a ‘roaring job’
(hongdang), when the audience would be plentiful, people jamming in and creating a hubbub.
From the aspect of income, some ‘jobs’ were more safe
than others: in a ‘guaranteed job’ (baodang), no matter whether
the audience was big or small, the salary of the storyteller
was guaranteed by the owner of the place. While this was
exceptional in the old days, it is the general rule nowadays,
when the storytellers are on a fixed salary, paid by their unit.

Props and Gestures
The Chinese storyteller is dependent only on ‘his sole person
and his sole mouth’ (yi ren yi kou). Most genres of storytelling
without song and music are performed by only one person,
but the musically accompanied genres, also called ‘storysinging’, are often performed by two or three. Yangzhou pinghua
belongs to the purely spoken genres, performed by one person (usually a male performer) and the requisites are few and
simple. The storyteller can make do with no requisites at all,
but usually the following items are used:
• ‘storytelling stage’ (shutai), i.e. a small platform with a
wooden table.
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• ‘chair’ (yi), i.e. the storyteller sits on a chair while
performing. The chair is a little higher than normal, so
that the performer can move freely and the audience
see him better.
• ‘tablecloth’ (zhuowei), usually in red velvet with golden
characters, hanging down in front of the table.
• ‘teapot’ (chahu), a teacup is always at hand on the table,
while the pot is more seldom found now.
• ‘talk stopper’ (zhiyu), a small piece of hard wood or jade,
in other parts of China called ‘waking-board’ (xingmu);
the Yangzhou term refers to the way the stone is used
at the beginning of a performance: the first action of
the performer is to beat the table with his ‘talk stopper’
to make people calm down and concentrate, to stop
talking. During performances the stick is tapped against
the table whenever the performer wants to mark a passage or indicate a turn of events.
• ‘handkerchief and fan’ (shoupa he shanzi) are used as stage
requisites during performance; the closed fan may be
used to symbolize a sword or spear, chopsticks, roller
pin; the open fan: a tray, a wall, etc.; the handkerchief: a
letter, a book, etc.1
Only the ‘talk stopper’ is a special requisite, while the other
things are items of everyday usage, such as handkerchief, fan
and teacup. The handkerchief and fan are used every now
and then to represent objects of the story told, but they
are also used in the ordinary way: to wipe ones face or fan
oneself during a hot day. In wintertime the old storytellers
do not avail themselves of the fan, but some of the younger
generation like to have the fan at hand no matter what the
season is.
When performing in the storytellers’ house, the storytellers
nor mally dress in the traditional male dress, the long gown,
1
The above items are still in current use. Traditionally the storytellers count
two more items: the ‘big bowl’ (da wan), used to gather money from the
audience after the first round; already in the 1920s this item was replaced
by a money basket, and later by the system of tickets. The final traditional
item is only used for Yangzhou storysinging (xianci), namely the ‘threestringed lute’ (sanxian). It belongs to the inventory because the two genres
are closely related, and many storytellers were masters of both arts.
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National Museum,
Copenhagen, 1998.
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eat the cudgel of Wu
Song, symbolized by
the fan.

but when giving shorter ad hoc performances in schools and
hotels, many performers now prefer to dress in a western suit
and entertain in standing position without requisites. This
kind of storytelling is influenced by modern entertainment
genres and particularly by the northern Chinese variety art of
‘comic dialogue’ (xiangsheng). Since the 1940s there have been
a few female storytellers of Yangzhou pinghua. They do not
have a special dress for performance, but wear the ordinary
female clothes, usually trousers and a nice blouse.
The importance of both language and body language
is expressed in the saying: ‘mouth, hand, body, step, look’
(kou, shou, shen, bu, shen), numbering the five basic elements
of storytelling: ‘mouth’ points to the art of telling; ‘hand’
symbolizes gesture; ‘body’ stands for body movements; ‘step’
stands for movements of the legs in sitting or standing;
‘look’ means the expression of the face and eyes. The acting
gestures and face expressions of the Yangzhou storytellers
show a considerable influence from Chinese drama. During a
student’s rehearsals with his master, the gestures and ‘looks’
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are rigorously studied together with the words that go with
each movement. While Chinese drama and the martial arts,
including various kinds of gymnastics, have a rich vocabulary
for various gestures and movements, such terminology is
not found in the Yangzhou storytellers’ own vocabulary,
and few such expressions have been registered, apart from
some general indications about the range of movements,
‘the frame’ (jiazi). The Yangzhou storytellers traditionally sit
down at the table and act using only moderate movements of
hands and feet, ‘small frame’ (xiao jiazi), occasionally standing
for a short while, but not moving far away from the table, ‘the
half open door’ (xiao kai men). This is in contrast to some of
the other storytelling traditions that may allow more moving
around or may demand less freedom of movement and even
smaller gestures. Nowadays some performers of Yangzhou
storytelling tend to go in the direction of more freedom,
using the ‘big frame’ (da jiazi) and switching to Suzhou style
‘wide open door’ (da kai men).

‘Mouth’ and ‘Talk’
The large majority of storytellers’ terms is concerned with
the verbal activity. The ‘mouth’ (kou) has after all the most
important role in this art. A good storyteller is called an
‘embroidered mouth’ (xiukou), while the opposite is called
a ‘blunt mouth’ (dunkou). The words should come smoothly
and continuously: ‘fast, but not confused; slow, but without
interruption’ (kuai er bu luan, man er bu duan), a basic demand
in storytelling technique. The flow of rhythm should be varied, sometimes fast like ‘pouring water from a clean vase’ (jin
ping dao shui), sometimes slow like ‘silkworms spitting silk’
(chun can tu si).
In addition the performer must master the art of ‘mouth
acrobatics’ (kouji), imitation of all kinds of non-linguistic
sounds, the so-called ‘six skills’ (liu ji): ‘galloping, drumming,
shooting, crying, laughing, roaring’ (ma, gu, pao, ku, xiao, zao).
The enumeration of six kinds is only suggestive, not exhaustive. Mouth acrobatics is entertaining and easy to appre38
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Fast, but not confused,
Slow, but without interruption!
Rising and falling in rhythmic cadence,
A clear and rich voice!
Storytellers’ motto, in the calligraphy of
Wang Yuanshu, Yangzhou.

ciate, something the performers are well aware of: they often
emphasize this aspect whenever performing for children or
strangers who are not used to listen to storytelling. In a traditional performance this element would, however, be used
with discrimination.
Prose is the main form of Yangzhou storytelling, but poetry in various meters, summarized in the expression ‘poetry,
verse, songs and prose-poems’ (shi ci ge fu), is frequently recited (not sung). Poems are learned by heart and change very
little from performance to performance by the same storyteller, or from one storyteller to the other from the same school
of storytelling. Together with proper names of persons and
places, as well as certain set-pieces in literary prose, the poetry passages function as mnemonic milestones for the performer; ‘the road of the story’ (shuluzi), i.e. the story line, is
laid out with memorable persons, places and poems. Over
this structure the tale is woven in a vernacular prose allowing
much freedom of improvisation to the storyteller.
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In the storytellers’ terminology, ‘mouth’ is also synony mous with ‘speaking mouth’ (shuokou) in the sense of
‘speaking style’ where articulation and voice quality as well as
mode and style are involved. There are a number of different
styles, some of which indicate modulation of pitch, loudness,
rhythm and breathing technique. Accelerating speed and
special breathing, ‘bold mouth’ (pokou), is used for emphasis,
for example in linked passages where the last words of one
sentence are repeated at the beginning of the following
sentence, etc. Telling a long passage of several sentences all in
one breath, accelerating the pace, but keeping every syllable
distinct, is called ‘piling-up-mouth’ (duikou). Accelerating
speed together with a decrescendo of loudness and pitch are
used for ending a performance, ‘closing mouth’ (shoukou).
The most important ‘speaking mouths’ are, however, the socalled ‘square mouth’ (fangkou) and ‘round mouth’ (yuankou),
implying a shifting of register, which is felt in phonology,
grammar and style, as we shall see below.
The division between dramatic and narrative modes of
telling—in Western narrative theory called ‘showing’ versus
‘telling’ or ‘scene’ versus ‘summary’—is also one of the basic
distinctions in the storytellers’ conception of their modes of
narrative. For this purpose they distinguish different kinds
of ‘talk’ (bai). Every tale is produced by a combination of
dialogue, called ‘public talk’ (guanbai), and non-dialogue,
i.e. all other forms of narration, called ‘private talk’ (sibai).
The latter category includes narration of events (summary),
descriptions of persons and scenery, storyteller’s comments
and inner monologues of the characters of the tale. Both categories of ‘public talk’ and ‘private talk’ may occur within the
two registers of ‘square mouth’ and ‘round mouth’.

‘Square Mouth’ and ‘Round Mouth’
The styles of ‘square mouth’ and ‘round mouth’ are used in
a broad and a narrow sense. In the broad sense they characterize certain schools of storytelling as being mainly performed in either ‘square’ or ‘round mouth’. The so-called
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‘major texts’ (da shu), such as Three Kingdoms and Water
Margin, belong to the style of ‘square mouth’ which is an indication of their more serious character. ‘Round mouth’ style
is typical for the ‘minor texts’ (xiao shu), including the famous
theme of Journey to the West (Xiyou ji), considered to be
more humorous and light.
In the narrow sense, ‘square mouth’ and ‘round mouth’
indicate the two main registers into which the performance
is variously keyed, according to the narrative mode and the
kind of dialogue presented. No matter whether a performance belongs to the ‘major texts’ or the ‘minor texts’, it will
contain passages in both ‘square’ and ‘round’, but the ‘major
texts’ frequently switch to ‘square mouth’ register, while
‘round mouth’ predominates in the ‘minor texts’. Passages in
‘square mouth’ style tend to follow a more regular sentence
pattern, often using four- and six-syllable phrases, parallelism
and other prosodic features akin to the literary and poetic
traditions of Chinese. Such passages are performed in a dignified and measured diction. ‘Round mouth’ passages are full
of everyday language, dialect expressions and earthy localisms spoken in a homely, fluent diction.
The two registers of ‘square’ and ‘round’ represent different
dialectal substrata, as is clearly manifested in phonology and
grammar. ‘Round mouth’ is a relatively homogeneous style,
with only a few systematic differences from the phonology and
grammar of ordinary Yangzhou dialect. This style is used for
the dialogue of ordinary characters in the stories, called ‘small
persons’ (xiao renwu), and also for narration in an intimate and
humorous atmosphere. The storyteller’s comments are mostly
in ‘round mouth’ style. ‘Square mouth’, on the other hand, is
an elevated and lofty style, both in dialogue and narration. It
includes several sub-categories, most important in the division
between dialogue and narration. Dialogue in ‘square mouth’
style is conducted in ‘officials’ language’ (guanhua), which
may again differ somewhat according to the origin of the
protagonist: in personification of ‘great persons’ (da renwu),
heroes and generals, the storytellers usually imitate ‘Yangzhou
officials’ language’ (Yangzhou guanhua), but important persons
from North China are supposed to speak ‘Northern officials’
41
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language’ (beifang guanhua). The Water Margin hero Wu Song,
famous for killing a tiger with his bare fist, speaks in this latter
idiom. The phonological, grammatical and stylistic criteria
are marked as belonging to the register of high style, which
is heavily influenced by earlier and present day normative
language. Narration, i.e. ‘private talk’, in ‘square mouth’ style
is grammatically and stylistically marked as high style, but is
only potentially so marked in the phonological inventory. That
is, in ‘private talk’ the stressed expressions are in high-style
pronunciation, while unstressed portions of the performance
are in normal Yangzhou pronunciation, even though the pace
is relatively slow and distinct.
Some storytellers excel in the imitation of the language and
ways of people of all kinds of trade, ‘jargon’ (hangdang). Some
are very able in ‘market language’ (matouhua), rendering the dialect of people from other parts of the country, for example
Beijing dialect, Shandong dialect, Haizhou dialect, etc. With
some storytellers it is still mainly Yangzhou pronunciation
with a tint of the various dialects imitated. With others it is
a pure imitation of other dialects. This humorous caricature
of other dialects and jargons belongs mainly to the ‘round
mouth’ register.

One Day of Storytelling
Before entering the stage for the daily performance, the
storyteller usually prepares himself in silent meditation in
his changing room, called to ‘warm up the story’ (wushu). He
ponders the string of episodes, the ‘road of the story’ (shuluzi), to be told that day.
Since storytelling is traditionally performed in installments
that are continued over several months of daily performances, we have different expressions for how to begin a new
story cycle, called ‘open up a story’ (kaishu), and how to begin
the day’s episode, called ‘open the mouth’ (kaikou).
The simplest and the most common way to ‘open the
mouth’ is to start directly from the point where the story was
interrupted the previous day, or begin with a short repetition
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of the final episode. If the method for ‘opening the mouth’
implies the use of extraneous material, that does not belong
to the story cycle as such, this is called a ‘story head’ (shutouzi),
e.g. cracking a couple of jokes or reciting a poem before taking
up the thread of the ‘real story’ (zhengshu). The contents of
such a poem may be an admonition, a benediction, a lyrical
description, etc. Such poems are usually picked up from books
or composed individually by the storyteller. A ‘story head’ may
also be a short independent story, a new story every day,
thought out by the storyteller himself, or taken from famous
works. In former times some storytellers might start with
chanting poems and songs. The ‘story head’ is meant to bring
the audience to silence and wait for eventual latecomers.
When the storyteller for the first times introduces one of
his characters, ‘revealing the looks’ (kaixiang), his description
of appearance and clothes follows a traditional set of rules,
different for each category of characters.
The plot development is seen as a series of ‘crises’ (guanzi), i.e. points of suspense. The storyteller must handle the
sequence of ‘crises’ in such away that the audience is kept
in a fluctuating mood of suspense. At times the story flows
in a slow and relaxed mood of ‘cold crisis’ (leng guanzi), then
suddenly moving swiftly into a ‘story of crises’ (guanzi shu) or
‘hot story’ (re shu). While some storytellers strive to tell continuously in the ‘hot’ mood, others prefer a balance between
cold and hot. A subsidiary way of creating suspense is to give
some hints at an early stage of what is going to happen later,
called to ‘air the crisis’ (liang guanzi) or to give a ‘clue’ (an’gen [a
secret root]). Towards the end of the session there is always
a crisis that is not brought to a solution, called to ‘bargain the
crisis’ (mai guanzi), in order to make the listeners come back
the next day to hear what the outcome will be. This kind of
crisis is sometimes a ‘true crisis’ (zhen guanzi), i.e. the exciting
episode is really something of true interest. Sometimes it is
a ‘false crisis’ (xu guanzi), i.e. the episode seems exciting, but
when the solution is given (the following day), it is not very
dramatic at all.
The narrative is divided into the ‘real story’ (zheng shu) and
extraneous digressions of various kinds. The real story is
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about people and happenings that traditionally are told in this
connection. Sometimes the storyteller may interpolate extraneous stuff, called ‘stories outside the story’ (shu wai shu) or
‘trifles’ (xiezi). One reason for adding digressions is simply
to fill the time schedule. For example: if one storyteller is
soon to finish his ‘job’ in the storytellers’ house, but the person engaged for the next period has not arrived, then the
owner may want the first to stay a little longer. Therefore the
storyteller thinks out how to make amendments and extra digressions in order to continue his story for some more days,
called to ‘drag on’ (tuo).
Another reason is that digressions, whether extraneous or
belonging to the ‘real story’ are most often of a humorous
character, ‘jests’ (ke) and ‘witticisms’ (xuezi). The performer
will ‘insert a jest’ (cha ke) that has nothing to do with the
plot, in order to arouse people’s interest. Sometimes he will
manage to make a ‘jest for the whole theatre’ (mantang ke)
and provoke a hearty laughter from everybody, after which
he must ‘give room for the jest’ (rang ke), i.e. make a short
pause so that people can recover from laughing, before he
continues his story. While some professional oral arts in China, such as ‘comic dialogues’ (xiangsheng), are laughter-provoking to an extreme degree, seeking to make the audience
laugh almost continuously throughout the performance, storytelling appeals to a more subtle humour. The audience of
storytelling will only infrequently break out in a loud laughter.
Rather the listeners will chuckle from amusement every now
and then, while being quite earnest in between. This humour
is based on a common tacit understanding between the artist
and the audience. The enjoyment of the humour is shown
by a silent smile, a nodding of mutual understanding. Some
schools of storytelling are, however, particularly famous for
a kind of slapstick humour, e.g. the Journey to the West and
the Qingfeng Lock (Qingfeng zha), a popular cycle of stories
about a local trickster, invented by a Yangzhou storyteller in
the eighteenth century and unique to the Yangzhou area.
The humour and jokes of storytelling are traditionally
divided into the dirty and the clean, called ‘fishy’ (hunde)
and ‘vegetarian’ (sude). Storytelling in recent years seems to
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be extremely ‘vegetarian’ after fifty years of purism during
the People’s Republic. We still have the categories, though,
a reminder that storytelling, like many other oral genres of
entertainment, used to be quite juicy.
The storyteller may end the performance of the day by
‘dropping a jest’ (diu ke) and make the audience laugh, but
more often he will ‘bargain a crisis’ (mai guanzi), giving an
exciting hint to what is going to happen in the next episode,
an old trick to make the audience return the following day.
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The very final sentences are pronounced in ‘closing mouth’
(shoukou) in increasing tempo, while lowering the voice, so
that the last syllables are barely heard. This is the signal that
the days’ entertainment is finished. The audience reacts
promptly, not by giving applause, but by getting up from the
benches and leaving the theatre during happy conversation.
The storyteller traditionally leaves the stage only after the audience has left, but this rule is not always kept.

Transmission of the Art
The traditional transmission of the storytellers’ art from generation to generation was a family enterprise. Usually the master would choose one of his own talented sons or male relatives (from the 1930s also daughters) to continue his art and
‘study storytelling’ (xueshu). Since it was not a matter of course
to have such a gifted child in the family, it was also a common
practice to accept disciples from outside. The child had not
only the duty to study from his master, but also to act as his
servant. The daily routine of having the word of the master
transmitted to the student was undertaken by a pedagogical
system that most storytellers of the elder generation agree to
have experienced, called ‘transmit by mouth and teach from
the heart’ (kou chuan xin shou): the master would teach orally,
sentence by sentence, ‘rehearsing’ (paishu), while guiding the
student from his own experience and the whole range of
performance technique on the stage.2
Every morning the master would perform at home a small
passage for the disciple, who would be asked to ‘return the
story’ (huanshu), retell the passage to his master, the next day.
The disciple must follow his master to the storytellers’ house
and listen attentively to his performances. Gradually the
student was expected to ‘return’ longer and longer passages,
and in the final stage of education he must be able to ‘return’
what he has heard the master perform the previous day on
In the 1980s, storytelling was mainly taught at Yangzhou Drama School,
and the master-disciple pedagogy was given up. Rehearsals were based on
learning by heart from edited texts. But since the 1990s there has been
a renewed interest in the former master–disciple pedagogy, and young
people are seeking the old masters for individual training. For homework,
tape-recordings are used, rather than books.

2
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Kingdoms in a script
by Fei Junliang,
father of Fei
Zhengliang.

the stage. The homework of the student took the form of
sitting alone at the table in an empty room for a certain time,
pondering the words he was supposed to retell the following
day and acting out the movements that go with the words,
called ‘stage ability’ (taigong). Whenever the master traveled
around to give performances, the disciple was supposed to go
with him in order to learn from the master, as well as serve
him during all kinds of circumstances.
The master had his repertoire completely stored in his mind
and taught only by telling and performing orally. Books are
never mentioned as part of the storytellers’ education. Some
storytellers were blind, some illiterate. But this was never considered a handicap for storytelling, even though many storytellers who had a good education are also mentioned for their
superb cultural background. Storytellers who were born from
the beginning of the twentieth century usually had some education and would be able to read and write. But few storytellers have had the ability or the engagement to write anything more than simple notes for their performances, such
as short summaries of the important episodes, the ‘road of
the story’ (shuluzi) and some dialogue passages of major characters. Most storytellers had no written documents, not even
sketchy notes, as an aide-mémoire. However, it should not be
overlooked that some storytellers of exceptional education
and literary interest have embarked on large scale notation
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A meeting of
Yangzhou
storytellers,
aficionados of
storytelling, cultural
workers and others
interested, Yangzhou
1997. During
such gatherings
the meaning of
the storyteller’s
professional terms is
discussed, activities
are planned, and the
future of the art is
debated.

of their repertoires, writing down the stories in a form
close to the performing on stage. Both the notebooks and
the storytellers’ notational manuscripts are called, ‘scripts’
(jiaoben).
Since the storyteller’s livelihood was dependent on his
ability to attract a large audience over time, he tried to defend his ‘property’, his repertoire and way of performance.
Since the storytellers were capable of memorizing long
tales after listening only once, they observed the rule of not
attending public performances of their colleagues, unless
they had an agreement. If this rule was broken, it was called
to ‘steal storytelling’ (tou shu). Jealousy between storytellers
sometimes also manifested itself in the relationship between
master and disciple. The master might be afraid that his
student would soon learn his art only too well and thus
make the master superfluous. This attitude led some masters
to ‘pull out lines’ (chou hangzi)—refrain from transmitting
the whole repertoire, keeping some of the best passages
secret—so that the student should not be able to surpass
the master in every respect.
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When the disciple had mastered the entire repertoire of
a story cycle and was able to give performances of the usual
length, he would make his debut, called ‘crossing the ocean’
(guo hai). The young storyteller would now embark on his
own career and begin to perform in the more modest places
at the outskirts of town or in the countryside. Many young
performers would after some time on their own, return to
the master to take up studies again in light of their new
experience, called the ‘returned soul takes class’ (ting huanhun
shu).
The relationship between master and disciple was legalized through ceremonies accompanying the situations
of instituting and dissolving such relationship, involving a
contract (guanshu) and witnesses (guanzheng). When a child
or youngster from outside became a regular disciple of a
master, he had to perform the ‘ritual of acknowledging the
master’ (bai shi li): his parents had to give a banquet in honour
of the master and present a gift of money. The bestowing
of an artiste’s name was also of particular importance, since
the hereditary line is based on the master’s acceptance of
his student by ‘bestowing him a name’ (ci ming). When performing in public the storyteller uses the artiste’s name given
to him by his master. The surname or clan name (xing) is
not altered, but among the following two characters of the
artiste’s name there is always one character in common with
the master’s artiste’s name, in order to show the transmission
of the tradition.
A person who had not received the basic training in the tradition from master to student, ‘the true tradition’ (zhen chuan),
but simply would rely on learning by heart from written novels
and in this way try to sneak into the ranks of the storytellers,
was held in low esteem. His choice of words were considered
to be of poor workmanship and his improvisations of a low
standard. Such performance was called ‘empty storytelling’
(shuo kong shu) or ‘dead storytelling’ (shuo si shu). These negative terms indicate that storytelling was not always based on
the oral transmission. There must have been a certain amount
of performers who lacked this background, but tried to earn
a living in the trade, basing themselves on written materials.
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But learning from books was looked down upon, a kind of
cheating, ‘keeping people in the dark’ (menghei).
The negative attitude to books may explain why we have
so little information on the storytellers’ scripts. Moreover,
these expressions are highly interesting as evidence of an alternative view on book learning among the storytellers in a
country where the official education system and the written
word has had enormous prestige from time immemorial.
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Transmitting Journey
to the West of the Dai
School
Told by Dai Buzhang
As a child, as soon as I began to understand, I listened to
storytelling quite a lot. My father Dai Shanzhang and three of
his four brothers were all storytellers. Only the fourth brother was not a storyteller. Close to our home, in the neighbourhood called Jiaochang, there were many storytellers’ houses.
The owners of the houses all knew me. It was very easy for
me to go and listen to storytelling. I did not have to pay,
either. So I listened a lot.
After I started in school, I had to attend classes in the
morning and afternoon, but in the evening I still went to the
storytellers’ house as before, in particular during holidays.
When I was thirteen, my father had a disciple who was
trained in our home. He lived with us in the family. I listened
to his rehearsals every day.
Then in 1938, my first year of middle school, my father
died. I was away from school for half a year. After that I
was sent to an old-style private school (sishu) to study bookkeeping. In 1940 I got a job as a clerk in a drapers’ shop, but
in 1944 the draper’s shop had to close and I was out of a job.
Then I began to study storytelling with my fifth uncle, Dai
Bingzhang. He taught me Journey to the West and The Cases
of Lord Shi. He gave me my artist’s name, Dai Buzhang
when I started studying Journey to the West with him.
I travelled around with my uncle on his tours of performance (pao matou). In the mornings I had to ‘return the text’
(huanshu) and rehearse with him (paishu). In the afternoons I
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listened to his performances. Directly after each performance
he wanted me to ‘return the text’. In the evening I was free.
My very first repertoire was Journey to the West. I only
studied for a short time, less than half a year, because I was
so familiar with storytelling. During my whole childhood I
had performed for fun in school, in the shops and streets
of the neighbourhood. My uncle just had to correct me a
little bit here and there. In former times the students were
often scolded and even spanked if they did not remember the
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passage they had to ‘return’. But it never happened to me. As
I grew up, I knew by myself how to study storytelling.
After about six months, in 1945, I wanted to earn my living by storytelling. My uncle agreed to it and let me graduate,
‘cross the sea’ (guo hai). Since then I began my professional
career as a storyteller.
During those years there were many small storytellers’
houses, dealing in several kinds of trade, and only inviting
storytellers to perform during the Spring Festival. In the
countryside this was quite normal. During the Spring Festival
such places were open for a month or so, offering storytelling. So I started going to a place in the countryside to
perform.
In the mornings I prepared myself for the performance of
the afternoon. I just had to think through the main contents
of the story I was going to tell, and I did not spend much
time on it. For the Journey to the West I did not have any
real script (benzi). When I studied with my uncle, I had jotted
down a few notes (biji). I might occasionally take a look at
them in order to prepare a performance, but I never read the
novel Journey to the West. I suppose I had read the novel in my
childhood some time, but I really did not remember anything
about that.
As for the Journey to the West in our family tradition,
there possibly did exist some further notes (biji) written by
my father and my uncle. As far as I know, they were extremely
simple. I do not remember seeing my father’s notes. Maybe
he had given them away to a student or one of his brothers.
Later, in the 1950s the government arranged that a written
recording was made from my uncle’s performance of Journey
to the West. This written record was kept by the government,
and still is.
It was a different situation with the repertoire of Western Han. This repertoire was also transmitted in our family,
and we had a script (jiaoben), written by my father’s master,
Ren Yongzhang. Because Ren Yongzhang did not have a
son of his own, he gave it to my father. To write down the
repertoire was considered a useful method for strengthening one’s memory. I still keep this script here in my home.
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In 1947 I studied Western Han with Jiang Shoushan, a
younger colleague of my father who had studied under the
same line of storytellers. After three months I managed
the repertoire. I did it so fast, because I had the script at
hand (it was probably written in 1913). At the same time
my third uncle, Dai Shanshan, gave me private lessons at
home.
My father regularly performed the Western Han, so I had
often heard him tell this. That was also the reason why it was
not difficult for me to read the script at that time. I used the
script mainly to memorise the poems that had to be learned
by heart. Now I have forgotten them, and I am not able to
take them up again. I just leave them out, like I did today,
when you recorded my performance.
After 1952–53 I stopped telling Western Han, because it
did not interest me. I began to study the cycle of Sui and
Tang with Zhang Zinan in 1952. It took me four months.
Because I had listened a lot to storytelling from the time I was
a child, I studied very fast.
In the 1930s and 1940s there were about twenty storytellers’ houses in Yangzhou. The Jiaochang area where our family’s home is had five renowned houses. Awaken the People’s Storytellers’ House (Xingmin shuchang) had seats for 500
persons. Willow Village Storytellers’ House (Liucun shuchang)
had 400 seats. Cry of the Deer Storytellers’ House (Luming
shuchang), Mutual Happiness Storytellers’ House (Tongle shuchang), and Eternal Happiness Storytellers’ House (Yongle shuchang), all had about 300 seats. Outside of the South Gate
there were other storytellers’ houses. During the 1950s there
were about five places in Yangzhou, and from the 1960s two
to three. Since the 1980s we have the Great Enlightenment
Storytellers’ House (Daguangming shuchang) just around the corner, now with seats for about 140 persons.
During the 1950s it was not allowed to tell the Journey to
the West. That story was considered superstitious. But in the
small towns and hamlets it was still possible to tell it. At that
time my engagements were mainly at the small houses in the
townships.
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In the family of
Dai Buzhang
old storytellers’
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Shanzhang,
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cover is made of
newspapers from
1913, how much
older than this
year they are, is
uncertain.

I lived as a storyteller from the age of twenty to forty,
and performed in many places, also outside of Yangzhou, in
Shanghai and Zhenjiang.
We used to have performances both in the afternoon and
in the evening, about two hours for each performance. But
in Shanghai it was two and a half hours for a performance.
Before 1949 payment was collected from the audience in
a big moneybag. The owner of the house or his assistant
walked around with the bag and collected the money. The
sum for each person in the audience was fixed. After the
performance the money was divided between the owner of
the house and the storyteller, according to their contract,
usually fifty/fifty. After 1949 people had to buy tickets at
the entrance.
In 1964 the traditional themes were forbidden and I had to
give up storytelling. The authorities suggested that I should
change my profession, and I was given a job as accountant in
a factory.
During the late 1970s and 1980s traditional storytelling was
allowed again. At that time we had the Guangling Storyteller’s
House (Guangling shuchang), a cultural centre. In 1980–82 there
was a place for storytelling in the Cultural Palace, too. That
was before the Great Enlightenment Storytellers’ House was
established in the mid-1980s in the Jiaochang area. Late in the
1980s the Guangling Culture Station (Guangling wenhuazhan) also
opened a place for storytelling, but that was soon closed.
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My eldest son studied the Sui and Tang repertoire with
me, and my younger sister studied the Journey to the West
with me. They both graduated and started to perform in public, but they had to give up the storyteller’s profession almost
immediately, because of the Cultural Revolution. They had
to find other occupations. My son has forgotten storytelling. During the 1980s and 1990s I have had a few amateur
students.
My father lived in this house in Biluochun Lane, and I
have lived here my whole life. Well, during the Cultural Revolution I was sent to the countryside, but my mother and my
son continued to stay here.
After I left storytelling, I never really returned to my profession. I retired and had a pension from the factory. Later,
since I was in good health, I decided to give performances in
the storyteller’s house again.
Written by Vibeke Børdahl
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Chapter 23 of the novel Journey to the West. This is the point where Dai Buzhang begins his
oral tale.
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Journey to the West
in one hundred days of storytelling
Dai Buzhang
1.

8 April 2003: During the season when the sweet-scented osmanthus blooms, the Tang Priest and his three disciples come
to a household where they ask to stay overnight. The hostess
of the house is a widow who is eager to detain the Tang Priest
and make him a master of the estate as well as her husband.
However, the Tang Priest sternly refuses her. Then she asks the
three disciples to marry her daughters and stay with them.

2.

9 April 2003: Pig is willing to marry and stay, but suffers severe
punishment by the hostess – as it turns out that she is the
Bodhisattva Guanyin who is testing the pilgrim monks.

3.

10 April 2003: On their way the Priest and his disciples pass by the
Mountain of Infinite Longevity. Monkey steals and eats manfruit in
the Wuzhuang Temple. They are reviled and cursed by the Taoist
boys. Monkey is shamed into anger. He pushes the holy manfruit
tree over, and the Priest and his disciples flee to the west.

4.

11 April 2003: The Immortal Zhen Yuan, the Master of the
Wuzhuang Temple, returns to the temple and learns what has
happened. He pursues and captures the Tang Priest and his
disciples. Back in the temple he punishes them by flogging. But
he cannot revive the holy tree.

5.

12 April 2003: The Immortal Zhen Yuan is at a loss. After
thinking hard, he finds that the only way to get a grip on Monkey
is to hinder their request for the scriptures. Monkey knows that
he is in the wrong, and promises that he will revive the holy tree
within three days. The Immortal Zhen Yuan agrees to release
them if the holy tree really is restored to life.

6.

14 April 2003: Monkey hurries to the Three Islands, Penglai,
Fangzhang and Yingzhou, where he begs the venerable immor63
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tals to revive the tree. However, neither the Three Stars, the
Eastern Glory, or the Nine Ancients can do anything to help.
Monkey continues to the Potaraka Mountain to seek help from
the Bodhisattva Guanyin.
7.

15 April 2003: The Bodhisattva Guanyin revives the tree with
a spring of sweet water, and the Buddhist monks and Taoist
priests are reconciled. The Tang Priest and his disciples continue
on their journey to the west. When they pass the White Tiger
Ridge, Monkey leaves them to beg for food. The evil female spirit from the White Tiger Cave turns herself into a village girl to
entice the Tang Priest, Pig and Friar Sand. Fortunately Monkey
returns and beats her to “death”. The evil female spirit flees in
the last moment, changing herself into an old woman in order
to trick the wandering pilgrim monks. Monkey beats the old
woman to “death” once more.

8.

16 April 2003: The evil female spirit plays tricks on the Tang
Priest Sanzang three times, but the saintly priest does not realise it. He blames Monkey for repeatedly violating the Buddhist
prohibition against taking life and injuring people without reason. Consequently, he denounces Monkey and drives him away.
Monkey returns home. There he restores the Mountain of Flowers and Fruit and recreates the Water Curtain Cave, and again he
becomes the Handsome Monkey King.

9.

17 April 2003: The Tang Priest, Pig and Friar Sand continue
on their journey to the west. The Tang Priest sees a pagoda.
Taking it for a temple, he enters what is actually a cave of an
evil monster, and is captured by the Yellow Robed Monster. Pig
and Friar Sand fight the Yellow Robed Monster to rescue their
master. The wife of the evil monster, named Prettier-than-aflower, who is the third princess of the land of Elephantia, asks
the Tang Priest, who is detained in the cave, to bring a letter to
her parents. She lures her husband (the Yellow Robed Monster)
with fine words to let him release the Tang Priest.

10.

18 April 2003: The Tang Priest and his disciples arrive in Elephantia. When the king receives the letter from his daughter, he
wishes to rescue her and bring her back home. However, there
is nobody in his country who is able to subdue the monster.

11.

19 April 2003: Pig and Friar Sand respond readily to the request
of the king. They return to the Moon Waters Cave again to save
Prettier-than-a-flower. However, the two of them only enter into
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an inconclusive battle with the monster; they have no chance to
win the fight.
12.

21 April 2003: Pig is of the lazy kind. He takes a rest and falls
into a doze. Friar Sand is not able to withstand the monster on
his own, and is captured by the Yellow Robed Monster. The Yellow Robed Monster tells himself that since the kidnapping of
Prettier-than-a-flower is not a secret anymore, he had better take
a trip into the city and sound out the situation. Changing himself
into a “handsome man in white”, he travels to Elephantia to
“get to know his relations.”

13.

25 April 2003: The monster meets the king in the Hall of Silvery
Peace, and tells him that he saved the princess when she was
kidnapped by a tiger thirteen years ago. He accuses the Tang
Priest of being a tiger monster, turning him into a tiger by the
use of black magic. In the nearby government hostel, White
Horse (a dragon prince in disguise) learns what has happened
and sneaks into the palace by midnight, planning to assassinate
the Yellow Robed Monster.

14.

26 April 2003: When the young White Dragon Prince (White
Horse) fails to assassinate the monster, he flees and jumps into
the canal. The Yellow Robed Monster gets drunk and goes to
sleep. Pig wakes up in the middle of the night and leaves to
meet White Horse at the hostel. After White Horse has told him
about the events, Pig has no choice but to travel to the Mountain of Flowers and Fruit to ask Monkey to solve this pressing
problem.

15.

28 April 2003: Monkey and Pig arrive at Moon Waters Cave and
rescue Friar Sand. Monkey tells the two fellow disciples to get
into the city and lure the monster out. This way they can avoid
fighting inside the city, which would scare common people. Monkey disguises himself as Prettier-than-a-flower. When the Yellow
Robed Monster comes back to the mountain, Monkey subdues
him. It turns out that the Yellow Robed Monster is the Strider
of the Palace of the Dipper and the Bull. He is brought back
to the Heavenly Palace by the Heavenly Teachers to await his
punishment.

16.

29 April 2003: Monkey enters the city. In the meantime Pig has
already rescued the princess and brought her back to the city.
They change the Tang Priest, who has the shape of a tiger, back
to his original shape. The master and his disciples give no more
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Monkey, Pig, Friar Sand and White Horse
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thought to the earlier dismissal of Monkey. They take a rest
for some days. Then they say farewell to the king and continue
on their journey to the west. The Fourth Duty God delivers a
message to the master and his disciples at the foot of the eastern
peak of Flat-top Mountain, saying that “The devil chieftains
living on Flat-top Mountain intend to give the pilgrim monks
trouble.” He tells the master and his disciples to be careful. Pig
and Monkey divide the work between them. Pig goes to patrol
the mountain, while Monkey remains to protect their master. Pig
is careless, and is therefore captured at the west mountain by the
younger devil chieftain, the Junior King Silver Horn, and taken
to the Lotus Flower Cave.
17.

30 April 2003: The devil chieftain Silver Horn returns to the
eastern peak to look for the Tang Priest. He disguises himself
as a Taoist with a broken leg and manages to fool Monkey, placing him crushed under a mountain. Then he captures the Tang
Priest and Friar Sand, and brings them with him to the cave. The
Silver Horn devil sends little devils to try to capture Monkey
by the use of the precious gourd. In the meantime, Monkey
has already been saved by the Fourth Duty God. He changes
himself into an old Taoist and lures the precious gourd from the
little devils.

18.

1 May 2003: When the two devil chieftains learn that Monkey
has run away, and that the precious gourd is gone, they order
two other little devils to ask their mother, Nine Tailed Vixen,
to subdue Monkey with her golden cord. Monkey kills the devil
vixen on the way to the cave, and changes himself into the devil
vixen, in order to save his master. The demons see through
Monkey’s attempt to use the precious cord to capture them.
Since Monkey does not know the spells one should chant when
using the cord, he is captured himself by the demons. Monkey
manages to escape. Thereafter, he claims to be the second
brother of Monkey, coming to fight the demons.

19.

2 May 2003: The demons capture Monkey by using the precious
gourd. Monkey manages to escape again. Pretending to be the
third brother of Monkey, coming to fight the devil chieftains,
he captures the junior demon (the King of Silver Horn) with
the help of the precious gourd. With the help of the precious
vase he also captures the senior demon (the King of Golden
Horn). Monkey exterminates all the devils and saves the Tang
Priest. The Great Lord Lao comes rushing to negotiate with
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Monkey, demanding that Monkey returns the five treasures to
him. It turns out that the two devil chieftains are the servant
boys who used to look after the golden and silver furnaces. They
had stolen the five treasures and sneaked down to the mortal
world to be reborn by the devil vixen.
20.

4 May 2003: The master and his disciples come to the state of
Wuji. They stay overnight at the Precious Wood Monastery,
thirty li from the east gate of the city. At night, the ghost of
the murdered king of Wuji begs the Tang Priest to avenge him.
What had happened was that a demon had murdered the king,
and then changed himself into the king and taken over both his
home and country.

21.

5 May 2003: To verify the ghost’s story, Monkey next morning
lures the crown prince to come to the Precious Wood Monastery
to have a talk. There he tells the crown prince to return to the
city, and to ask for his mother’s opinion.

22.

6 May 2003: The queen and the crown prince both feel that,
although the appearance of the present king is exactly the same,
he differs greatly in behaviour, lifestyle and habits compared to
three years ago. The crown prince hurries back to the Precious
Wood Monastery, and asks the pilgrim monks to help the king
and exterminate the demon. They decide to go into the city
the following day and subdue the demon. This night Monkey
worries that there might be some ministers escorting the king
who will interfere. Consequently, he asks Pig to go and drag out
the corpse of the king from a well (a dragon king has preserved
the corpse unharmed, with the use of a face-preserving pearl).
Monkey ascends the Heavenly Palace again, where he asks the
Great Lord Lao for a Nine-cycle Soul-returning Pill. Then he
brings the king back to life.

23.

7 May 2003: The next morning the master and his disciples bring
the king with them. Now the king has taken a bath and changed
his clothes. He is wears a priest’s costume, looking just like a
monk. Pretending to be master and disciples in a company of
five, they enter the city. In the golden main hall of the palace,
Monkey exposes the evil doings of the demon. The fake king
knows very well that he is no match for Monkey, so he changes
himself into a wind and flees to the east. While being chased
by Monkey and Pig, the demon reveals his true features; he is a
blue-haired lion. As the two brothers are about to kill the demon,
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the Bodhisattva Manjusri appears and takes the blue-haired lion
with her back to Mount Emei to be punished.
24. 8 May 2003: The master and his disciples return to Wuji and
tell everybody how they subdued the demon, and explain the
reasons why this has all happened (Bodhisattva Manjusri had
told them). Furthermore, they assure that the lion was a gelded
one. So he had not sullied the queen and the consorts in the
harem. After the master and his disciples have rested for some
days, they continue on their journey to the west. They pass by
Mount Hao. The demon living in Fire-cloud Cave on Mount
Hao is called Boy Sage King. He is Red Boy, the son of the
Bull Demon King. The demon changes himself into a child
who has suffered misfortune, to attempt to trap the pilgrim
monks.
25.

9 May 2003: Red Boy kidnaps the Tang Priest. The three brothers find out where the demon is living, and that Red Boy is the
son of Bull Demon King. Monkey is confident that he and Bull
Demon King still are friends, so he tries to appeal to Red Boy’s
affection and rescue his master. However, the demon refuses,
and defeats Monkey with the True Samadhi Fire.

26.

10 May 2003: Following Friar Sand’s suggestions, Pig asks Dragon King to extinguish the fire. However, ordinary water cannot
put out the True Samadhi Fire. So instead Monkey is injured and
heavily defeated. Red Boy changes himself into a Bodhisattva
and lures Pig into the cave. Monkey, still wounded, makes inquires into what has happened. He changes himself into Bull
Demon King and tries to fool Red Boy.

27.

12 May 2003: Red Boy sees through Monkey’s trickery, and Monkey sneaks away from the Fire-cloud Cave. He understands that
he is too ill to fight the demon, but there is little time to waste.
So he hurries to Raka Crag and asks the Bodhisattva to come.
The Southern Ocean Bodhisattva subdues Red Boy and brings
him back to the Southern Ocean. Later Red Boy becomes a servant of Guanyin Bodhisattva – Page Sudhana.

28. 13 May 2003: The master and his disciples arrive at Tarrycart.
The king of Tarrycart has been deceived by Taoist witchpriests, and made it the state policy to honour the Way and
exter minate Buddhist monks. Monkey kills two Taoist supervisors and rescues Buddhist monks who are forced to do hard
labour.
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29.

14 May 2003: The master and his disciples stay overnight at the
Deep Wisdom Monastery. At night the three brothers sneak
away to the temple of the Taoist witch-priests, the Temple of
the Three Pure Ones, to tease them. The Taoist witch-priests
mistakenly take the piss of the three brothers for holy water.

30.

15 May 2003: The next day the Buddhist monks and Taoist priests
have a dispute in the throne hall. The king and the hundreds of
civil and military officials act as judges. When the Taoist witchpriests run out of arguments, they resort to sophistry. In the end
it is decided that he who can produce rain will win. If the Taoist
priests win, the four pilgrim monks will be executed, and if the
monks win, the policy to “honour the Way and exterminate Buddhist monks” will be abolished in the country of Tarrycart.

31.

16 May 2003: The Taoist witch-priests burn charms and chant
spells to invoke the gods of rain: Master Wind, Uncle Cloud,
Lord Thunder and Mother Lightning and the Dragon King.
However, Monkey stops the gods in the air, and the Taoist
priests’ call for rain ends in failure. The Taoist witch-priests then
propose another competition, called “revealing one’s holiness
on a cloud ladder”.

32.

17 May 2003: In this competition of meditation, the Taoist
witch-priests fail again. They refuse to admit defeat and suggest
competing at guessing objects through wooden boards. However, the Taoist witch-priests are certainly no match for Monkey
and fail again and again.

33. 19 May 2003: Two Taoist witch-priests put a little boy Taoist inside
a chest, but he changes into a little monk, and the Taoist priests
get ashamed and angry. So they suggest a final competition: cut
off the head, dig out the heart, and bathe in boiling oil. The
Taoist witch-priests have their minds set on saving face after their
several defeats. In the competition of cutting off the head, the
senior priest, the Great Immortal Tiger Power, quits this world.
34.

20 May 2003: In the competition of digging out the heart and
bathing in boiling oil the junior witch Taoist priest (Deer Power)
and the third witch Taoist priest (Antelope Power) die one after
the other. Consequently the unjust rule of Tarrycart country to
honour the Taoists and exterminate the Buddhists is abolished.
The master and his disciples continue westwards, but on their
way they are obstructed by a river of eight hundred li (the River
of Heaven).
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35.

21 May 2003: The master and his disciples arrive at Chen Cheng’s
home in Chen village and ask for lodging there. They hear of the
Great King of Miraculous Response, who calls himself the river
god, and eats boys and girls. The Tang Priest asks his disciples to
save the children, and Monkey is willing to change himself into
a boy.

36.

22 May 2003: Pig changes himself into a girl, without the monster having any knowledge of it. The monster changes his old
habit of eating a boy first, before he has a girl. This time he does
not want to eat the boy, only the girl. He gets a beating from
Pig’s rake and runs away, injured.

37.

23 May 2003: The monster wishes to take revenge and eat the
flesh of the Tang Priest. So he makes a plan to trick the Tang
Priest to cross the river by boat, and then use the opportunity
to pull him down to the bottom of the river. The three brothers
find the Residence of the River Turtle, which is the hiding place
of the monster. It turns out that the monster has seized the
mansion of Soft-shelled Turtle. Pig and Friar Sand lure the
monster out of the river, while Monkey helps from above the
water.

38.

24 May 2003: Monkey kills several subordinates of the monster.
The remaining ones flee one after another, while the monster
finds himself a hiding place. Although Pig and Friar Sand have
rescued their master, the three brothers continue to chase the
monster in order to protect the people of Chen village from
harm. Monk Huiyan receives orders from the Bodhisattva to capture the monster, the golden fish of the Raka Crag, and return to
the mountain. The Soft-shelled Turtle carries the pilgrim monks
across the river to continue their trip to the west.

39.

26 May 2003: The king of Mount Jindou conjures up enchanted
palaces to trap people who pass by. Pig is fooled, causing the
Tang Priest and Friar Sand to be captured as well and taken to
the demon’s cave. Monkey fights the demon but is not able to
defeat him, largely due to the demon’s fierce magic weapon, the
Diamond Jade Bangle. None of the gods Monkey asks for help
(including the Star Lord of Fire) are successful, either. Then
Monkey begs the Buddha on Vulture Peak for relief.

40.

27 May 2003: Buddha orders eighteen arhats to bring the golden
cinnabar sand with them and assist in the battle, at the same
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time hinting who the master of the demon is. Monkey asks the
master of the demon, the Great Lord Lao, to come, and he
subdues the demon and brings him back to the Doushuai Palace
for punishment.
41.

28 May 2003: Arriving in the Womanland of Western Liang, the
master and his disciples by mistake drink the water of Motherhood River. Thus the Tang Priest and Pig get pregnant with
strange babies. Monkey gets instructions from the natives and
travels to fetch water from the Miscarrige Spring in Childfree
Cave on Mount Offspring Dissolved to use for abortion. Monkey learns that the Miscarriage Spring has been seized by the
As-you-will Immortal, who is the uncle of Red Boy. The Taoist
witch-priest refuses to give him water, so Monkey asks Friar
Sand to assist him in combat. They drive away the Taoist witchpriest, obtain the spring water and relieve the Tang Priest and
Pig.

42.

29 May 2003: The master and his disciples enter the city and
put up at the Male-welcoming Post Station for the night. The
superintendent of Male-welcoming Post Station goes to the
palace to report the good news. It is the first time in history
that any man has come to the inn. The queen tells her tutor to
be matchmaker, while she herself is willing to become queen
consort in the harem, and offer all the wealth of the country to
the Tang Priest. The royal tutor tries to persuade the Tang Priest
over and over. In the beginning he politely declines the offer, but
after a while his refusal becomes sterner, driving the royal tutor
very mad.

43.

30 May 2003: Monkey comes up with a scheme of “fake marriage to escape the net” in order to fool the queen to return
them their passports: only the master is to stay behind and marry, while the three disciples should leave to fetch the Buddhist
scriptures. However, as the Tang Priest sees them off outside the
city, he escapes as well. But in their haste, a she-devil suddenly
kidnaps the Tang Priest. The brothers chase them to the Pipa
Cave on Deadly Foe Mountain, where the she-devil jabs and injures Monkey and Pig with the sting of “horse-killer poison”.

44.

31 May 2003: The Old Lady of Mount Li [Guan Yin] passes by
and tells them the background of the she-devil, instructing them
to ask the Star Officer of the Pleiades for help. The Star Officer
of the Pleiades kills the she-devil and rescues the Tang Priest,
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and they all continue on the trip to the west. On their way, they
encounter some bandits, and Monkey kills the bandit leaders. A
conflict arises between the master and his disciples.
45.

2 June 2003: In the evening, the master and his disciples lodge
at the farm of Old Mr. Yang. At night, Young Yang (one of the
bandits) returns home, discovers the pilgrim monks, and wants to
avenge the bandit leaders. When Monkey kills the bad son, Young
Yang, the Tang Priest reprimands Monkey and expels him.

46.

3 June 2003: Monkey makes his complaint at Potaraka. The
Bodhisattva consoles him for a while, but also finds fault in him.
She has Monkey stay with her, just observing the situation for
the time being. The bundles of the Tang Priest are lost (with
the passport and other important papers inside), and the Tang
Priest suspects Monkey to have stolen them. Friar Sand travels to
Mountain of Flowers and Fruit and meets Monkey (it is not the
real Monkey, however, but Friar Sand is not able to distinguish
the difference).

47.

4 June 2003: Friar Sand, who is well aware that he is not a match
for his elder brother, seeks help from the Bodhisattva Guanyin
of the Southern Ocean at Mount Potaraka. Here he meets the
real Monkey, but the two brothers are at loggerheads. In order
to get a clear view of what has happened, Monkey and Friar
Sand travel together to the Mountain of Flowers and Fruit to
investigate. The two monkeys get into a fierce fight which none
of them wins. This brings confusion to the others, who become
unable to tell the difference between the real and the fake Monkey. The two monkeys proceed to Mount Potaraka. However,
the Bodhisattva cannot distinguish between them either, and
tells them to go see the Tang Priest.

48.

5 June 2003: The Tang Priest is not able to differentiate between
them either. Pig proposes that they ascend the Heavenly Palace.
However, it turns out that not even the demon revealing mirror
works on them. Grand White Golden Star suggests that they visit
the Judge of the Underworld and examine the name-list in the
“Registers of Life and Death”. However, Monkey had destroyed
the record on monkeys of the Mountain of Flowers and Fruit
in the Registers of Life and Death, when he made havoc in the
Underworld five hundred years ago, so there is nothing to examine. The Examiner, a riding animal of the Bodhisattva King
Ksitigarbha, proposes that they continue to the Vulture Peak,
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where it will be possible to identify the fake Monkey, as well
as to subdue him. The Tathagata Buddha explains the origins
of the fake Monkey and subdues the demon monkey into his
begging bowl. Monkey seizes the opportunity and kills the sixeared macaque.
49.

7 June 2003: The pilgrim monks continue on their journey to the
west, but their way is blocked at the Fiery Mountains. The local
people tell them that the precious fan of Iron Fan Immortal can
put out the fire, so Monkey goes looking for Iron Fan Immortal
at the Plantain Cave to borrow her precious fan. Iron Fan Immortal is the wife of the Bull Demon King, and the mother
of Red Boy. Since she has long been angry with Monkey, she
refuses to lend him her fan.

50.

8 June 2003: Monkey becomes the victim of a plot by Raksasi
(Iron Fan Immortal) and an evil wind blows him to Little Mount
Sumeru. However, Monkey is blessed with luck in his misfortune, and gets hold of a Wind-fixing Pill. Thereafter he returns
to the Plantain Cave to borrow the fan. By ingenious tactics
Monkey enters Raksasi’s stomach and forces her to borrow him
the fan.

51.

10 June 2003: By mistake Monkey obtains the wrong fan (a flameincreasing fan) which makes the flames on the Fiery Mountain
even bigger. Following a local god’s suggestion, Monkey goes to
find the Bull Demon King on Mount Thunder Piled. When the
Bull Demon King is unwilling to lend him the fan, they start a
fight. At this moment a person arrives, urging the Bull Demon
King to attend a banquet. Thus the Bull Demon King requests
the fight to stop so that he may attend the banquet in the Dragon Palace. Monkey secretly follows the Bull Demon King.

52.

11 June 2003: Monkey seizes the opportunity to steal the Bull
Demon King’s riding animal at the Green Wave Pool. He changes himself into the Bull Demon King and rides to the Plantain
Cave where he obtains the real fan (fire-extinguishing fan) by
fraud. When the Bull Demon King discovers that his riding animal is missing, and reckons that it is Monkey who has stolen it,
he hurries back to the Plantain Cave. At this time Monkey has
already taken the fan, so the Bull Demon King changes himself
into Pig and swindles back the precious fan which he then hands
over to his wife.
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53.

12 June 2003: On his master’s order, Pig arrives to investigate
what has happened. He assists his brother in his fight with the
Bull Demon King. They fight from the Plantain Cave all the way
to the Cloud Touching Cave. The Bull Demon King’s various disguises are all seen through by Monkey. The fierce battle disturbs
Heaven, and Heavenly King Li and Prince Nezha with a jade
edict from the Emperor of Heaven descend to Earth to assist in
the battle. The Bull Demon King’s tricks and powers are finally
exhausted, and he is about to die. Raksasi begs all the gods and
is willing to hand over the fan and atone for the crimes of her
husband.

54.

14 June 2003: The master and his disciples arrive at the country
of Jisai, where they stay at the Golden Light Monastery. They
learn that a precious luminous pearl in the pagoda of the monastery was stolen two years ago. The king, suspecting the monks
of the monastery for the theft, has kept them under severe torture ever since.

55.

16 June 2003: The Tang Priest and Monkey sweep the pagoda
during the night and capture two demon suspects. After interrogating them, they learn that it is Prince Nine-head of the Green
Wave Pool on the Ragged Rock Mountain who has stolen the
precious pearl. The next morning they tell the king about this,
whereupon he earnestly requests the pilgrim monks to capture
the demon and find the treasure. Thus Monkey and Pig travel to
the palace of the Infinitely Sage Dragon King.

56.

17 June 2003: Pig is good at fighting under water, but he is
outnumbered by the enemy. In addition, Monkey is not able to
give full play to his abilities under water. The dragon king and
the princess are both killed, but they cannot subdue the nineheaded bird monster. The Illustrious Sage Erlang happens to
pass by and assists in the fighting. The nine-headed bird monster
is seriously injured, and flees to the Northern Sea where he
barely manages to survive. The ancient dragon’s widow presents
the treasure to atone for her crime, so the precious pearl shines
anew on the pagoda of Jisan, and the monks of Golden Light
Monastery get their freedom back.

57.

18 June 2003: Entering the land of Purpuria, the Tang Priest
presents their passports, and in the palace hall he meets the
ailing king. The king asks the Tang Priest about why the Tang
Emperor has sent them to collect the scriptures. They also talk
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about the experiences the Tang Priest has had on the way during
the past years. The Tang Priest has to describe in detail, so he is
delayed for quite some time.
58.

19 June 2003: The three disciples are waiting for their master
to have lunch, but the time passes without the Tang Priest appearing. Monkey and Pig get outside to meet their master and
find out why he has become so delayed. They notice a royal
announcement to recruit doctors. Monkey tears off the announcement and hurries to the palace to take the assignment to
heal the king. When Monkey reveals the secret reasons of the
king’s disease, he wins the approval from the ministers and the
king himself.

59.

20 June 2003: The three disciples prepare medicine at night. The
main ingredients are croton seeds, rhubarb and “frost on the
flowers” (soot scraped from a cooking pot), which they blend
with “dragons piss”. The medicine is to be swallowed with “dragon’s saliva”. Thus they manage to heal the king’s ailment.

60.

21 June 2003: The king arranges a banquet to thank the master
and his disciples. At the banquet the king happens to mention
that three years ago there was an evil spirit who called himself
the “Evil Star Matcher”, who kidnapped his wife (Queen of the
Sacred Golden Palace). Consequently, because he missed his
wife, he fell sick. At this moment, the Tiger Vanguard Warrior,
sent by the Evil Star Matcher comes to fetch two servant girls.
Pig drives away the Tiger Vanguard Warrior, and Monkey follows him to the Horndog Cave on Mount Unicorn, where he
inquires about the Queen of the Sacred Golden Palace.

61.

23 June 2003: Monkey finds out that not only is the Queen of
the Sacred Golden Palace still alive; she has also kept her chastity
(the True Man of Ziyang has given her a magic robe to protect her body). After Monkey returns to the city he wants the
king to write a letter and pick out one thing which the queen
treasures, in order to gain the queen’s trust. Then, after Monkey
has subdued the evil spirit, the queen will voluntarily follow him
back to the city.

62.

24 June 2003: Monkey and the Queen of the Sacred Golden
Palace decide on a plan: The queen pretends to be in love with
the evil spirit and fools him into drinking wine and having a
good time. In the meantime, Monkey steals the magic treasure,
the Golden Bells, which the evil spirit uses to defend himself
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against enemies. When the evil spirit has lost his treasure, how
can he match Monkey? After his defeat, the spirit is forced to
show his original shape, a golden-haired lion. Monkey is about
to kill him, when Bodhisattva Guanyin of the Southern Ocean
arrives to plead for the evil spirit, bringing him home to the Immortal Mountain for severe punishment.
63. 25 June 2003: The king and queen of the land of Purpuria are
reunited, and the True Man of Ziyang takes back his magic
robe. The Tang Priest and his disciples take farewell with the
king, and continue on their journey. In the Gossamer Cave
there are seven Spider She-devils who make passes at the Tang
Priest, but he only urges them to stop doing evil. The seven
devils travel to the Filth-cleansing Spring (the bathing pool of
the Seven Fairies).
64. 26 June 2003: Monkey tells Pig to go and play in this spring.
The evil spirits flee towards the west to find shelter with their
master. After Pig has driven away the She-devils he meets a
bunch of their adopted sons, all of them insects who have
turned into devils. Just in time, Monkey and Friar Sand come
and exterminate all of the devils. Then the master and his
disciples continue their journey. At dusk they come to the Yellow Flower Temple, where they lodge. The master of the temple, a Taoist monk with many eyes, is the master of the seven
Spider She-devils. He uses poisoned tea, intending to murder
the Tang Priest.
65.

26 June 2003: Following the instructions of the Old Lady of
Mount Li, Monkey ascends to the Mount Purple Clouds, where
he asks a sage called Vairambha to come with him. Not only can
she save the lives of the Tang Priest and his disciples; she can
also wipe out the devils. The sage rescues the Tang Priest, wipes
out the seven Spider She-devils and subdues the Many-eyed
Monster. The pilgrim monks arrive at the Lion Ridge, where the
Great White Planet comes to inform them that there are three
demon chiefs on the ridge, who have raised a huge flag with the
words “Demon-suppressor” written on it. The demons want to
avenge the Bull Demon King, and consider Monkey to be their
enemy. Monkey changes himself into a small devil and ascends
the mountain to investigate.

66.

27 June 2003: In Lion Cave Monkey, disguised as a small devil,
plays a trick on the demons. However, growing dizzy by his suc80
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cess, he is caught by the three demons and put into a precious
jar. It is difficult to get out of the jar, but Monkey pierces a hole
in the jar, so that the yin and yang vital forces leak out. Then he
finds a way to escape.
67.

28 June 2003: Monkey brings Pig along and they travel to the
Lion Cave once more. The senior demon chief, Blue Lion, enters
into a fierce battle with Monkey. During the hard-fought battle,
Blue Lion swallows Monkey down his stomach. Pig sneaks off.
Inside the demon’s stomach, Monkey presses the senior demon
chief to surrender. In their distress the three demons “respectfully promise” to carry the master and his disciples in a warm
sedan chair towards the west.

68. 29 June 2003: Three days later in the evening they arrive in
the Kingdom of Leonia, the ending point of the agreement
of “respectful escort”. Unexpectedly, the three demons have
prepared a trap, and the pilgrim monks go right into it and
are captured. Monkey flees and destroys the cooking stove in
which the demons have prepared to steam them. However, he
is hopelessly outnumbered, so he is defeated and slips away. In
the night Monkey arrives at the Lion Cave to set the demons
on fire. In the morning he returns to the Kingdom of Leonia,
where he is told that his master has been swallowed alive by the
demons. In fact, the demons have hidden the Tang Priest and
spread out rumours that they have swallowed him and Monkey
believes them.
69.

22 September 2003: Monkey ascends the Vulture Peak to see the
Tathagata Buddha, who tells him about the distant origins of
the three demons. Monkey asks Manjusri and Samantabhadra
to take with them eighteen arhats and come with him to the
Leonia to subdue the demons and rescue the Tang Priest. The
pilgrims arrive in Bhiksuland. In front of the entrance to every
household they see goose coops with small boys inside. They do
not understand the reason for this.

70.

23 September 2003: In the government hostel they speak to the
superintendent, and it turns out that a Taoist witch has used a
beauty (an evil spirit) to seduce the king. This has led to much
harm for the common people. Recently the witch Taoist is even
preparing to kill more than a thousand children to make medicine to “cure” the king. At night, the Tang Priest tells Monkey to
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save the children. Monkey asks the city god and the local deities
to take away all the small children.
71.

24 September 2003: At the palace hall the following day, because
all the children have disappeared at night, the devil prompts the
king to drink a soup cooked on the Tang Priest’s heart as medicine. Monkey changes himself into his master and plays tricks
on the witch Taoist. When the witch Taoist realises that his
scheme has been uncovered, he takes with him the She-devil and
flees. Monkey and Pig chase them all the way to the devils’ cave,
the Immortal Palace of Pure Splendour. Pig kills the She-devil,
and Monkey subdues the witch Taoist. The Star of Longevity
from the southern pole of the heavens pleads for the witch Taoist (a white deer), before he brings him home to the Immortal
Mountain for punishment.

72. 25 September 2003: In the Black Pine Forest, the master
and his disciples save a girl in distress, who tells them she
has been robbed by bandits (in reality she is a devil who
is making it all up). In the evening they put up at the Seaguarding Monastery of Meditation, where they plan to stay
for one night and continue west early the next morning.
However, the Tang Priest falls ill during the night, so they
are unable to continue.
73. 26 September 2003: Because of the Tang Priest’s illness, they
stay in the monastery for three days. Each day, two small
monks disappear (six in three days). Rumours in the monastery have it that the pilgrim monks are cannibals. On the
fourth evening, Monkey changes himself into a novice on
night duty to light the incense sticks. In the Hall of the
Heavenly King (where a She-devil lodges) he chats with the
She-devil. The devil gives herself away, and a battle ensues
between the monk and the devil. Monkey falls victim to the
devil’s tricks [where she changes her shoe into a copy of herself, and leaves Monkey to fight the shoe]. The devil flees and
kidnaps the Tang Priest.
74.

27 September 2003: After inquiring, the three brothers find out
that Lady Earth-gusher has kidnapped the Tang Priest and taken
him to the Bottomless Cave. The three brothers find the Bottomless Cave at Mount Pitfall. The She-devil tries to seduce
the Tang Priest in every possible way, but he pays no notice
to it. Monkey agrees with his master on a plan, where Monkey
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shall enter the devil’s stomach and make her surrender. This is
a method Monkey has used with great success at the Plantain
Cave, the Lion Cave and other places.
75. 28 September 2003: The She-devil is forced to let the Tang
Priest leave her cave, and as agreed Monkey then leaves her
stomach. Surprisingly, once again they fall victim to the devil’s
shoe-trick, and she captures the Tang Priest and brings him to
her cave a second time. Monkey returns to the cave to rescue
his master. However, neither the master, nor the She-devil
are to be found. Inside a hall filled with incense, he finds the
She-devil making offerings to the tablet of the Pagoda-bearer
Heavenly King. Monkey ascends to the Heavenly Palace, where
he accuses the Heavenly King, and demands him to hand over
the She-devil.
76. 29 September 2003: Prince Nezha relates the background: “Some
years ago the Heavenly King and the prince gave amnesty to
the Golden-nosed White-haired Mouse Spirit, who had been
sentenced to death. The spirit showed her gratitude by setting
up worshipping tablets of long life for the Heavenly King.”
The heavenly king orders prince Nezha to bring with him the
God of Public Order and the monster-revealing mirror. He
also asks the Golden Cat Commander to go with Monkey to
the lower world to suppress the devil. After the Tang Priest
has been saved, they travel towards the west, and come to
Dhar madestructia. Before they arrive, the Bodhisattva of
the Southern Ocean tells them that the king of this country,
because of some monks’ offence towards his court in the
past, has sworn to kill ten thousand monks. During the past
years he has managed to kill nine thousand nine hundred and
ninety-six monks. The pilgrim priest and his disciples disguise
themselves as travelling merchants and lodge at the Horse
House Inn.
77.

30 September 2003: During the first part of the night, the master
and his disciples hide inside two wooden chests, which are stolen
by robbers and carried outside. Afterwards, the chests are seized
by government troops who catch the robbers. Since the chests
have official seals on them, no one dares to open them. During
the second part of the night, Monkey applies magic so that the
king and queen and the civil and military officials all lose their
hair. At dawn, the commander of the government troops presents the chests at the palace hall. The king has become bald
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during the night, and is therefore already scared when these
strange chests are presented to him.
78.

1 October 2003: The Tang Priest and his disciples come out of
the chests and reveal their real identity. In the palace hall, the
frightened the king and his ministers then listen to the Tang
Priest expounding and propagating Buddhist doctrines and their
fright changes into respect. The king repents and abolishes the
regulation to kill monks. In addition he changes the name of
the country to Dharmarespectia. After inspection of their passports, the master and his disciples take farewell with the king and
continue west. They lodge in Ding village, where they receive
news that the Great King of the Southern Mountains (a leopard
spirit) has cheated a woman into marrying him. Monkey says
himself willing to relieve old Mr. Ding from his worries.

79.

2 October 2003: Pig changes himself into the bride and tricks
the monster into revealing the truth. Pig then exposes his real
identity, and the monster flees. The three brothers agree to try
and rescue the bride at dawn and wipe out the monster, thus
removing all future troubles for Ding village.

80.

3 October 2003: The Great King of the Southern Mountains urges
three leopards at the northern mountain to feast on the Tang
Priest’s flesh. He himself stays back and profits from it, without lifting a finger. At daybreak the pilgrim monks fall victim to
their plot of “instigating the tiger to leave the mountain”. Even
though Monkey kills the three leopard spirits, he loses track of
his master.

81.

4 October 2003: The three brothers travel to the southern mountains to search for their master. The Great King of the Southern Mountains flatly denies the kidnapping. He also releases
Ding the Third, and gives them valuable gifts. On the surface,
Monkey has no indication that it is the Great King of the Southern Mountains who has kidnapped the master. After thorough
investigation, Monkey ends up following a small monster that
brings supper to the master, and thus finds him. He kills the
leopard spirit and they all return to Ding village.

82.

5 October 2003: The master and his disciples arrive at the prefecture of Fengxian, inside the border of India. This place is afflicted with heavy drought. The Marquis of the prefecture issues
a notice with a reward to recruit wise men to pray for rain. Monkey asks the Dragon King to give them rain, but without result,
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because the Jade Emperor has issued an imperial edict forbidding rain at this place. Monkey ascends to the Heavenly Palace
several times to plead their case. He then impels the ordinary
people of Fengxian prefecture to change their ugly habits, and
establish new customs. As a result, the rain starts pouring down
in the whole prefecture.
83.

6 October 2003: The pilgrim monks travel west and come to
Yuhua County. The king of Yuhua County is a brother of the
Emperor Yizong of India, and he shows great respect for the
Tang Priest. The three princes of the king of Yuhua wish to
become disciples of the three brothers and study martial arts.
At the old king’s request, the Tang Priest agrees to stay for a
month in Yuhua County.

84.

7 October 2003: In order to smith copies of their masters’ weapons, the three princes borrow the gold-banded cudgel, the ninetoothed rake, and the demon-quelling staff, and leave them beside some rockery. That night the weapons are all stolen from
where they were left by the Tawny Lion Spirit. In the morning,
the three brothers find their three precious weapons in the Leopard Mouth Cave. They behave so outrageously that the Tawny
Lion Spirit approaches to his grandfather (the Nine-headed
Lion) to complain.

85.

8 October 2003: The Nine-headed Lion Spirit (the Primal Sage
of Ninefold Numinosity) comes to Yuhua County to argue
with Monkey (to argue the case of the Tawny Lion Spirit).
Monkey realises that they are in the wrong and is left speechless. Pig resorts to sophistry, which results in a battle between
the pilgrim monks and the demon. The Primal Sage of Ninefold Numinosity is afraid that the common people will get
frightened, so he kidnaps the Tang Priest and moves the scene
of the battle to the Nine-bend Twisty Cave.

86.

9 October 2003: Monkey has no way to drive away the heavy
fog created by the Primal Sage of Ninefold Numinosity, so he
asks the Fog God to come. He tells them that the Heavenly
Honoured Saviour of the Great Monad is the master of the
Primal Sage of Ninefold Numinosity. Monkey travels to the
Wonderful Crag Palace in the uttermost east and asks the Heavenly Honoured Saviour to come. He subdues the Nine-headed
Lion Spirit and rescues the Tang Priest.
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87.

10 October 2003: On the fifteenth day of the first month the
master and his disciples admire the lanterns in Jinping. Three
evil spirits pass themselves off as Lord Buddhas, also admiring
lanterns. In reality, they plan to steal the oil in the lanterns.
The Tang Priest thinks they are genuine and steps forward to
worship them. He is caught by the evil spirits, who bring him
to the Dark Essence Cave. Monkey follows them to the cave,
where he asks around and finds out that the evil spirits are
three rhinoceros spirits.

88.

11 October 2003: The three pilgrim monks want to save their
master, while the three evil spirits wish to eat the Tang Priest,
and long fight between them ensues. Following the instructions
of the Bodhisattva, Monkey asks the four beast stars belonging
to the element wood to come and suppress the spirits. The evil
spirits then flee to the Western Ocean. However, passing the
palace of the dragon, Prince Mo’ang intercepts them. The three
evil spirits are put to death by the four beast stars belonging to
the element wood.

89. 12 October 2003: In the Spread Gold Monastery the master
and his disciples hear that the old monk has saved a young
girl a year earlier. According to this girl, she is the princess
of India. The old monk has inquired about this everywhere
during the past year and found no evidence about a princess
missing in India. The old monk asks the Tang Priest to keep
this case in mind when he enters the city. He also says that
these days there is a ball game taking place in the city whereby
the princess is going to find a husband. When the master and
his disciples enter the city next day, they find this to be the
case. They want to take part in the occasion and find out what
it is all about.
90.

13 October 2003: Under the decorated tower, the embroidered
ball hits the Tang Priest. The Tang Priest politely turns down
the marriage offer from the king, and the king, too, is not
interested in marrying his daughter to a monk who is almost
fifty years old. But the princess absolutely wants to follow the
rule of the ball game. Monkey decides to “use marriage to
search for demons”, so he changes himself into the master,
goes through with the marriage ceremony, and enters the bridal
chamber.
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91. 15 October 2003: Monkey gives the demon a serious dressingdown, so that the false princess is shamed into anger and her
true identity revealed. The demon flees to Mount Hairtip
with Monkey chasing her and Pig joining the battle. As luck
would have it, the Star Lord of the Moon arrives to plead for
the demon, and take her (the Jade Hare of the Moon Palace)
with him. The disciples return to the city and explain what has
happened. The king then rushes to the Spread Gold Monastery
to fetch the princess and bring her back to the palace.
92. 16 October 2003: The pilgrim monks travel to the prefecture
of Brazentower. Here is a wealthy man called Kou Hong
who for years has given alms to Buddhist monks. When the
pilgrim monks arrive, Kou Hong’s alms have accumulated
to as much as ten thousand meals, and the Kou family
perform a three-day mass to celebrate. After three days
they see the pilgrim monks off on their journey west. This
evening the master and his disciples stay at the Vihara of
Padmaprabha.
93. 17 October 2003: This very night some scoundrels break into
the Kou house to steal, and Kou Hong is killed by them. Kou
Hong’s wife slanders the pilgrim monks for the burglary. The
sons of Kou Hong believe this to be true, and report the case
to the authorities. The official orders his men to chase the
criminals. In the morning the scoundrels are all captured by
Monkey in the Vihara of Padmaprabha, and the pilgrim monks
set out to bring the stolen goods back to the city. (They teach
the scoundrels a lesson before they release them). On their way
to the city they meet the soldiers sent to catch them, and are
arrested.
94.

18 October 2003: The same evening the pilgrim monks are put in
prison. When the head gaoler sees the Tang Priest’s passport he
does not dare to treat them badly. At night, Monkey sneaks off
to the Kou residence and the official’s court, haunting the place
as a ghost.

95.

19 October 2003: At daybreak the following day, the Kou family
travel to the county court to withdraw their accusation, and the
prefect orders the magistrate to release the monks. The head
gaoler reports the identity of the pilgrim priest. After the master
and his disciples are released, they hurry to the Kou residence
and bring Kou Hong back to life. The officials of the prefecture
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and county, as well as Kou Hong urge the pilgrim monks to stay
for three days.
96. 20 October 2003: In order to avoid to be disturbed by gentry
and merchants, Monkey disguises himself as a common man
and strolls along the street in the early morning. He meets a
filial man selling hot meals. Earlier in his life, this man was
disrespectful to his mother, but this morning he repents and
wants to change. Monkey can see that his allotted span is
coming to an end, but since he has changed, he saves his
life.
97.

21 October 2003: Next day he meets a youngster who lives together with his deaf father, a frugal and modest pair. The youngster
begs the pilgrim monks to let him learn to ride the clouds, so
that he won’t have to knock the door every time he comes home.
When Monkey understands his situation, he teaches the young
man the art to go through walls. After some months the youngster grows envious of other people’s wealth and uses the art of
going through walls to steal the property of others. However, he
is caught inside a wall, being exposed to ridicule and punished
by the state.

98.

22 October 2003: On the third day Monkey comes across a rascal
on the street who uses the corpse of a traveller who had suddenly died, to blackmail other people. Monkey secretly brings the
dead man back to life, and the rascal’s trickery comes to nothing.
(The three sections above are adaptations from the Taiping guang
ji (Extensive Records of the Taiping Xingguo Period), Liaozhai
(Notes on Strange Matters from the Studio of Idleness) and Zuiputi (Drunken Bodhi) that were formerly incorporated by the
older generation of storytellers. Altogether there were more than
ten sections of this kind, which were distributed all through the
Journey to the West. This time I have only used three sections and
placed all of them in the story of the prefecture of Brazentower).

99. 23 October 2003: After three days the master and his disciples
leave the Kou residence. They pass by the Jade Chastity Temple
and the Cloud-touching Crossing, before they come to the Vulture Peak. Ananda (a follower of Tathagata) asks the Tang
Priest for a bribe, but does not succeed. Consequently he passes
off wordless scriptures as true ones. The Tang Priest and his
disciples have no occasion to examine the volumes, so they are
tricked and consider the wordless scriptures to be the true ones.
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The master and his disciples leave the Thunder Monastery, descend from Vulture Peak and travel back towards the east.
100. 24 October 2003: When the Ancient Buddha Dipamkara hears
what has happened, he orders the arhat Suklavira to hurry after
and “rob” the scriptures from them. In the moment he seizes the
scriptures, the pilgrim monks discover that these are only wordless volumes of white paper. Then the pilgrim monks return
to the Thunder Monastery, where the Tang Priest presents his
beg ging bowl of purple gold, given to him by the Emperor, to
Ananda as a gift. Only then does he receive the real scriptures.
On their way back, they fall into the River of Heaven, and the
scriptures are drenched…
English translation by Ole Fossgård and Yu Jing
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A life devoted to the
art
Told by Fei Zhengliang
As a small boy I loved to listen to storytelling. My father, Fei
Junliang, was an acknowledged storyteller, and I had the good
fortune to listen to many famous storytellers, including my
father. I knew the ins and outs of the profession.
My father was also a teacher in an old-style private school
(sishu). My first years at school started there. We had the usual
curriculum of the Three Character Classic, Thousand Character
Classic, Hundred Clan Names, Great Learning, Golden Mean, etc.
When I was eleven, I attended a modern primary school and
started in the third grade. Later I studied in middle school,
higher middle school and also followed courses at the university.
My father was my first teacher of storytelling, but later I
also learned from my half-brother Hong Junsheng. He was
older than me and had studied Three Kingdoms with my
father already. My father was among the first members of the
old Storytellers’ Society (Shushe lianhehui).
At the end of the year 1948 my father wanted me to study
storytelling in earnest. I studied with him for about a year,
rehearsing passage after passage (paishu) of the First Part of
Three Kingdoms (Qian Sanguo) and the Central Part of Three
Kingdoms (Zhong Sanguo). However, I did not really put my
heart into it, because at that time I did not like so much to tell
storytelling. I only loved to listen to storytelling.
Every morning I had to rehearse for about an hour or
so with my father. I had to ‘return the story’ (huanshu) that
my father had taught me the previous day. My father would
correct me, and he often scolded and beat me, because I was
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Interior of the
home of Fei Li (Fei
Zhengliang) showing
his working table
where he has written
extensively on
Yangzhou storytelling
and related subjects.

lazy. I studied storytelling against my will. I did it under compulsion, and could not concentrate. In the afternoon I had
to go to the storyteller’s house where my father performed.
Afterwards I was supposed to concentrate and think about
the day’s performance in order to be able to ‘return’ it the
next day. At that time I had no access to scripts (jiaoben) for
consultation.
During this period my father was often busy writing a
new long work of Yangzhou storytelling. Formerly, when
my father studied with his teachers, he used to write down
in the evening the words of the performance he had heard
in the afternoon. During the years he wrote the works
The States of Eastern Zhou (Dong Zhou lie guo, edited and
published by me in the 1980s under the title Wu Zi Xu) and
The Taiping Heavenly Kingdom (Taiping tianguo), both of
which he also performed on stage. Actually he often performed both in the afternoon and in the evening, having
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In Fei Li’s home,
books are stacked
from floor to
ceiling—including
his published works
and his collections
of materials.
He has created
several volumes of
storyteller’s sagas,
based on his father’s
notebooks and his
personal experience
as a storyteller.

these two different tales going on at the same time. His
scripts were for his own use, for his performances. They
were not aimed at publication, as books for others to
read.
In 1950 I was accepted into the Literary Workers’ Troupe
(Wengongtuan) where I often performed storytelling. In the
Literary Workers’ Troupe I had many functions. I was occupied as a musical director, a violinist, an actor of modern
spoken drama (huaju), etc.
In 1952 my father died. About 1954 I also began to
write new pieces in the style of storytelling (pinghua) and
adopted the pen name Fei Li. They were written with a
view to being performed. The contents included both modern and traditional themes. Some of these texts were published, and in that case they had two functions: as scripts
for performers and as reading material for the general
reader. One of the stories that I rewrote into the style of
pinghua was ‘The Cock Cries at Midnight’ by Gao Yubao.
Later I spent two years at a college in Anhui, studying
chemistry. I travelled around quite a bit in those years. In
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Fei Zhengliang
performs from
First Part of
Three Kingdoms.
The picture was
taken during
the conclusion
of the project
of Large–scale
Registration
of Chinese
Storytelling,
October 2003.

1962 I returned to Yangzhou and settled down here again.
About this time I began to understand more seriously what a
fine art Yangzhou storytelling is. I took up my profession as
a storyteller again and participated in other professional work
concerning Yangzhou performed arts. I was organized under
the Quyi Association (Quyi xiehui).
In 1963 I appeared on the stage of the Eternal Happiness
Storyteller’s House (Yongle shuchang) and performed the First
Part of Three Kingdoms for thirty days. This was the first time
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A page from the
script of First Part of
Three Kingdoms by
Fei Junliang, father
of Fei Zhengliang,
showing the episode
where Guan Yu
beheads Yan Liang,
see the following
catalogue, entry 14.

I told the First Part of Three Kingdoms. On this occasion I
took the artist’s name Fei Zhengliang. Wang Shaotang daily
attended my performances and expressed his satisfaction. He
approved of my artist’s name. Since then nobody else was
able to tell the First Part of Three Kingdoms any more.
From 1963 to 1967 I worked as a professional storyteller
and earned my living in this way. I was a member of the Quyi
Troupe (Quyituan). I traveled around and had performances
in Zhenjiang, Shanghai, Dongtai, Jiangdu, Huai’an, Huaiyin
and other places.
During the Cultural Revolution I was fired from the
Troupe and had to find another occupation. From 1967 to
1986 I worked in a chemical factory as a worker and later as
a production manager. This was based on my two years of
education in chemistry from the college in Anhui. In 1986 I
retired.
After my retirement I spent all of my time on writing
books and editing storytelling. I was fully occupied with collecting, researching and writing. One of the first tasks after
my retirement was to participate in the preparation of the
Yangzhou quyi zhi [Survey of Yangzhou Quyi].
As for storytelling as an art, I do not think it can be
learned from books. You cannot ‘read books and then perform storytelling’ (kan benzi shuoshu). Storytellers of former
times sometimes might read a script, but the reason why
they were able to perform storytelling was because they
already had mastered all the various artistic methods of per97
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formance, and moreover their cultural level was quite high.
The most important is to study how to perform on stage
(taishu). You must imitate and study your teacher when he
performs on stage. It won’t help you to read written scripts
(benzi). Well, nowadays, we can try to use video-tapes, or
cassette-tapes.
If we want to revive storytelling for the future, the main
point is to raise the artistic level of performance. This is a
highly important aspect in attracting the interest of the audience.
Told by Fei Li
Written by Vibeke Børdahl
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The First Part of Three
Kingdoms
in fifty days of storytelling
Fei Zhengliang
1.

8 April 2003: In the fifth year of Jian An (A.D. 198) during the
Han dynasty, Cao Cao marches to the east to attack Xuzhou,
with the intent to capture Liu Bei. Liu Bei is defeated and the
three sworn brothers [Liu Bei, Guan Yu and Zhang Fei] lose
track of each other. Cao Cao wishes to lure Liu Bei’s second
brother, Guan Yu, into his service. So he follows his counsellor
Cheng Yu’s plan to ‘instigate the tiger to leave the mountain’,
sending Xiahou Dun to provoke Guan Yu to come out of the
city to fight in open combat.

2.

9 April 2003: Xiahou Dun lures Guan Yu to the place where
[Cao Cao’s army] is lying in ambush. Xiahou Dun first meets
with Xu Huang and Xu Chu and fight Guan Yu together till
the night. Then massive forces surround Guan Yu on a hill.
At dawn Cao Cao sends Zhang Liao to persuade Guan Yu to
surrender.

3.

10 April 2003: After Zhang Liao’s persuasion, Guan Yu says
that only if Cao Cao agrees to his three conditions will he be
willing to go to Xuchang together with him. Initially, one of
the conditions is not acceptable to Cao Cao, namely that Guan
Yu ’after some time should be allowed to return to his former
master’. But eventually Cao Cao reluctantly agrees. However,
he intends to move Guan Yu’s heart by treating him with
consideration.

4.

11 April 2003: Cao Cao personally consents to the three
conditions which Guan Yu has posed. Then Guan Yu and his
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two sisters-in-law [Liu Bei’s wives] follow Cao Cao back to
Xuchang. The Emperor confers on Guan Yu the title adjutant
general. Cao Cao holds several banquets for Guan Yu. However,
Guan Yu is never happy.
5.

12 April 2003: Every time Cao Cao holds a banquet for Guan
Yu he gives him presents of gold and silver. Guan Yu keeps the
gifts for the time being, and plans to return them to Cao Cao
later on.

6.

14 April 2003: Cao Cao gives Guan Yu a green embroidered
combat garb and a jade belt. He also presents ten singing-girls
to Guan Yu, because he wants to move Guan Yu’s heart with the
help of feminine charms.

7.

15 April 2003: Guan Yu gives the ten singing-girls over to his
sisters-in-law, and tells them that the girls should be returned to
Cao Cao later on, when they [Guan Yu and the others] take their
leave. Cao Cao still does not give up, and asks his civil and military officials to give him advice. Later he comes up with a plan
on his own.

8.

16 April 2003: Cao Cao gives Guan Yu a dragon steed, and Guan
Yu bows and accepts it. He says he will ride this horse later on
some day to find Liu Bei. Then Cao Cao realises that Guan Yu
has set his mind on leaving. Guan Yu says he would not leave
until he has achieved some merit to requite Cao Cao’s kindness.
Liu Bei, who is in Jizhou, convinces Yuan Shao to send troops
to attack Cao Cao.

9.

17 April 2003: Yuan Shao orders General Yan Liang to lead
the troops on the expedition against Cao Cao. When Cao Cao
receives news of this, he wishes to lead his troops personally to
meet the enemy. Guan Yu wants to take the assignment to lead
the troops forward in order to repay Cao Cao. However, Cao
Cao does not agree, and asks Guan Yu to protect the Emperor
in Xuchang.

10.

18 April 2003: Cao Cao orders Xu Chu to lead the advance
troop, while he himself shall lead the main troops to face the enemy. After they cross the Yellow River they pitch camp at White
Horse Slope. The following day, Yan Liang challenges them into
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Cao Cao
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a fight at the foot of the mountain, and Cao Cao decides to go
into battle.
11.

19 April 2003: Cao Cao first orders the two generals who earlier
surrendered to him, Song Xian and Wei Xu, to fight. In fact this
is only to get rid of them ’by the use of another man’s sword’; he
lets Yan Liang kill them. Thereafter he sends the four generals,
Xu Chu, Xiaohou Dun, Zhang Liao and Xu Huang to take turns
in fighting Yan Liang. However, they are not able to defeat the
enemy and have to withdraw to the hill.

12.

21 April 2003: Guo Jia comes up with a plan. He proposes to let
Guan Yu fight Yan Liang. No matter wether he wins or loses it
will be to Cao Cao’s benefit. Cao Cao sends an envoy to invite
Guan Yu to the camp, with the excuse to drink wine with them.
Guan Yu decides to go.

13. 25 April 2003: Guan Yu rides the Red Hare horse towards
White Horse Slope to see Cao Cao. When Cao Cao receives
news that Guan Yu will arrive in the camp at dawn, he
becomes filled with joy. In the middle of the night he leads
the civil and military officials out to wait for Guan Yu and
welcome him.
14.

26 April 2003: Cao Cao holds a banquet for Guan Yu in his tent.
At the banquet none of them are willing to raise the question
of going down the hill to fight Yan Liang. Later Cao Cao teases
Guan Yu and eventually makes him so enraged that he agrees to
go down the hill.

15.

28 April 2003: Guan Yu makes his way down the hill. Yan Liang
has earlier been entrusted by Liu Bei with the task to ask for news
about his two brothers. As he discovers that the man coming is
Guan Yu, he falls from his horse and is killed before he gets the
chance to speak. Cao Cao’s troops win a great victory, and return
back to the capital.

16.

29 April 2003: Emperor Jian An enfeoffs Guan Yu as lord of
Hanshou precinct. Yan Liang’s defeated force returns to Jizhou,
and they report the news about how Yan Liang has been killed.
Based on the description of the facial traits of the killer, Yuan
Shao reckons that it is Guan Yu who has killed Yan Liang. So he
wishes to kill Liu Bei to avenge Yan Liang.
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17.

30 April 2003: Liu Bei considers this to be unjust, and argues
that there are a lot of people under Heaven with similar facial
traits. Therefore he is not executed. Yan Liang’s sworn brother,
Wen Chou, gets news of Yan Liang’s fall in battle, and wants to
lead his troops to avenge him. Yuan Shao listens to Ju Shou’s
admonition and does not approve of this. Consequently, Wen
Chou wants to take his own life.

18. 1 May 2003: In the end, Yuan Shao lets Wen Chou lead his
troops on an expedition. Liu Bei wants to go with him. Wen
Chou leads the forward troops, while Liu Bei is in charge of
the rearguard. Cao Cao gets reports that Wen Chou has crossed
the border, so he asks Guan Yu to accompany him and lead the
troops to face the enemy. But Wen Chou has already crossed
the Yellow River. Cao Cao is obliged to move to the other side
of Huazhou Pass to get an overview of the landscape, and
then make a strategy.
19.

2 May 2003: Cao Cao lays down his strategy and gives his
instructions. The next morning Cao Cao brings with him Cao
Ren to the outskirts of Wen Chou’s camp. When they meet Wen
Chou, Cao Ren flees in a rout, as planned, while Cao Cao lures
Wen Chou into chasing him.

20.

4 May 2003: Wen Chou is lured by Cao Cao to the outskirts of
Xixia valley. There the four generals, Zhang Liao, Xu Huang, Xu
Chu and Xiahou Dun surround him and attack him. Wen Chou
has no fear. However, his seventy thousand men do not come to
his aid, so Wen Chou turns back to look for them. Xiahou Dun
chases him, but he is close to losing his life, so he aborts the
pursuit.

21. 5 May 2003: Wen Chou discovers that his soldiers have already
been killed by the arrows of Cao Cao’s army, inside the Xixia
valley. He also gets news that his camp has been seized and
his boats burned. Then he hurries to find a boat to get across
the river and return to Jizhou. However, he is lured to the
Yanjin ferry crossing where he is killed by the sword of Guan
Yu. At this time Liu Bei is watching from the other side of
the river without Guan Yu being aware of it. Liu Bei thus
comes to believe that Guan Yu has already surrendered to
Cao Cao.
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22.

6 May 2003: Liu Bei returns to Jizhou, where Yuan Shao wants
to kill him. Liu Bei tries to defend himself by skillful argument.
He writes a letter, which he sends Chen Zhen to bring to Guan
Yu in Xuchang. There he asks Guan Yu to come to Jizhou. Cao
Cao gets reports saying the magistrate and county official of
Runan are revolting. Guan Yu wishes to lead troops to the area.
Cao Cao instructs Li Dian and Yue Jin to go with him and keep
an eye on him.

23.

7 May 2003: Guan Yu leads the troops to Runan. In the evening
of the day they arrive he catches a spy. It turns out that he is
Sun Qian, an adviser to Liu Bei. It is he who has instigated the
magistrate, Liu Pi, and the county official, Gong Du, to revolt.
Guan Yu brings him into the inner tent, and does not allow Li
Dian and Yue Jin to come in. At this time Chen Zhen arrives.

24.

8 May 2003: Guan Yu gets news that Liu Bei is in Jizhou, as
he receives the letter from him. Then he writes a letter to Liu
Bei for Chen Zhen to bring back with him. Guan Yu makes
an agreement with Sun Qian on how to resolve the matter of
the revolt, and then lets him leave. The following day, Guan Yu
brings his troops with him back to the capital.

25.

9 May 2003: Cao Cao gets reports from Li Dian and Yue Jin and
figures out that Guan Yu has already received news concerning
Liu Bei. He orders Zhang Liao to investigate if this is correct.
As expected, it turns out that it is indeed so. However, Guan Yu
feels obliged to take farewell personally with Cao Cao before
leaving. So Cao Cao intentionally evades a meeting with Guan
Yu, preventing his departure.

26.

10 May 2003: Cao Cao tries every means to keep Guan Yu and
prevent him from leaving. When Guan Yu does not succeed
in meeting with Cao Cao or Zhang Liao, he decides to write a
farewell-letter to leave behind, to hang up his seal of office and
lock away his valuables. He intends to leave the ten singing-girls
behind, and bring with him his two sisters-in-law.

27.

12 May 2003: Guan Yu gives his farewell-letter and the list of
gold and silver he has received from Cao Cao to a servant who
would pass it on to Cao Cao. When Guan Yu arrives at the northern city gate it is locked, so he cuts the lock open with his
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sword and leaves the city. When Cao Cao gets news, Guan Yu
has already left.
28.

13 May 2003: Cao Cao changes his mind and decides that he had
better make friends with Guan Yu. He brings with him his civil
and military officials and rushes to bridge Ba to see off Guan
Yu. There Guan Yu receives a battle robe as a present from Cao
Cao. He promises that he will repay Cao Cao some day for his
kindness.

29.

14 May 2003: Guan Yu meets [a robber] Liao Hua and finds his
two sisters-in-law. Guan Yu agrees to seek amnesty for Liao Hua
later. Guan Yu and the others find lodging at the Hu household.
Hu Hua writes a letter, which he asks Guan Yu to bring to his
son, who holds a post in Siguan.

30.

15 May 2003: When Guan Yu arrives at the first pass, the Dongling pass, Commander Kong Xiu does not allow him to pass,
because he did not bring with him a permit. The commander
tries to kidnap the two sisters-in-law, but Guan Yu beheads him.
When Cao Cao is informed about the incident, he thinks that
Kong Xiu deserved to die.

31.

16 May 2003: Cao Cao writes a letter, which he sends to the
commanders of all the passes, as well as to Qin Qi, who guards
the ferry at the Yellow River, and Xiahou Dun, who guards the
Guandu crossing. He forbids them all to obstruct Guan Yu. At
the second pass, the magistrate of Luoyang, Han Fu, and Captain Meng Tan make a plan to defeat Guan Yu. The first part
of the plan is that Meng Tan should fight Guan Yu and flee in
defeat.

32.

17 May 2003: Guan Yu chases Meng Tan. Han Fu shoots Guan
Yu with an arrow from his hiding place, but does not hit him.
Guan Yu then beheads them both with his sword. Guan Yu
arrives at the third pass, where Commander Bian Xi welcomes
him and allows him to pass. Bian Xi invites Guan Yu to go to
Zhenguo Temple to drink wine with him. However, secretly he
plans to lay an ambush to kill Guan Yu.

33.

19 May 2003: The old retired monk of the Zhenguo Temple, Pu
Jing, warns Guan Yu in secret. Bian Xi does not succeed in his
wish to kill Guan Yu – on the contrary, he is himself killed by
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Guan Yu. Guan Yu says farewell to Pu Jing and hurries along to
the fourth pass.
34.

20 May 2003: At the fourth pass, the magistrate of Yinyang,
Wang Zhi, pretends to be sick and orders his men to let Guan
Yu pass. He also orders Hu Ban to take some men with him and
set fire to the Jishi ancestry temple, where Guan Yu is staying,
and burn Guan Yu to death. Hu Ban asks Guan Yu to leave
through the back door [of the temple]. Hu Ban receives the
letter from the Hu family.

35. 21 May 2003: After he has ordered his men to set fire to the
temple, Hu Ban secretly takes his leave, rushing home to see
his mother. When Hu Ban’s men discover that what they
have burnt is merely an emptly building, and that Hu Ban
has disappeared, they report the case to Wang Zhi. Wang Zhi
reckons that Hu Ban has left together with Guan Yu, so he
leads his soldiers to pursue them. However, Guan Yu kills
him.
36.

22 May 2003: At the fifth pass, commander Liu Yan welcomes
Guan Yu and lets him pass through. Qin Qi, who guards the
ferry across the Yellow River, obstructs Guan Yu. In the midst
of the battle, Qin Qi verbally puts Guan Yu to shame. Consequently Guan Yu is enraged and attacks fiercely with his sword.
Qin Qi is unable to withstand him and is beheaded.

37.

23 May 2003: On the northern bank of the Yellow River, Xiahou
Dun blocks the way for Guan Yu. Then Zhang Liao comes to
Guan Yu’s rescue. He shows Cao Cao’s precious sword “Heaven’s Prop” to Xiahou Dun and makes him let Guan Yu pass. On
the way, Guan Yu meets Sun Qian and gets news that Yuan Shao
wishes to kill him and that Liu Bei wants him to go to Runan,
where he will meet him later.

38. 24 May 2003: Guan Yu and the others take shelter from the
rain in the Guo household. At night the eldest son of the
house makes an attempt to steal Guan Yu’s horse, but fails.
He then hurries to the Sleeping Ox Hill to report to the
deputy bandit leader of the mountain stronghold. The next
day Guan Yu reaches the bottom of the hill. The eldest son
of the Guo family comes down the hill to rob them, but he is
captured.
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39.

26 May 2003: The deputy bandit leader comes down the hill
to fight with Guan Yu. However, he throws away his cudgel instead. It turns out that the deputy bandit leader, Zhou Cang,
has wanted to join Guan Yu for some time. When he now realises that this is Guan Yu he is facing, Zhou Cang begs to join
him, and Guan Yu agrees. The chief bandit leader, Pei Yuanshao
stays in the hills, waiting for amnesty.

40.

27 May 2003: Guan Yu and the others reach the borders of Gucheng, where Sun Qian inquires about directions. On the background of what some farmers tell him, he is able to conclude
that the anonymous county officer of the city is Zhang Fei, and
that Zhang Fei after hearing that Liu Bei is dead, has become
insane. Guan Yu has to wait for the carriage driver to repair the
carriage. Sun Qian goes first into the city, where he finds out that
Zhang Fei has not lost his sanity after all. Sun Qian then informs
Zhang Fei that Liu Bei is not dead.

41.

28 May 2003: Sun Qian tells Zhang Fei that Guan Yu has already
arrived at the gate of the city. Zhang Fei who believes that Guan
Yu has long ago surrendered to Cao Cao, comes out of the city
to fight with him. At the same time Cai Yang also arrives, with
the intent to find Guan Yu and avenge Qin Qi. Zhang Fei then
demands that Guan Yu shall behead Cai Yang before the third
drum roll ends.

42. 29 May 2003: Guan Yu and Cai Yang fight each other. It is
an even fight, but in the end Guan Yu kills Cai Yang with his
sword. Zhang Fei then knows that he has wrongly blamed
Guan Yu and apologises to Guan Yu. The brothers Mi Zhu
and Mi Fang also arrive in Gucheng and gather with the
others.
43.

30 May 2003: Guan Yu orders Zhou Cang to bring Pei Yuanshao
the news that he is granted amnesty. Guan Yu and Sun Qian
first hurry to Runan and then to Jizhou to see Liu Bei. Sun Qian
leaves Guan Yu at the Guan household and enters the city alone
to meet with Liu Bei. He asks Jian Yong to come, and they discuss means [for Liu Bei] to escape Jizhou.

44.

31 May 2003: Jian Yong makes a plan. Then he takes his leave
from Jizhou together with Liu Bei. They arrive at the Guan
household accompanied by Sun Qian. Guan Yu wishes to take
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Guan Ping as his godson, so he asks Sun Qian to make the arrangements.
45. 2 June 2003: Guan Ding also wishes to give his son Guan
Ping to Guan Yu as a godson, and asks Sun Qian to make the
arrangements. As a result Guan Yu takes Guan Ping as his
godson. They all travel back to Gucheng. On their way they
pass by the Sleeping Ox Hill. There, Zhou Cang complains
tearfully about the fact that Pei Yuanshao has been killed
by the spear of a white-faced warrior, and begs Guan Yu to
avenge him.
46.

3 June 2003: It turns out that the white-faced warrior is Zhao
Yun. Zhao Yun joins Liu Bei and they proceed to Gucheng,
from where they all travel to Runan. They recruit soldiers and
buy horses, and prepare an attack against Cao Cao.

47. 4 June 2003: Yuan Shao leads his men in battle against Cao
Cao at Guandu. When Liu Bei gets news of this, he leads
his troops with the purpose to secretly attack Xuchang. However, unexpectedly Cao Cao obtains information about their
plan and brings with him two hundred thousand men to meet
them in combat. Liu Bei pitches camp in the Rang Mountains.
He has fifty thousand men, but they delude their enemy into
believing that they are two hundred thousand in number.
48.

5 June 2003: The two armies meet each other in battle at the foot
of the mountain. In front of the two armies Liu Bei reads the
imperial edict out loud. Afterwards, Zhao Yun fights Zhang He,
Zhang Fei fights Xu Chu, and Zhou Cang fights Yu Jin. All of
Liu Bei’s generals are victorious.

49.

7 June 2003: Liu Bei’s troops follow up the victory with the
slaughter of Cao Cao’s men. After Cao Cao has withdrawn
his men, he estimates that Liu Bei does not have two hundred
thousand men. Consequently, he orders Zhang Liao to secretly
attack Runan. He also orders Gao Lan to seize the baggage train,
which are on the way to Liu Bei’s army. When Liu Bei gets news
of these matters he firstly orders Guan Yu go to Runan for aid.
Secondly he orders Zhang Fei to rescue the baggage train. Cao
Cao seizes the opportunity to strike an attack at the mountain.
Liu Bei has to flee.
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50.

8 June 2003: Runan falls to Cao Cao and the baggage train is also
seized. Liu Pi and Gong Du are both killed in the battle. Liu
Bei bumps into Gao Lan, but fortunately Zhao Yun comes and
saves Liu Bei. Liu Bei and the others get together and flee to Liu
Biao for shelter.
English translation by Ole Fossgård and Yu Jing
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How I studied the art
of storytelling
Told by Gao Zaihua
My father was a barber. He loved storytelling (pinghua). At
the age of eleven or twelve I often accompanied my father
to the storyteller’s house to listen to pinghua. At that time we
listened more often to chivalric storytelling. Three Kingdoms
and Water Margin were beyond my understanding, but little
by little my knowledge grew and I became accustomed to
listening.
I was crippled at four, and this made me understand at an
early age how important it was to learn something. Or else,
as a cripple I would have no way to support myself after the
death of my parents. From the age of seven I attended an
old-style private school (sishu), cheaper than the other schools.
We had the usual curriculum of the Three Character Classic,
the Hundred Clan Names, the Thousand Character Text, the Great
Learning, the Golden Mean, the Analects, Mencius, etc.
At the age of sixteen, when I left school, my father asked
me what kind of profession I would like, and I told him I
would love to become a storyteller. My father did not agree.
He knew many people in this trade, and he told me that if I
were successful, fine, but if not, I might end up as a beggar.
He advised me to become a doctor of Chinese medicine, or a
tailor, or a cobbler, but he was definitely against me becoming
a storyteller. I told him that I did not want to study anything
else but storytelling. I was the only son, and my father loved
me very dearly, so he gave in halfways. He gave me money to
go and listen to storytelling every day, and when I returned,
I had to retell the day’s story for my father. And so I did. For
two years I went and heard all the storytellers who told Three
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Interior of the home
of Gao Zaihua, a
traditional house in
one of the peaceful
lanes in the northern
part of downtown
Yangzhou, 1997.

Kingdoms. At that time there were five storyteller’s houses
in the Jiaochang district of Yangzhou. I frequented three
of them. The other houses did not interest me. If during
a certain period nobody was telling Three Kingdoms in the
Jiaochang district, I didn’t go, but stayed at home and relaxed.
I also bought a copy of Romance of the Three Kingdoms, which I
read at home in order to acquaint myself with the main plot.
However, all the details, including poems and setpieces, are
different in storytelling. Gradually my father let himself be
persuaded that I might be educated as a storyteller.
When I was eighteen, the famous storyteller Kang Youhua had a storytelling engagement in Yangzhou. When I arrived at the place the first time, there were no seats left. The
place was crammed with people. I had to come early every
day. Kang Youhua had a strong radiating power and a natural
poise. The more you listened, the more you wanted to listen.
I was enthralled. It made such a strong impression on me,
and I asked my father if I might become a student of Mr.
Kang. My father was afraid that it was impossible, since Kang
Youhua was much too famous. I insisted. Now I only wanted
118
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table, preparing
an entry for the
catalogue of the
present volume,
Yangzhou 2002.

to study with Mr. Kang, not with anybody else. My father
asked one of his friends, Lang Zhaoming, a distinguished
storyteller of Green Peony, to ask on behalf of our family.
Mr. Kang and Mr. Lang belonged to the same generation and
were very good friends.
At first Mr. Kang declined. It had nothing to do with
money. Mr. Kang was well off. But it was very demanding to
teach a student. The consequences were also severe, because
if a storyteller taught a student who didn’t succeed in this
career, it might influence the name of the teacher as well. So
at first he was skeptical and declined. Only when Mr. Lang
pressed him by offering to take me on as his own student did
Mr. Kang finally agree to test me. He invited me to come over
and tell an episode from Three Kingdoms. It was the same as
an examination. He would only decide afterwards.
The morning I arrived for the examination, accompanied by my father, Mr. Kang was sitting in his room
and playing the huqin. We were served tea, and I asked
Mr. Kang which passage he would like me to tell and for
how long. He told me to decide. I had already listened to
his performances for about a month. I chose a passage
from the earlier part, ‘Liu Bei Stays Overnight in Shuijing119
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zhuang’, and told for about forty minutes. Mr. Kang did
not say a word. Then we left.
The following day my father told his friend Lang Zhaoming to ask Mr. Kang about his decision. Kang Youhua
agreed to take me on as his student, but he refused to teach
me passage by passage (paishu). He just allowed me to listen
to his performances and learn from them. We had to pay a
large sum of money for my status as a student of Kang Youhua, and we were also supposed to arrange a grand dinner
party for my teacher and a number of members of the storytellers’ organisation. My father asked to be allowed to pay
the sum in two portions, because he was not able to raise the
whole amount at once. Mr. Kang agreed to that. The ceremony
was to be held on the evening of the First Day of Autumn
in 1946.
Before the ceremony, called bai shi (to show one’s reverence for the teacher), a contract had been prepared, signed
by my two sponsors, Lang Zhaoming and Ying Shaozhang. I
was to kowtow (kneel in front of somebody and bang one’s
head on the ground) to my teacher and the forefathers of the
storytellers’ profession. For this purpose a spirit table had
been cut and folded in red paper, about twenty inches high,
with three names written in vertical lines: In the middle was
written Zi Gong, the name of one of Confucius’ disciples.
On the left side was written the name of Liu Jingting, and on
the right the name of Cui Zhongda, both famous storytellers
from more than three hundred years ago. Mr Kang told the
following story about Zi Gong:
One day Confucius asked Zi Gong about his aim in life,
and Zi Gong answered: “In front of two armies in battle
array, I wish to see them put down their weapons. Your
student wants to use his three inches long tongue to persuade them to unite. Those who chose to rely on me
should have peace and those who do not should be in
danger. This is my aim.” Confucius said: “Well, indeed!
You are a true fighter with words!”

I had to kowtow three times to the spirit tablet, then three
times to my teacher and his mother. I also had to bow to
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everybody present, including my two sponsors. After this
my master bestowed me with my artiste’s name, Zaihua (containing the hua character of the Kang School).
After a week Mr. Kang changed his mind and decided
to teach me directly passage after passage, called paishu.
The text of the first day of storytelling was always very important and had to be learned by heart by way of the method of paishu. I spent two months studying ‘the first day of
storytelling’ (di yi tian shu) passage by passage. After this, I
learned the rest much faster. It was important to eradicate
bad speaking habits from the beginning, such as superfluous fillers and ahems. Mr. Kang was very particular about
language. He relied exclusively on ‘transmitting by mouth
and teaching from the heart’ (kou chuan xin shou), and never
used a ‘script’ (jiaoben). He didn’t have any scripts, and he
was of the opinion that if you wrote something down, it
would damage your ability to remember it. You had to learn
directly from your teacher’s mouth. I studied with him in
Yangzhou for three months.
Every morning at eight o’clock I walked from my home to
the place where Mr. Kang stayed. About nine I had a rehearsal with my master of the passage he had given me for memorizing the previous day, called ‘returning the story’ (huanshu).
An hour later I walked back home for lunch. In the afternoon,
about two o’clock I returned to my master’s place, close to the
storyteller’s house where he performed. We would walk over
to the house together, or he would send me over first, so that
the people knew my master was soon to appear. I listened
carefully to the whole performance. Afterwards it was my
duty to divide the income of the day into two portions and
bring them over, one portion for the owner of the storyteller’s house, one for the Kang family. When this was done,
I went back to my own home for supper. If Mr. Kang had
another performance in the evening, I attended this as well,
or else I was free in the evening.
Sometimes the morning rehearsal took a long time, especially if my master found a lot of things to correct. And he also
sometimes invited me for lunch after my rehearsal. He never
asked me to run errands for him. After lunch he would take a
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nap, and I would ponder the story passage I was supposed to
‘return’ the following day.
Later I followed him to Zhenjiang, and studied with him
for another two months. At that time I was invited to perform
in a small township in the countryside. I was now able to tell
for forty days from Three Kingdoms. Mr. Kang allowed me
to accept the invitation. This was my graduation—‘crossing
the sea’ (guohai). It was in the winter of 1947. I was nineteen.
The first time I performed on the stage was on the First
Day of the First Month according to the Chinese agricultural calendar, i.e. on the first day of the Chinese New Year in
1948. In order to honor my teacher, the performance had
to be arranged properly and nicely. The owner of the house
placed two candlesticks on the scene and let off a couple
of firecrackers before my performance. It was only a small
town, but a lot of people had arrived, more than a hundred,
because it was a holiday and they were free.
I did not dare to look at the audience. I only looked
at my teacup. I could not bring myself to look at people.
My teacher performed elsewhere, he was not present. It
was a big mistake—not to look at people—but I was so
scared. I knew my story, however, and performed for two
hours. When I came home in the afternoon, I had a sore
throat and felt out of sorts, only wanted to rest in bed.
But after a nap and a meal, I felt a little better. In the
eve ning I had another performance of two hours. This
time it went better. Occasionally I ventured to throw a
glance at the audience. So it went on for three days, and
thereafter my timidity evaporated. I dared to look at people. I not only dared to look at people, but I also felt how
I was able to attract their attention with my eyes. When I
played out the story in gesture and mime, I felt that I was
beginning to approach my teacher, and I was not afraid
of my audience any more.
After I had performed for four periods in smaller storyteller’s houses in Yangzhou, Zhenjiang and other places, I
had the chance to learn from my master again. Kang Youhua
was in Yangzhou once more, and I listened to his telling as a
‘returned soul’ (ting huanhunshu). It really did me good.
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Gao Zaihua
performing from
the Central Part of
Three Kingdoms,
Yangzhou, 5 April
2002. This was
the first day of the
project of Largescale Registration of
Chinese Storytelling.
Mr Gao performs
his ‘first day’ of the
repertoire.

This lasted five months, and I heard the entire repertoir
twice from beginning to end. I sat for the afternoon session
as well as the evening session, listening and listening. I did not
‘return the story’ to my teacher any more, but it was a very
important part of my education.
After that I worked as a professional storyteller. I never
had the occasion to listen to my teacher again. Now I had to
support my children and myself, travel around and perform.
In 1951 Kang Youhua died, at only 53 years old.
My father’s home was close to the Canal, but later the
street was rebuilt and our house was cleared. Then we moved
to this house, where I have lived for forty years.
From 1961 to 1972 I was a member of the Yangzhou Quyi
Troupe. From 1964 to 1966 I first tried to tell ‘new storytelling’
(xin shu), then I was allowed to tell Three Kingdoms again
for a while. This was not as totally forbidden as the chivalric
stories. From 1966 to 1972 we were studying all the time. I
could not perform, but still kept my wages. In 1972 I was
transferred to a factory and worked as a store clerk until 1989
when I retired.
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In my family it is only me who has been a storyteller. I had
five children, but it was impossible to teach them in my profession, because of the times and conditions. In 1960 I had a
couple of students from outside, but they had to change their
profession within a few years.
In 1978 Yangzhou Radio invited me to perform in my
spare time. My performances lasted two hours every time,
and they broadcast them in sequences of half an hour. When
I retired, my wife was seriously ill, and therefore I could not
travel around and perform any more. I could not leave my
wife, and I did not want to leave her.
Later I was again invited to perform. In 1996 I told the
Three Kingdoms in the Two of Three Moonlit Nights Teahouse (Erfen ming yue lou) for about 80 days. I performed for
one hour every day. Dai Shaozhang, brother of Dai Buzhang,
also performed the same day for one hour. I felt that I did not
have the force to tell for the two hours of a normal session.
DO YOU THINK IT STRANGE that I can still remember my repertoire after thirty years where I was not allowed to tell? Well,
I still remember everything—the poems and setpieces, everything. During those days when I studied with my teacher, a
solid foundation was laid, and he was very strict with me.
‘What you study in youth will stay’ (you xue ru qi). At that time
I did not quite understand why my master was so strict. Now
I have come to understand that pinghua storytelling must be
taught according to its own artistic rules and demands, as an
art of the stage.
What is most important in being a storyteller? Well, it is
most important that you have a clear diction and a good memory, and then you must have lively eyes. The storyteller must
be able to attract the audience with his eyes. It is also essential
that the eyes follow the gestures in a logical way, e.g. if you
aim with a bow, you must follow the direction of your aim,
and not look the other way. Your face must be expressive, but
you are not supposed to make faces like a clown. That is not
what the art is about. Your expression must relate to the feelings the character of your story has. Such are the demands
of a good storyteller. The pitch and volume of your voice
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must be natural for the characters of your story. You must be
careful not to ‘eat your words’ (chi zi), speak indistinctly—a
serious shortcoming. Every word must enter the ears of your
audience clearly. You are not allowed to put in extra words and
syllables, such as ‘ahem’, and the like. That’s called a ‘mouth
defect’ (koubing) and must be eradicated immediately.
A storyteller should have rich experience and extensive
knowledge. He should constantly seek to widen his intellectual horizon, for example in history, geography, nature, mechanics, etc. In this way he can avoid mistakes, avoid making a
laughing stock of himself. This is particularly important when
you tell the traditional themes, handed down for a long period
– transmitting by mouth and teaching from the heart. Quite
often an error sneaks in at some point and is perpetuated by
the oral tradition. Seeking knowledge from books is one way,
but it is also necessary to observe life itself and gather experience. Still another method is to ask other people: an inquiring
mind is important. Life itself is the source of art.
You must practice performing as much as possible—tell
your repertoire to yourself again and again. Each time you
tell your story means an improvement. The saying is: ‘If you
sing your song a thousand times, it will flow from your throat
without effort.’ Practice is a most basic way to improve oneself, telling your story again and again, and at the same time
asking your audience for criticism and advice.
If you take a student, you must be willing to help him in
earnest. If you are not willing to do that, you may spoil his
whole life. It is better not to teach a student if you are not
serious about it.
It is also very important that storytellers who are good
friends talk together about their experience in the art of the
profession (tan dao) and help each other.
Written by Vibeke Børdahl
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The Central Part of
Three Kingdoms
in one hundred and ten days of
storytelling
Gao Zaihua
1.

5 April 2002: Liu Bei exterminates bandits on Hong mountain
and receives a dragon steed.

2.

8 April 2002: Lady Cai eavesdrops on a private talk, recapitulation of the story of [Cao Cao and Liu Bei] judging the heroes of
the age over hot plum wine.

3.

9 April 2002: Liu Bei first goes to the county of Xinye, and afterwards he attends a meeting in Xiangyang city.

4.

10 April 2002: Using the tactics of ’instigating the tiger to leave
the mountain’, Cai Mao lures Zhao Yun to go out to drink wine
with others, because he wants to murder Liu Bei.

5.

11 April 2002: Yi Ji thinks of a way to save Liu Bei.

6.

12 April 2002: Liu Bei vaults the river Tan on horseback.

7.

13 April 2002: Liu Bei stays overnight at Master Still Water’s
farm.

8.

15 April 2002: Liu Bei appoints Shan Fu as director general.

9.

16 April 2002: Cao Ren leads his troops to attack Xinye county,
where Liu Bei and Shan Fu meet the attack.

10.

17 April 2002: Cao Ren deploys the formation called ‘Eight
Gates to Impregnable Positions’.

11.

18 April 2002: Shan Fu uses his wisdom to destroy the for mation called ‘Eight Gates to Impregnable Positions’.
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12.

19 April 2002: Shan Fu uses his wisdom to capture the town of
Fan, and Liu Bei takes Liu Feng as his adopted son.

13.

20 April 2002: Cheng Yu discovers that Shan Fu’s name is false,
and that his real name is Xu Shu.

14.

22 April 2002: Madam Xu curses Cao Cao.

15.

23 April 2002: Cheng Yu writes a false letter and sends someone
to Xinye County to give it to Xu Shu.

16.

24 April 2002: Xu Shu recommends Zhuge Liang before leaving
by horse.

17.

25 April 2002: Recapitulation of Zhuge Liang’s background.

18.

27 April 2002: Liu Bei makes his first visit to Zhuge Liang.

19. 28 April 2002: Liu Bei makes his second visit to Zhuge
Liang.
20.

30 April 2002: Liu Bei meets Zhuge Liang’s younger brother,
Zhuge Jun, at Sleeping Dragon Ridge.

21.

1 May 2002: The three brothers, Liu Bei, Guan Yu and Zhang
Fei compose a song.

22.

2 May 2002: Liu Bei makes his third visit to Zhuge Liang.

23.

3 May 2002: Zhuge Liang leaves his life of seclusion.

24.

4 May 2002: The Jingzhou heir [Liu Qi, Liu Bei’s nephew] pleads
three times for advice.

25.

5 May 2002: Cao Cao gets news of Zhu Geliang leaving his life
of seclusion.

26.

7 May 2002: Cao Cao orders Xiahou Dun to lead one hundred
and three thousand men in an attack on Xinye County.

27.

8 May 2002: Zhuge Liang develops a strategy to defeat Xiahou
Dun.

28.

9 May 2002: Zhu Geliang makes his debut as a military commander.

29.

10 May 2002: Zhao Zilong lures his enemy, Xiahou Dun, into a
trap.

30.

11 May 2002: Setting fire to the Bowang slopes.
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31.

12 May 2002: Xiahou Dun suffers a crushing defeat and returns
to the capital of Xuchang.

32.

14 May 2002: Cao Cao sends his troops down to the south of
the Yangzi River.

33.

15 May 2002: Cao Cao executes Kong Rong and his entire family.

34.

16 May 2002: Lady Cai proposes ceding Jingzhou to Cao Cao.

35.

17 May 2002: Cai Mao sends Song Zhong to deliver his petition
of surrender to Cao Cao.

36.

18 May 2002: Zhuge Liang instructs his troops to fight Cao
Ren.

37.

19 May 2002: Zhuge Liang makes a plan and lures the whole
army of Cao Ren into Xinye County.

38.

21 May 2002: Zhuge Liang sets fire to Xinye County.

39.

22 May 2002: Xu Chu engages in the first battle with Zhao Yun.
He is heavily injured, blood spurting out from his nose and
mouth, so he suffers a crushing defeat and flees.

40.

23 May 2002: Guan Yu drowns the soldiers of Cao Cao in the
White River, and Cao Ren suffers a crushing defeat.

41. 24 May 2002: Xu Shu goes to Fan city in the name of
persuading Liu Bei to surrender to Cao Cao. In reality he tells
Liu Bei that ’among the thirty-six strategies, to flee is the best
solution’.
42.

25 May 2002: Liu Bei brings his people across the river.

43.

26 May 2002: Wei Yan starts a revolt in Xiangyang. The revolt
fails, and he goes to Changsha.

44.

28 May 2002: Liu Zong surrenders to Cao Cao, and Cao Cao
gets control over Jingzhou and Xiangyang.

45.

29 May 2002: Cao Cao orders Yu Jin to follow the bank of the
river and kill Lady Cai and her son, Liu Zong.

46.

30 May 2002: Cao Cao has eight hundred and thirty thousand
men and horses. He divides them into one hundred and sixty-six
units of five thousand men each and pursues Liu Bei all the way
to Dangyang County.
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47.

31 May 2002: Liu Bei leads more than one hundred thousand
common people from the two counties of Xinye and Fan. He is
defeated on the road to Dangyang.

48.

1 June 2002: Liu Bei is surrounded by Cao Cao’s army on the
road to Dangyang, and his life is in danger.

49.

2 June 2002: Zhang Fei finds Liu Bei, and without care for his
own safety he rushes to the mountain and rescues his master.

50.

3 June 2002: Zhao Yun searches for Liu Bei till daybreak. He
hears that his master has been rescued by Zhang Fei and has
gone in south east direction. Zhao Yun returns to his camp,
but by then it has already fallen to the enemy. Then Zhao Yun
begins to search for the wives and son of Liu Bei.

51.

26 September 2002: Zhao Yun slaughters his way to Dangyang.
There he searches for Lady Gan, Lady Mi and prince A Dou.
Accidentally, he finds Liu Bei’s adviser, Jian Yong lying among
the dead corpses. He saves him and brings him along to the
southeast. On the way to Dangyang an old soldier tells them that
he has seen Lady Gan further down the road. Zhao Yun is very
pleased.

52.

27 September 2002: By coincidence, Zhao Yun runs into grand
tutor Mi Zhu in Dangyang, and asks him to wait there for him.
Zhao Yun finds Lady Gan. He kills Cao Cao’s general, Chunyu
Dao, and seizes two horses. Then he lets Lady Gan ride one of
them and Mi Zhu the other. Zhao Yang slaughters his way back
to the Steep Slope Bridge in the south east. There he makes an
agreement with Zhang Fei that he will come back before the sun
set in the evening. If he does not return there is no need to wait
for him. Again, Zhao Yun rushes to Dangyang to search for
Lady Mi and A Dou.

53.

28 September 2002: Xiahou En wishes to seize Zhao Yun’s dragon
steed. However, instead he is killed by Zhao Yun, who thus
coincidentally gets hold of Xiahou En’s precious Black Pommel sword. Zhao Yun is very delighted, and thinks to himself
that this sword will help him in his search for Liu Bei’s wives
and the prince. Suddenly he hears the sound of cannons. This
means that Cao Cao’s eight hundred and thirty thousand men
and horses have pitched camp. Completely disregarding his
own safety, Zhao Yun charges ahead to Cao Cao’s camp and
massacres his men.
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54.

29 September 2002: Inside Cao Cao’s camp Zhao Yun uses the
Black Pommel sword to kill Cao Cao’s commander, Yan Ming.
Zhao Yun charges ahead all the way to the inner gates of the
camp. Cao Cao’s generals surround Zhao Yun, but he makes
his way out by mowing them down. He rushes directly into the
inner camp where he cuts down Cao Cao’s army flag with the
Black Pommel sword. Then he charges onward to the central
army tent to fight Xiahou Dun and seize his weapon. Xiahou
Dun flees the scene, but Zhao Yun chases him. From a corner
of the tent he jumps over the side wall of the great camp and
continues his search for Liu Bei’s wife and the prince.

55.

30 September 2002: With the help of common folk, Zhao Yun
locates the whereabouts of Liu Bei’s wife and the prince. Lady
Mi is heavily injured and cannot come with Zhao Yun. Consequently, she entrusts A Dou to Zhao Yun. However, Zhao Yun
insists upon the Lady coming with him. Then she kills herself
by throwing herself into a well, and leaves the prince with Zhao
Yun. Now Zhao Yun has no choice but to take A Dou with
him.

56.

1 October 2002: Zhao Yun places A Dou inside the armour by his
chest and once again slaughters his way into Cao Cao’s camp.
Cao Cao is on the way to Dangyang. When he gets news of
Zhao Yun’s massacre of the men in his camp he gets infuriated.
He dispatches his unit of five thousand bowmen to shoot at
random, with the hope to put Zhao Yun to death this way. Xu
Shu hoaxes Cao Cao into trying to subdue Zhao Yun instead, so
Cao Cao orders his men to catch him.

57.

3 October 2002: After Cao Cao has given his orders, he realises
after a while that he has been fooled by Xu Shu. He then orders
Zhang He to capture Zhao Yun. Zhao Yun’s horse falls into a
pitfall, and Zhang He catches up with Zhao Yun. A beam of red
light comes out from Zhao Yun’s chest, and his horse gets on its
feet and leaps out of the pitfall at the speed of light. Zhang He
now believes that Zhao Yun has magical powers. He flees to the
central army tent where he reports to Cao Cao.

58.

4 October 2002: Cao Cao does not punish Zhang He, but requests
that he should redeem himself by some other achievement.
Only after this would Cao Cao excuse Zhang He from his military pledge to capture Zhao Yun. Cao Cao’s soldiers report that
Zhao Yun has made his way out through the main gate of the
camp. Then Cao Cao gets enraged and sends troops to pursue
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him. Zhao Yun reaches Zhang Mountain for the third time.
Now his tasks have all been achieved, and Prince A Dou is still at
his chest. When Zhao Yun has gone half the way to the top of
Zhang Mountain he is ambushed by two military units. Zhong
Jin and Zhong Shen attack Zhao Yun, but are killed by him. Arriving at Long Slope valley Zhao Yun meets with his master Liu
Bei.
59.

5 October 2002: Zhao Yun takes A Dou out from his place by the
chest. A Dou has fallen asleep. Zhao Yun delivers the prince to
his master. Liu Bei throws A Dou down on the grass and says:
“Because of a little child like you I almost lost one of my great
generals. Why would I want you?” Zhao Yun is touched by his
master’s grace. He picks up A Dou and brings him into the forest, where he delivers him to Lady Gan. Cao Cao’s army chases
them all the way to Zhang Mountain, where they encounter
Zhang Fei. Zhang Fei screams twice, and a great part of Cao
Cao’s frontline is thrown into disorder. Then Zhang Fei decides
to scream a third time.

60.

6 October 2002: The third scream of Zhang Fei scares Cao Cao’s
one million soldiers to retreat. Zhang Fei instructs his men to
destroy the Long Slope bridge. He reckons that since the river is
very wide, it will be difficult for Cao Cao’s army to chase them
without a bridge to get over it. When Liu Bei is informed that
Zhang Fei has torn down the bridge, he blames him and says he
should not have done it, because this way Cao Cao would naturally understand that they are scared, so he would definitely chase
them. Now they have no choice but to flee for their lives towards the south east. When Cao Cao gets report that Zhang Fei
has torn down the bridge, he leads his troops to pursue them.
At this time Guan Yu’s rescuing troops arrive and scare Cao Cao
into retreat.

61. 7 October 2002: Cao Cao’s troops retreat to Jingzhou. From
there the troops move to the Red Cliff. The army stretches
over more than three hundred li, with troops moving both
on land and water. Their goal is to get control of the land
east of Yangzi river, the Southland. Sun Quan sends Lu Su to
Wuchang in the name of paying condolences in connection
with Liu Biao’s death. However, the real mission is to visit
Liu Bei and Zhuge Liang to inquire about Cao Cao’s military
strength. Zhuge Liang makes the arrangements to receive Lu
Su.
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62.

9 October 2002: Lu Su invites Zhuge Liang to come over to the
other side of the Yangzi River, but Liu Bei pretends to be unwilling to send him. Through Zhuge Liang’s negotiation, Lu Su’s
invitation to visit the Southland is accepted, after all. Liu Bei
brings with him his civil and military officials to the dock to see
off his military counsellor. While Zhuge Liang and Lu Su play
chess in the cabin of the boat, Zhuge Liang tricks Lu Su into
revealing inside information on the situation in the eastern area
and gets a pretty good picture.

63.

10 October 2002: Lu Su asks the civil and military advisors for
the advantages and shortcomings of surrendering versus going
to battle. Sun Quan brings Lu Su into his study to discuss issues
concerning the war against Cao Cao. Lu Su advocates war, but
Sun Quan is terrified of the one million men of Cao Cao. Lu Su
says that he has invited Master Zhuge Liang to the Southland.
Then Sun Quan orders Lu Su to invite Zhuge Liang to his tent
the next morning. First there should be a meeting with the scholars from the Southland. Afterwards they should proceed to the
main hall to discuss affairs.

64.

11 October 2002: Zhuge Liang arrives at the tent and meets the
scholars of the Southland. Zhang Zhao is the first who steps forward and makes an attempt to embarrass Zhuge Liang. With his
sharp tongue, Zhang Zhao points out Zhuge Liang’s shortages. He
ridicules and laughs at Zhuge Liang, and makes things difficult for
him. However, Zhuge Liang refutes Zhang Zhao’s words point by
point, so that Zhang Zhao is rendered speechless.

65.

12 October 2002: The scholars of the Southland have no respect for
Zhuge Liang, and still want to make him embarrassed. None of
the six scholars, Yu Fan, Bu Zishan, Xue Jingwen, Lu Ji, Yan Jun or
Cheng Deshu succeeds in their attempts. On the contrary, they are
reduced to silence by Zhuge Liang’s words. Lu Su is very happy that
he has such a talented man as Zhuge Liang as his good friend.

66.

13 October 2002: Huang Gai invites Zhuge Liang to the palace
hall of the lord of the Southland to discuss matters. Zhuge
Liang follows Lu Su to the lord’s mansion. When they arrive
at the third gate he meets his elder brother Zhuge Jin. Then he
walks into the hall to see Sun Quan. Zhuge Liang knows that
Sun Quan is a true hero, so he wants to enrage him first and put
his mind in turmoil before talking him round. As expected, Sun
Quan is enraged and leaves the hall.
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67.

14 October 2002: Lu Su gets into the study and persuades Sun
Quan into inviting Zhuge Liang to the study to discuss matters
once more, and to ask him for advice on military strategies.
Zhuge Liang convinces Sun Quan into fighting Cao Cao.
Afterwards he leaves the lord’s mansion. Sun Quan’s civil and
military officials come to the study to see the lord. The civil officials advocate surrender while the generals promote war. Sun
Quan is not able to make a decision. The empress dowager is
disturbed and comes out. She instructs her son, Sun Quan, to
immediately call back Zhou Yu to discuss military matters.

68.

16 October 2002: Zhou Yu is on his way back from Poyang Lake
to Chaisang when he receives the message, in which he is called
back to the capital. The civil and military officials come in several small boats to welcome Zhou Yu. Their real intention is to
inquire about Zhou Yu’s position on whether to surrender or
go to war against Cao Cao. Zhou Yu cannot possibly tell them
his real opinion. Military leaders, no matter father and son, or
husband and wife, may still not share military secrets with each
other. Consequently, Zhou Yu prefers to steer his boat along the
current, avoiding direct confrontation.

69. 17 October 2002: Lu Su and Zhuge Liang make a bet. Zhuge
Liang tells Lu Su that the commander, Zhou Yu, will send
someone to invite them in the middle of the night, but Lu
Su does not believe this. In the middle of the night, as Zhuge
Liang has expected, Zhou Yu sends someone to invite Lu Su
and master Zhuge Liang. Lu Su asks Zhuge Liang how he
could know that this would happen. Zhuge Liang tells him the
reason, and Lu Su is filled with admiration for him. The two
of them travel together to the commander’s residence to see
Zhou Yu.
70.

18 October 2002: Zhou Yu meets Zhuge Liang for the first time.
The two men become opposed to each other at once. None of
them want to be the first to greet the other. Lu Su asks Zhou Yu
for his opinion on the war against Cao Cao. On purpose, Zhou
Yu says he advocates surrender, because he wants to scare Zhuge Liang. However, Zhuge Liang sees through him and makes
use of Lu Su to provoke Zhou Yu. Zhuge Liang says that Cao
Cao has come to the Southland because of the two daughters of
patriarch Qiao. Then he recites the “Bronze Bird Tower Rhapsody” for Zhou Yu.
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71.

19 October 2002: When reciting the “Bronze Bird Tower Rhapsody”, Zhuge Liang alters two important lines to fool Zhou Yu.
Zhou Yu gets furious and curses Cao Cao. He asks Zhuge Liang
to help him defeat Cao Cao. Zhuge Liang readily accepts. Zhou
Yu comes to the Palace Hall of the Southland, where Sun Quan
bestows him a precious sword in the presence of the civil and
military officials, and cuts off a corner of the table in front of
him. Then he orders Zhou Yu to obstruct Cao Cao at Three
Rivers.

72.

20 October 2002: After Sun Quan returns from the hall, he thinks
the situation over, and afraid that Cao Cao’s military power is
too large, he does not dare to go to war. Therefore he wants to
withdraw the precious sword from Zhou Yu. When Zhou Yu
returns to the commander’s residence, Zhuge Liang tells him his
precious sword might be taken from him. Zhou Yu does not believe him. However, as predicted, his master orders his servant
to ask Zhou Yu to bring the sword with him to the Palace Hall
to discuss matters anew. Zhou Yu is shocked. Zhuge Liang tells
Zhou Yu that if he, when he meets the lord of the Southland,
tells him so and so, then he will be able to keep the precious
sword.

73.

21 October 2002: Zhou Yu is afraid that Zhuge Liang will betray
them and take control of the Southland. Therefore he wishes
to murder him. Lu Su proposes a plan where Zhuge Jin should
convince Zhuge Liang to serve them instead of Liu Bei. Zhou
Yu approves. However, the result is that Zhuge Liang persuades
Zhuge Jin to serve Liu Bei instead of Zhou Yu. This infuriates
Zhou Yu, and he decides to kill Zhuge Liang. Thus he asks Zhuge Liang to accompany him in the name of dealing with military
matters, but in reality he is planning to murder him. When Zhou
Yu arrives at Three Rivers, he orders Zhuge Liang to cross over
to the other side of the river to set fire to Cao Cao’s provisions.
The strategy Zhou Yu applies is called “to kill somebody with a
borrowed knife”.

74.

23 October 2002: Zhuge Liang through Lu Su tries to goad Zhou
Yu into a fury, telling him that he is only capable of battle on
water, and not on land. When Lu Su unwittingly tells this to
Zhou Yu, he is, indeed, infuriated and orders Lu Su to take back
the token of authority [which Zhou Yu has given to Zhuge
Liang]. Zhou Yu wants to go north of the river to meet Cao
Cao in battle. Lu Su tries to get hold of the token, but Zhuge
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Liang refuses to give it away. He makes an agreement with Lu Su
that he will do a great deed for his commander.
75.

24 October 2002: Zhuge Liang orders Lu Su’s servant to take with
him the token of authority and invite Lu Su to come over by
boat to have dinner with him in the evening. The two generals,
Gan Ning and and Zhou Tai, are also invited. Zhuge Liang whispers to them what they should do. The two generals follow his
instructions, and change their clothes and jump into the river.

76.

25 October 2002: Gan Ning and Zhou Tai swim across the river.
When they arrive at the central camp of Cao Cao’s water borne
forces, they board a commander’s boat to assassinate two of
Cao Cao’s highest ranking commanders of the water borne
forces, Kuai Yue and Fu Xun. They succeed and bring with
them their heads and swim back the same way as they came,
to report to Zhuge Liang. Cao Cao is surprised that there are
such capable people in the Southlands, who are able to kill two
of his commanders in the middle of the night. Consequently,
he takes more precautions. Liu Bei orders Mi Zhu to go to see
Zhou Yu, and rewards the army with food and drink. His actual
intention is to inquire about Zhuge Liang. Zhou Yu lies and
says that Zhuge Liang has not come to Three Rivers, he is still
in Chaisang. Zhou Yu makes plans to arrange a peace meeting
and invite Liu Bei to a banquet. In fact, he wants to kill Liu Bei.
He reckons that to kill Liu Bei would be in his own best interest,
because then Guan Yu, Zhang Fei and Zhao Yun would have no
master. Moreover, Zhuge Liang, who is in the Southland, would
have to surrender or die.

77.

26 October 2002: Liu Bei wants to attend the banquet. Zhang
Fei also wishes to come, but Liu Bei does not agree, because he
fears that he will make trouble. Consequently, he decides not to
bring Zhang Fei. However, Zhang Fei still insists on attending.
In the end Guan Yu solves the problem by saying he is himself
willing to go to the banquet and guarantee Liu Bei’s safety. Liu
Bei’s advisors suggest that undercover protection would be better, and want Guan Yu to disguise himself as one of Liu Bei’s
attendants and secretly protect him. Guan Yu considers this to
be a good idea. Liu Bei brings with him eight attendants, among
them Guan Yu, and attends the banquet.

78.

27 October 2002: Zhuge Liang is surprised when he hears common people say that Liu Bei will attend the banquet. He rushes
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into the camp, prepared for a life-and death struggle with Zhou
Yu. Passing through the central camp, he meets Lu Su and drags
him along with him to the main tent. Through a small gap he
peeks into the tent, and sees Guan Yu disguising himself as an
attendant. Then he realises that his master will be safe.
79.

28 October 2002: Zhou Yu wants Liu Bei to tell him the story
about the three brothers’ fight with Lü Bu at the Tiger’s Lair
pass. After Liu Bei has told the story, Zhou Yu invites him to
drink a cup of wine with him. Zhou Yu is about to throw the
wine cup on the ground [as a signal] to kill Liu Bei on his mat. At
this moment Guan Yu steps forward and intentionally makes a
cough, which scares Zhou Yu so that he does not dare to throw
the cup after all. He is frightened that Guan Yu will kill him
instead. So he must invite Liu Bei to a toast in good faith. Guan
Yu’s appearance makes Zhou Yu uneasy, and he pretends to be
drunk. Guan Yu looks at Liu Bei and, signalling with his eyes, he
makes Liu Bei understand that he should take his leave. Liu Bei
returns to his boat where he meets Zhuge Liang. Zhuge Liang
tells his master that Zhou Yu has evil intentions. This makes Liu
Bei very surprised. Zhuge Liang wants his master to return, and
asks him to order Zhao Yun to take a boat one day before the
first day of winter and travel to the depths of the reed marshes
by the Rouge harbour at the White Sand beach on the east bank
of the Yangzi river. From there he should take Zhuge Liang
back to Wuchang. Zhuge Liang urges Liu Bei not to forget this.

80.

30 October 2002: Liu Bei leaves Three Rivers and travels to Wuchang. There he hears the sounds of war drums, and reckons
that Zhou Yu is chasing him. From the boat deck he detects that
it is Zhang Fei who is coming to meet him, and is very relieved.
He returns to Wuchang, where he asks to borrow troops from
Liu Qi. Liu Qi is willing to give Wuchang over to Liu Bei, but
Liu Bei does not accept. In the end, Yi Ji asks Liu Bei to temporarily take command over the Wuchang forces, so that Liu
Qi can recuperate. When Liu Qi gets well, the troops should be
returned. Liu Bei orders Zhao Yun to go by a small boat to pick
up the military counsellor on the last day before the first day of
winter.

81.

31 October 2002: Cao Cao’s water borne troops of twenty thousand men are all wiped out. Zhou Yu holds a victory banquet for
Gan Ning. At night, Zhou Yu observes Cao Cao’s naval camp.
On returning to his own troops, he hears Lu Su saying that the
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commanders-in-chief of Cao Cao’s water borne troops are Cai
Mao and Zhang Yun. Zhou Yu wants to kill Cai Mao and Zhang
Yun. In order to do that he needs a stratagem to sow discord
among the enemy. Cao Cao sends Jiang Gan across the Yangzi
River to try to ascertain the military strength of Zhou Yu. Jiang
Gan becomes confident that he could persuade Zhou Yu into
surrendering. When Zhou Yu receives news that Jiang Gan has
arrived he sets his plan into action. He fools Jiang Gan into deceiving Cao Cao.
82.

1 November 2002: Zhou Yu lines up his army to welcome Jiang
Gan. He holds a huge banquet in the main tent, with all of his
civil and military officials attending. Zhou Yu urges them all
to drink a lot of wine. He then hands his precious sword to
Taishi Ci so that he can supervise the banquet. He states that
today’s meeting is a gathering of heroes, and that one is only
allowed to talk about friendship. No talk of war is allowed. If
anyone violates this rule he will be executed with the sword. In
reality Zhou Yu wants to seal Jiang Gan’s mouth, and prevent
him from trying his persuasion on him. When the party ends at
night, Zhou Yu is drunk. He invites Jiang Gan to his sleeping
tent to share his bed foot-to-foot.

83.

2 November 2002: When they arrive at the tent, Zhou Yu crashes
in a diagonal position on the bed, so that it is impossible for
Jiang Gan to lie down. In addition, Zhou Yu vomits all over
the bed. Jiang Gan can not sleep there, so he calls for a servant,
but no one answers. He takes a peep on Zhou Yu’s confidential
papers but does not find anything useful. Then he discovers a
copy of The Spring and Autumn Annals. He turns some pages
in the book and finds a letter written by Cai Mao and Zhang
Yun. He is surprised when he reads the contents of the letter.
They want to trade Cao Cao’s head for high official rank and
wealth given to them by Zhou Yu. Jiang Gan hides the letter
in his sleeve and finds a way out of Zhou Yu’s camp. He takes
the same boat as he came with, back to the north bank of the
river, where he meets Cao Cao and reports his completion of
the assignment. He presents the letter to Cao Cao, who reads
it.

84.

3 November 2002: When Cao Cao reads the contents of the letter
he is enraged. He considers that Cai Mao and Zhang Yun were
bad men to begin with, since they could trade Liu Biao’s property for him bestowing them with rank and wealth. Naturally they
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would now trade his head for Zhou Yu bestowing them with
the same. Cao Cao gives orders to execute Cai Mao and Zhang
Yun. After they have been killed, Cao Cao realises that he has
become victim to one of Zhou Yu’s deceitful schemes. When
Zhou Yu gets up the next day he hears the sounds of cannons
firing three times from the other side of the river. This means
that Cao Cao has assembled his commanders in his tent. Then
he hears two more shots, which makes Zhou Yu thrilled with joy
that his plan has succeeded. Obviously, these are two shots of
commemoration for the deaths of Cai Mao and Zhang Yun. In
the midst of Zhou Yu’s happiness, Lu Su arrives and says that
Zhou Yu should not have invited Jiang Gan. Zhou Yu tells the
whole story to Lu Su, who then understands that it has all been
part of a scheme. Zhou Yu sends Lu Su to visit Zhuge Liang
and inquire about the case. It turns out that Zhuge Liang knows
everything about Zhou Yu’s scheme. Lu Su returns and reports
to Zhou Yu. Again, Zhou Yu wishes to murder Zhuge Liang.
85.

4 November 2002: Zhou Yu orders Zhuge Liang to supervise
the making of one hundred thousand arrows. Zhuge Liang
promises to finish in three days. Zhou Yu does not believe him.
However, Zhuge Liang writes a military pledge under martial
law, on which Lu Su stands as a guarantor. Lu Su urges Zhuge
Liang to make arrows, but Zhuge Liang postpones it all the time,
offering only excuses. On the third day Zhuge Liang decides to
start making arrows. Lu Su says he would never make it in time.
Then Zhuge Liang looks frightened and begs Lu Su to find a
way to save him. Lu Su wants Zhuge Liang to run away, but
Zhuge Liang is not willing to. Eventually, Zhuge Liang deceives
Lu Su, claiming that he has the ability to create arrows by magic.
Zhuge Liang agrees for Lu Su to come with him to see how he
does this.

86.

6 November 2002: Zhuge Liang orders Lu Su’s servant to take
with him the token of authority to go on an assignment. The servant comes back from his mission in the afternoon and reports
the completion of the assignment. In the evening Zhuge Liang
invites Lu Su to dinner on the big boat. Lu Su imagines that there
will only be one big boat there, but surprisingly, there are forty
huge boats. Later, as they set out from their naval camp, Zhuge
Liang intentionally frightens Lu Su. He tells him that now these
boats will set out for Cao Cao’s naval camp to be butchered,
and he is taking Lu Su with him to die. This way he will not
be alone on his way to the nether world. Lu Su wants Zhuge
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Liang to turn back immediately. Suddenly there are sounds of
war drums, and Lu Su faints. Cao Cao’s water borne forces block
them by shooting a lot of arrows and send reports to Cao Cao.
Originally Cao Cao had planned to send troops to meet the attack. However, a thick fog makes this impossible. The only solution is to send more bowmen to block the boats coming from
the east side of the river.
87.

7 November 2002: Cao Cao loses more than one hundred and
seventy-seven thousand arrows. Zhuge Liang returns to the
Southern Screen Hills, where he counts the arrows and finds
that he has obtained more than one hundred and twenty-seven
thousand arrows. The reason why there is a discrepancy of fifty
thousand arrows is that not every arrow hit the boats, some
of them fell into the water. Zhuge Liang goes to see Zhou Yu
and returns the token of authority. Zhou Yu is filled with true
admiration for Zhuge Liang, and invites him to the back tent
to discuss strategies to defeat Cao Cao. When it turns out that
Zhou Yu and Zhuge Liang both write the character for fire in
the palm of their hands, they laugh heartily.

88.

8 November 2002: Cao Cao orders Cai Zhong and Cai He to
surrender to Zhou Yu. In reality they are going to find out about
Zhou Yu’s military strength. They use a kind of strategy called
“fake surrender”. Zhou Yu accepts the surrender of the two
men, but understands that this is a “fake surrender”, and plans
to take advantage of Cao Cao’s scheme, to fool him in return.
Zhou Yu and Huang Gai agree on a scheme called “the ruse of
self-injury”, in which Huang Gai is going to surrender to Cao
Cao. Huang Gai agrees with Zhou Yu’s suggestions, as he is
willing to repay his master.

89.

9 November 2002: Zhou Yu assembles his officers in his tent, and
tells them that Huang Gai has given them trouble, because of
his disagreement with him on the matter of provisions. Zhou Yu
demands that Huang Gai gives away one of his two seals; either the
vanguard-seal or the provisions-seal. However, Huang Gai is not
willing to, and it comes to an argument, where none of them are
willing to give in. Zhou Yu is enraged. Huang Gai curses Zhou Yu
and calls him a bad egg. Then Zhou Yu can not take it anymore, and
orders his soldiers to bind Huang Gai and execute him.

90.

10 November 2002: Gan Ning pleads for mercy on Huang Gai’s
behalf, but Zhou Yu does not listen. He orders his men to drive
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Gan Ning away with their clubs. Then the civil and military officials plead for mercy on Huang Gai’s behalf, but Zhou Yu still
does not listen. Then Zhuge Liang pleads on behalf on Huang
Gai, and asks Zhou Yu to replace the death penalty with 40
strokes of the rod. This makes Lu Su infuriated, as he considers
Zhuge Liang’s plead to be highly unreasonable. But Zhou Yu
agrees to spare Huang Gai’s life, and instead punish him with 40
strokes of the rod.
91.

12 November 2002: Following instructions from Zhuge Liang,
and with the intent to make Zhou Yu happy, Lu Su tells Zhou
Yu that Zhuge Liang has not seen through their scheme of
“self-injury”. Zhou Yu’s adviser, Kan Ze, receives an assignment
from Huang Gai. At night he travels to the north bank of the
river to see Cao Cao in his camp and give him a fake letter of
surrender.

92.

13 November 2002: Kan Ze meets with Cao Cao and states his
purpose for coming. Cao Cao examines Kan Ze’s face, trying to
spot trickery, but without luck. Then he reads the letter. After
reading it six or seven times he suddenly strikes his beard and
starts to laugh heartily, explaining that Zhou Yu’s flogging of
Huang Gai is an example of “the ruse of self-injury”. Cao Cao
continues: “You, master, have come to present this fake letter of
surrender to me, risking your own life for the sake of friendship.
It is a pity that you have to die. I will point out the trickery, so
that you know why you have to die, and may close your eyes
content.” Cao Cao orders his men to bind Kan Ze and execute
him.

93.

14 November 2002: Kan Ze understands that the letter contains
some trickery which Cao Cao has seen through. Silently he
wonders: “I do not know what kind of trickery is in the letter.
How careless of me not to read the letter or ask Huang Gai
about its contents. Now I have to lure Cao Cao to let me read
it.” Thus Kan Ze laughs loudly. Cao Cao has Kan Ze dragged
back and interrogates him again. Kan Ze lures Cao Cao to let
him read the letter, and finds that in the sentence ‘provisions and
equipment will follow the surrendering ships’ the trickery shows
through. However, Kan Ze argues that when one makes secret
plans behind the back of one’s master it would be impossible
to set a fixed date for anything, and thus fools Cao Cao into
believing him.
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94.

15 November 2002: Jiang Gan crosses the river for the second
time, following Cao Cao’s orders. Zhou Yu wants to apply Pang
Tong’s ‘boat-connecting sceme’. Now he arranges for Pang
Tong to stay meanwhile in a thatched cottage. Zhou Yu is implementing his plan, and orders some men to send Jiang Gan to
the ancient temple on the West Mountain to let the monks there
hold him hostage.

95.

16 November 2002: The monks lock Jiang Gan inside the west
wing room, which is completely empty. At night, Jiang Gan finds
a way to escape. After leaving the ancient temple he bumps into
Pang Tong. In the midst of the cold night Pang Tong is sitting
and reading, when Jiang Gan knocks on his door to ask for a cup
of hot tea. He is served a cup of wine, and after talking to the
host, Jiang Gan finds out that this is master Pang Tong. He is
very pleased, and invites Pang Tong to cross the river with him
and seek shelter with Cao Cao.

96.

17 November 2002: Jiang Gan returns to the north of the river to
report to Cao cao the completion of his assignment. Jiang Gan
informs Cao Cao that he has brought with him master Pang
Tong who is still onboard. Cao Cao should, please, go down
to welcome him. Cao Cao does not believe Jiang Gan. He feels
pressed to receive Pang Tong in spite of his suspicion that is not
the right person. So he finds out a flexible solution. He orders
some officials to take with them a sedan chair with eight bearers
to pick up Pang Tong. Cao Cao himself stays at the entrance
of the main tent to receive him there. Then he holds a banquet
for Pang Tong in the main tent, and invites him to watch his
ground and naval troops exercise. Back in the tent Cao Cao asks
Pang Tong to come up with a plan, and at this point Pan Tong
explains his strategy.

97.

19 November 2002: Pang Tong proposes that Cao Cao applies
his scheme of the connected boats, a plan implying that Cao
Cao uses iron chains and bolts to tie boats together into rows
of thirty or fifty boats. Even during the strongest wind and exposed to the greatest waves, the boats will go steady, and they
can proceed unconquerably towards the Southland, not even
Zhou Yu being able to stop them. Cao Cao falls right into Pan
Tong’s trap. After Pan Tong leaves Cao Cao, he is grabbed by Xu
Shu, who wants Pang Tong to make a plan for his escape.

98.

20 November 2002: Xu Shu follows Pan Tong’s instructions, and
sets out rumours saying that Ma Teng and Han Sui have started
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a revolt in Xiliang. The morale of Cao Cao’s army is shaken. Xu
Shu goes to see Cao Cao and volunteers to take on the mission
[to suppress the rebellion], and share this burden with Cao Cao.
Xu Shu will lead the troops to the northwest. If the military
situation becomes urgent he will immediately send reports, and
ask Cao Cao to move his troops back to the capital. If there
is no war, Xu Shu will himself get the situation under control.
Then Cao Cao can keep his mind on getting control over the
Southland.
99.

21 November 2002: After Xu Shu has left, on the 15th day of
winter, Cao Cao invites his civil and military officials on a banquet to celebrate the moon festival, commonly known as “Moon
Right Above” festival. Cao Cao comments on the advantages
of scheme of connecting the boats. The two advisers, Chen Yu
and Xun You, admonish Cao Cao from doing this. Even though
connecting the boats could have some advantages on the water,
fire would be extremely dangerous. Cao Cao laughs loudly, saying that they seem bright, but are not. “If Zhou Yu should set
our boats on fire, he would need a south-eastern wind. Now it is
winter, and naturally no wind blows from the south east. If this
was in the spring next year, I would of course not interlock the
boats.” Cao Cao’s words render the two men speechless.

100. 22 November 2002: In the middle of the night, the moon stands
on the sky right above the interlocked boats. Cao Cao celebrates
the occasion of “Moon Right Above”. He raises his glorious
weapon of old, an iron spear, in his hand and composes a song.
Liu Fu considers Cao Cao’s lyrics to be ominous, but Cao Cao is
drunk and becomes furious. With one blow he hits Liu Fu with
his spear, so that he falls dead into the water.
101. 23 November 2002: Zhou Yu starts the battle by sending troops
charging head-on towards the north of the river. Cao Cao meets
the attack, but fails in the battle. He orders two lines of interlocked boats to set out from the naval camp to come to their aid.
The troops of the Southland pretend to be defeated, and compare Cao Cao’s boats to the greatness of the Taihang Mountain.
Cao Cao becomes very happy, and orders his entire naval force
to have the boats connected with iron chains. Zhou Yu rushes
to the top of the Southern Screen Hills to get an over view of
the training of the interlocked boats. He watches them for three
days in a row. Suddenly he screams out, with blood flowing from
his mouth, and falls to the ground. Lu Su asks the army doctor
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to treat Zhou Yu, but Zhou Yu tears apart his prescriptions. Lu
Su then sends someone to Chaisang to search for a doctor of
good reputation to come and treat Zhou Yu. Lu Su enters the
small boat of Zhuge Liang to talk to him. Zhuge Liang claims
that he has the ability to treat illnesses. Lu Su gets very pleased,
and asks Zhuge Liang to come to the camp to treat Zhou Yu’s
illness.
102. 24 November 2002: Zhuge Liang examines Zhou Yu, and writes
a medical prescription with sixteen characters: “To defeat Cao
Cao an east wind is necessary; now everything is set, only the
east wind is lacking.” Zhou Yu is struck with surprise. He throws
himself down on his knees and begs Zhuge Liang to come up
with a plan for him. Zhuge Liang promises Zhou Yu that he
will raise a south-easterly gale to blow for three days and three
nights, in order to help him wipe out Cao Cao.
103. 26 November 2002: Zhuge Liang builds the Altar of the Seven
Stars at the base of the Southern Screen Hills, where he will
exercise magic to raise the wind for Zhou Yu. He places one
hundred and twenty wooden puppet soldiers to protect the
Altar of the Seven Stars. On the twentieth day of this month
of winter, Zhuge Liang ascends the temple for the last time.
As it happens, Zhou Yu’s younger brother, Zhou Yao, wishes
to become the pupil of Master Zhuge Liang and learn how to
raise the wind. Zhuge Liang accepts him as his apprentice. Zhuge Liang pretends that he needs to go to the lavatory, and asks
Zhou Yao to stand in for him on the Altar. Zhou Yao puts on
Zhuge Liang’s dress and steps up on the Altar.
104. 28 November 2002: Zhou Yu is waiting for the wind, and when
the sun sets in the west a violent south-east wind blows up. Zhou
Yu is deeply frightened, and suspects that Zhuge Liang must be
a magician, since he even has the ability to raise the wind. Zhou
Yu considers Zhuge Liang to be a great danger to the Southland,
and that he must be killed. He orders the two generals, Ding
Feng and Xu Sheng, to go to the Altar of the Seven Stars to kill
Zhuge Liang. Ding Feng and Xu Sheng see a person standing on
the altar, dressed in a Taoist outfit. Convinced that it is Zhuge
Liang, they behead him with one swoop. They carry the head
with them to report the completion of the mission to Zhou
Yu. When Zhou Yu finds out that this is his own brother, and
not Zhuge Liang, he is outraged, and orders the two generals to
catch Zhuge Liang to atone for their mistake.
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105. 29 November 2002: Ding Feng and Xu Sheng are informed
that Zhuge Liang has boarded a boat at the Rouge Harbour
on the White Sand Beach. They take a fishing boat to catch
up with the small boat of Zhuge Liang. Zhao Yun (Zhao
Zilong) splits the cord of their sail with an arrow, so that
their boat cannot move forward. The two generals have to
return and report to Zhou Yu, explaining the circumstances.
Zhou Yu again orders them to redeem themselves by good
service. Then he sends out orders to destroy Cao Cao and
execute Cai He. After paying their respects to the army flag,
the whole army, including troops both on land and on water,
sets out to attack Cao Cao. Zhuge Liang returns to Wuchang
and dispatches troops to wipe out Cao Cao.
106. 30 November 2002: When Zhuge Liang presents his last
assignment, which is to capture Cao Cao on the road to
Huarong, Guan Yu volunteers. Zhuge Liang does not
agree. Then Guan Yu makes a military pledge, where he
says himself willing to stand trial if he lets Cao Cao get
away. Now Zhuge Liang agrees. On the twentieth day of
winter, Cao Cao receives secret reports that Huang Gai
and Gan Ning will surrender this evening. Consequently,
Cao Cao leads his civil and military officials to the naval
camp to welcome Huang Gai. Huang Gai’s boat does not
arrive until late at night. Cheng Li realises that Huang
Gai is swindling them, and tells Cao Cao, who becomes
shocked.
107. 1 December 2002: Cao Cao orders Wen Pin to block all boats
from the Southland. Huang Gai shoots an arrow towards
Wen Pin and wounds him. He makes a fire aboard, letting
the burning boat rush into Cao Cao’s naval camp. Huang
Gai wants to capture Cao Cao, but Cao Cao is rescued
by Zhang Liao and then flees, with Huang Gai in hot
pursuit. Zhang Liao hits Huang Gai with an arrow, and the
old general falls into the water. From behind comes Han
Dang, who saves Huang Gai and brings him back to the
troops. Han Dang sends someone to report to Zhou Yu
that Cao Cao is fleeing towards the bank of the river. Zhou
Yu then orders his whole army to come ashore and capture
Cao Cao.
108. 3 December 2002: Gan Ning sets fire to Cao Cao’s provisions on land. Xu Chu at first takes up the fight with
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Gan Ning, but then beats a retreat, preferring to join the
naval army and rescue Cao Cao, whom he encounters on
his way. Now both the camp on land and the one on water
have been set on fire. Cao Cao orders his troops to retreat.
On their way they run into Commander Taishi Ci, and as
a result, Cao Cao’s two generals, Ma Yan and Zhang Yi,
lose their lives. Then Cao Cao bumps into Sun Quan. In
the end he has no choice but to flee over the Black Forest
Iron Mountain. When they arrive at Yiling Mountain, Cao
Cao starts to laugh loudly, and claims that Zhou Yu and
Zhuge Liang only can get eight out of ten points in terms
of intelligence. He has hardly finished speaking, when the
sound of cannon is heard, and Zhao Yun’s troops appear
from their hiding. Cao Cao suffers a major defeat and
flees.
109. 4 December 2002: Cao Cao’s defeated troops arrive at the
Gourd Valley. The soldiers start cooking. When Cao Cao
is about to eat, he laughs loudly for the second time, and
claims that Zhou Yu and Zhuge Liang only can get nine out
of ten points in terms of intelligence. “If they now should
appear from an ambush, not only would they capture my
soldiers, they would also get my meal,” he says. Just as he
finishes his sentence, Zhang Fei shouts out, and his troops
rush out in attack. Cao Cao suffers a crushing defeat and
flees. When he arrives at the small road to Huarong, Cao
Cao laughs for the third time and says that if there are
soldiers lying in ambush at this place, his life would be
finished. As soon as he has said this, Guan Yu’s soldiers
appear from their hiding and attack Cao Cao’s men.
110. 5 December 2002: Cao Cao’s three fits of laughter caused Liu
Bei’s generals, Guan Yu, Zhang Fei and Zhao Yun to appear.
Had he never laughed, they might never have appeared. But
as he laughed, they did appear! Now Cao Cao pleads with
Guan Yu, and mentions the moment formerly when they
parted by bridge Ba. Guan Yu is rendered speechless. As soon
as bridge Ba is mentioned, Guan Yu wishes to give Cao Cao
a chance for escape. Guan Yu feels obliged to release Cao
Cao and return to confess his crime, thinking: “Never shall I,
Guan Yu, be indebted to a mean man.”
English translation by Ole Fossgård and Yu Jing
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Along the road of the
art
Told by Ren Jitang
In my youth it was not easy for the young people to find
work. After I started in the lower middle school, I began to
speculate about my future, what kind of a job I might get. It
was about this time, in 1959, I heard Wang Shaotang tell the
Wu Song saga on the radio. I found it so interesting.
Not long after this, in 1960, the Yangzhou Quyi Troupe
(Quyituan) were receiving new students. Some of my schoolmates had heard me imitate the voice of Wang Shaotang and
tell the Wu Song saga and my schoolteacher was also aware
of this. They encouraged me to try and see. I decided to try,
and I was admitted. So I left school before finishing the lower
middle school and entered the Troupe directly.
I remember that during the test, I was asked to imitate the
master who held the test and recite the poem about how Wu
Song killed the tiger:
Second brother Wu, his courage was strong,
Stood up and went straight to Jingyang Ridge,
With his clever fist he killed the mountain tiger,
Since then his great fame swept over all the world.

This master was a storysinger, teaching storysinging (tanci).
His name was Zhang Huixiang. His elder brother was Zhang
Huinong, they were both famous masters of storysinging
and experts of storytelling, too. My wife, Shen Zhifeng, later
studied with Zhang Huixiang. We met each other when she
entered the Troupe in 1963.
As soon as I started in the Troupe, I began to study storytelling (pinghua). We were divided into three classes of less
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The home of Ren
Dekun in the
southern part of
downtown Yangzhou,
May 2000. From
the modernized
sitting-room the door
opens into a small
street from where the
typical sounds of the
town are heard: the
beating of the gong
and the cries of the
peddlers passing
by, the chatting
of schoolchildren
and neighbours,
the ringing bell of
bicycles.

than ten students, and all of us studied with Wang Shaotang
and were given the basic foundation (da jiben gong). During the
summer of 1960, for four or five months, we studied every
day. We started from the very first sentence of the Wu Song
saga and continued to the scene where Wu Song is drinking
wine in the inn, about half an hour of performance.
That year, in the fall, Wang Shaotang and Kang Chonghua
had joint performances, each of them performing one hour.
We went and listened every day. Not long after this we were
formally given a teacher (zhengshi baishi). Two of us, Chen
Shiyong and I, stayed with Wang Shaotang as our teacher.
This decision was made by the leaders of the Troupe. During
the ceremony I was given my artist’s name Ren Jitang.
For half a year, in 1961, we rehearsed passage by passage
(paishu) with Wang Shaotang.
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Shen Zhifeng, the
wife of Ren Dekun, is
a storysinger of the
Zhang school, with
the Jade Dragonfly
Yu qingting and
other stories on
her repertoire. She
performs regularly in
the whole area of the
lower Yangzi River.

In 1962 I appeared on stage and began to perform in
public. In the beginning I travelled around (pao matou) with
another colleague. He told Three Kingdoms and I Water Margin. We performed in the same places, each of us for an hour
(when two artists gave joint performances, they would only
tell for one hour each). At this point I was only able to tell the
first ten days of the Wu Song tale.
In 1962 I also began to study with Wang Litang. I travelled
around with her, to Rugao, Dongtai, Taizhou, Taixing, and
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Ren Jitang
performing from
the Wu Song Saga
from Water Margin,
Yangzhou, 5 April
2002. On this day
Mr Ren performed
his ‘first day’ of the
repertoire for the
project of Largescale Registration of
Chinese Storytelling.

other places. I listened to her performances and she rehearsed
with me (paishu). After about a year I returned home and continued my studies with Wang Shaotang.
After 1960 Wang Shaotang rarely performed in public in
storyteller’s houses. However, in 1963 in Nanjing it happened
once more, and this took place in the Unnamed Storytellers’
House (Weiming shuchang). Chen Shiyong and I both went to
Nanjing to listen. We stayed for about a month, listening to
Wang Shaotang every afternoon, and rehearsing with Wang
Litang in the mornings. Later I also listened to Wang Xiaotang’s storytelling.
In those days I performed in Awaken the People Storytellers’ House (Xingmin shuchang) and in Cry of the Deer
Storytellers’ House (Luming shuchang) of Yangzhou. There
were lots of storyteller’s houses in Yangzhou and in the surrounding countryside. I also travelled around and performed
in places like Zhenjiang, Taizhou, Gaoyou, Huai’an, Huaiyin,
etc.
During the early period of the Cultural Revolution I suffered from illness and was not able to appear on stage. But
from 1970 I collaborated with other storytellers and we performed short pieces of storytelling as well as storysinging.
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After the Cultural Revolution, around 1978, traditional
storytelling was rehabilitated and could be performed again.
However, from this period I mainly worked as a teacher of
storytelling, and seldom performed on stage.
In 1988 I studied with the master Lin Zhiting another
traditional tale of storytelling (pinghua), ‘Emperor Qianlong
Goes South’ (Qianlong xia Jiangnan).
Written by Vibeke Børdahl
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The Wu Song Saga from
Water Margin
in eighty-eight days of storytelling
Ren Jitang
1.

5 April 2002: Wu Song travels from the manor of Lord Chai in
Cangzhou district in Hebei province to Yanggu County in Shandong province to see his elder brother. On his way, he passes
by Jingyang town and drinks the wine called “three bowls and
you cannot cross the ridge”. Afterwards he climbs the Jingyang
Ridge. He falls asleep on top of a smooth black rock beside
the road, when a fierce tiger unexpectedly appears searching for
food.

2.

8 April 2002: When Wu Song discovers the fierce tiger, he
knocks it out with three boxes and two kicks and beats the tiger
to death. After this he meets the hunters who have come to Jingyang Ridge to catch the tiger.

3.

9 April 2002: The hunters bring Wu Song back with them to
the district capital of Yanggu County. In the great hall of the
county court, the local magistrate presents Wu Song with a reward, which he politely declines. The magistrate then arranges a
triumphal procession in honor of Wu Song.

4.

10 April 2002: As Wu Song is riding on horseback through the
streets during the procession, he chances upon his elder brother,
Wu the Elder, who tells Wu Song that he has married Pan Jinlian.

5.

11 April 2002: The magistrate of Yanggu County bestows the
rank of military general on Wu Song. He sends Wu Song on an
assignment to escort a convoy carrying two thousand taels of
silver to Kaifeng in Henan province, to be presented to his beloved tutor as a tribute of respect.
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6.

12 April 2002: When Wu Song is about to leave, he returns home
to take farewell with his brother and sister-in-law. Unexpectedly,
his brother is not in, and to his surprise, Jinlian uses the occasion
to flirt with him.

7.

13 April 2002: Wu Song and his brother are reluctant to part
from each other. After Wu Song has left, Wu the Elder stays
at home in order to make preparations for the Spring Festival.
After the New Year, on the second day of the second month,
an intercalary month, Wu the Elder again takes up his work as a
street vendor selling steamed cakes. Jinlian is upstairs embroidering her shoes. As she is about to fasten the pole of the window
screen, she inadvertently drops the pole.

8.

15 April 2002: In order to ingratiate himself with granny Wang,
Ximen Qing helps her with her preparations for her funeral.
He makes arrangements for her coffin and grave clothes. Consequently, on Ximen Qing’s request, granny Wang agrees to “ask
Jinlian to sew the grave clothes” as an excuse to invite her to her
tea house. Granny Wang instructs Ximen Qing about “the five
conditions and the ten-step plan”.

9.

16 April 2002: Ximen Qing buys some cloth for granny Wang,
and sends his servant boy to bring this, together with ten taels of
silver, to her teahouse. The same afternoon, granny Wang visits
to the home of Wu the Elder to ask Jinlian to sew her grave
clothes. When Wu the Elder hears about this, he has no choice
but to agree that Jinlian may go to the teahouse the next day.

10.

17 April 2002: Just as Pan Jinlian arrives at the teahouse the
following day, Ximen Qing also turns up.

11.

18 April 2002: When Ximen Qing meets Pan Jinlian, he immediately takes the initiative and makes passes at her. Soon the two
are engaged in an affair.

12.

19 April 2002: After the second day of the second month, when
they first met, Ximen Qing and Pan Jinlian continue having illicit
sexual relations with each other. By the end of the third month,
the peddler, Qiao Yunge, is looking for Ximen Qing, to sell him
cherries. In Redstone Road, he happens to run into the servant
boy, Ximen Xing. Thus he gets to know the whereabouts of
Ximen Qing.

13.

20 April 2002: Qiao Yunge arrives at the teahouse to look for
Ximen Qing. Granny Wang is worried that the adultery of Xi165
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men Qing and Pan Jinlian may be discovered, so she does not let
Qiao Yunge in, but gives him a thrashing. As a result, Qiao Yunge tells the secret to Wu the Elder, who then decides to catch
them in the act.
14.

22 April 2002: Qiao Yunge follows Wu the Elder to the teahouse
to help him trap the adulterers. He thinks of a way to lure granny Wang to come outside.

15.

23 April 2002: Wu the Elder bursts in on the adulterers, but he
soon tastes the bitter taste of Ximen’s fist and is beaten unconscious. Granny Wang and Pan Jinlian carry Wu the Elder back
to his home and bring him upstairs. After a short while Wu the
Elder wakes up again.

16.

24 April 2002: Granny Wang and Pan Jinlian take advantage of
the fact that Wu the Elder needs medicine and mix in some
arsenic that Ximen Qing has given them. They poison Wu the
Elder to death. However, little do they imagine that Qiao Yunge,
hiding outside, is a witness to all of this.

17.

25 April 2002: Ximen Qing orders his servants to bring a coffin
over to the Wu family. The body of Wu the Elder is placed in
the coffin, and the coffin is kept in the house. Granny Wang and
Pan Jinlian are afraid of being haunted by the ghost of Wu the
Elder, so they are on tenterhooks. Ximen Qing bribes the undertaker, He Jiu, to burn the coffin with Wu the Elder in it.

18.

27 April 2002: Little do they know that, while He Jiu burns
the coffin, Qiao Yunge is secretly watching. A few days after
this, Wu Song returns from his trip to the capital. Previously he
has accidentally met a master in the capital, “Iron Arm” Zhou
Tong.

19.

28 April 2002: During Wu Song’s stay in the capital, he studies the
swordplay of the “Rolling dragon sword” from the senior master,
Zhou Tong. A month later, Wu Song returns to Yanggu County.
On his way home, he receives news of his brother’s death.

20.

30 April 2002: On his arrival in Yanggu County, Wu Song goes
straight to the county court to report the completion of his mission to the magistrate. Moreover, he asks for a leave in order
to attend to his brother’s funeral. Who would imagine that the
moment Wu Song enters his home, Ximen Qing, Pan Jinlian and
granny Wang are sitting upstairs in the Wu family house, drinking wine and enjoying themselves.
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21.

1 May 2002: When Wu Song knocks the door, Ximen Qing is
scared out of his wits, so he escapes through the window. Jinlian
comes downstairs to open the door. Even before Wu Song is
inside, he notices that there is no coffin in the mourning hall.
Then he immediately grows suspicious.

22.

2 May 2002: As soon as Wu Song enters, he questions Pan Jinlian
about the cause of his brother’s death. Pan Jinlian tells him a series of lies as granny Wang has taught her to do. Afterwards, granny Wang also descends and gives a long explanation. Now Wu
Song thinks that the circumstances surrounding his brother’s
death seem even more suspect.

23.

3 May 2002: Wu Song plans to go to the court the next morning,
in the name of taking an assignment. Secretly, he wants to inquire about the reasons for his brother’s death. This evening,
Wu Song sits in front of the tablet of his brother and falls asleep
against the altar table. In his dreams he sees his brother, Wu the
Elder. The next day, he asks his soldier to analyse the dream for
him.

24.

4 May 2002: The soldier analyzes the dream for Wu Song, suggesting that Ximen Qing is the villain, while Qiao Yunge is a witness. Wu Song seeks out Qiao Yunge, who tells him the whole
course of events on how his brother was murdered.

25.

5 May 2002: Hearing Qiao Yunge’s story of how his brother was
murdered, Wu Song is filled with grief and decides to get hold
of the undertaker, He Jiu, who burned his brother’s coffin.

26.

7 May 2002: Wu Song catches hold of He Jiu and takes him to
a noodle shop, where He Jiu explains about the burning of the
coffin. Now Wu Song brings He Jiu to the county court and
prepares to have charges brought against Ximen Qing.

27.

8 May 2002: Wu Song asks Chen Hong, a retired government
clerk, to write a formal accusation, demanding Ximen Qing’s
arrest. Chen Hong cares for Wu Song, and so he points out that
his witness is too young; he had better go home and ask the
neighbours to write their names on the accusation. Wu Song
intends to follow his advice. However, when he arrives at the
court, he changes his mind.

28.

9 May 2002: Wailing over the calamity, Wu Song presents his
accusation at court. The county magistrate rejects the case on
the grounds that the witness is too young: Wu Song had better
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go home and ask the neighbours to sign the complaint. Consequently, Wu Song brings with him four of his soldiers back
home and orders them to prepare wine and write out invitations
to a banquet for the neighbours.
29.

10 May 2002: The soldiers take care of writing the invitations
and delivering them to the neighbours. Since they invite each
of the guests several times, the neighbours do not dare to come
to the banquet. In the end only three of the older neighbours
attend.

30.

11 May 2002: Two local lazy-bones, never declining a free meal,
also turn up. They pretend to be neighbours and attend the party. Wu Song orders his men to bolt and lock the doors, and invites everyone to take a seat.

31.

12 May 2002: When Wu Song invites his neighbours to a toast,
the three of them politely decline. Wu Song cannot but reveal
his real intentions to them. He grabs Pan Jinlian by her hair,
raises his iron sword and presses her to confess her crimes. Pan
Jinlian puts the blame for her adultery on granny Wang.

32.

14 May 2002: Granny Wang, flustered and exasperated, relates the
truth about the murder of Wu the Elder. Wu Song is so enraged
that he cannot control himself. Taking advantage of the neighbours’ state of unpreparedness, he kills Pan Jinlian right there.
At this moment, the undertaker, He Jiu, arrives and knocks at the
door. Wu Song goes to the door, and He Jiu informs him about
Ximen Qing presently drinking at the Moon’s View wine house.

33.

15 May 2002: Wu Song instructs his soldiers to take granny Wang
to the county court and lock her up in a cell. He orders the three
neighbours to go to the court and wait for him to come and give
himself up to the authorities. He himself leaves for the Moon’s
View wine house to find Ximen Qing, bringing with him the
head of Pan Jinlian.

34.

16 May 2002: Wu Song leaps upstairs in the wine house. The
roughnecks accompanying Ximen Qing either flee or hide. In
the end Wu Song gets into a fight with Ximen Qing, but the latter jumps out through the window and escapes, with Wu Song
chasing after him.

35.

17 May 2002: Wu Song catches up with Ximen Qing downstairs
and finally, using the sword play of “monkey hanging from a
branch”, he kills Ximen Qing.
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36.

18 May 2002: After Wu Song has killed Ximen Qing, the three
neighbours arrive at the scene. Wu Song follows them to the
court to give himself up. The county magistrate enters the hall
and interrogates Wu Song. Soon after, the wife of Ximen Qing,
the owner of Moon’s View wine house and a waiter, arrive at the
court and cry out their grievances.

37.

19 May 2002: On the advice of his neighbours, Wu Song makes a
statement in court about why he killed Ximen Qing. The family of
the victim, the Wú brothers [brothers of Ximen Qing’s wife] believe
Wu Song’s statement, and put the blame on Ximen Qing. The county
magistrate decides to investigate the case according to the law, and
the Wú brothers have to admit the evil doings of their relative.

38.

21 May 2002: The county magistrate summons He Jiu to enter the
hall. He Jiu reveals the truth about the burning of the coffin. The
magistrate and his bailiffs go to the morgue to examine the corpses,
where after the case proceeds at the court. Under torture granny
Wang confesses the truth about the adultery and the murder of
Wu the Elder. The country magistrate passes sentences on those
implicated in the case, and orders the arrest of Ximen Xing.

39.

22 May 2002: Ximen Xing is brought to the court and interrogated. In the end he confesses the truth about the adultery of
Ximen Qing and Pan Jinlian, the murder on Wu the Elder and the
burning of the coffin.

40.

23 May 2002: Ximen Xing’s confession in court terrifies the two
brothers-in-law of Ximen Qing, the Wú brothers. In order to
have Wu Song executed, the wife of Ximen Qing gives her two
brothers two thousand taels of silver, and asks them to deliver the
money to the county magistrate. However, the brothers keep the
silver for themselves. When the government clerk, Chen Hong,
gets wind of it, he immediately goes to see the magistrate, and
argues in Wu Song’s defence.

41.

24 May 2002: After Chen Hong’s defence of Wu Song, the county
magistrate agrees to spare his life and reduce his sentence. In the
beginning of the sixth month, the approval of the sentence is received from the provincial authorities. Wu Song is sentenced to be
exiled to Mengzhou in Henan province for penal servitude, and is
escorted on the trip by two guards.

42.

25 May 2002: In the custody of the two guards Wu Song goes to
thank Chen Hong, his three neighbours and Qiao Yunge. After
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this they start immediately on the journey to Mengzhou in
Henan. After ten days on the road they are already within the
boundaries of Mengzhou in Henan. As it happens, they pass by
the tavern at Crossways Rise, owned by Second Sister Sun.
43.

26 May 2002: Wu Song and the two guards stop to drink wine at
the tavern of Crossways Rise. Second Sister Sun puts drugs into
their wine. The two guards fall asleep. Wu Song starts to fight
Second Sister Sun.

44.

28 May 2002: Wu Song defeats Second Sister Sun. At this moment, the husband of Second Sister Sun enters to save her. It
turns out that Zhang Qing and Wu Song are originally sworn
brothers. In addition, they are fellow townsmen. Consequently,
Zhang Qing immediately invites Wu Song inside the tavern, and
asks his sworn brother, Wu Song, and his wife, Second Sister
Sun, to make up with each other.

45.

29 May 2002: Second Sister Sun never imagined that the fellow
she was fighting was in fact the sworn brother of her husband.
She and her husband convince Wu Song to stay at the tavern of
Crossways Rise for three days. After three days, Wu Song and his
guards travel to Mengzhou to turn over the man and hand in his
sentence to the local court.

46.

30 May 2002: Wu Song and his two guards arrive at the Mengzhou
court, delivering the sentence, and Wu Song is transferred to the
prison fortress. While waiting in the hall of the fortress, the second
son of the head, Shi En, notices the heroic stature of Wu Song and
he gets the idea to ask Wu Song to avenge his elder brother.

47.

26 September 2002: The head of the prison fortress, Shi Quanzhong, according to general practice, orders his bailiffs to give
Wu Song forty strokes of the rod. Simultaneously, Shi En tells
his servant boy to bring tea to his father, as an excuse to plead
mercy for Wu Song. His goal is to let Wu Song avenge his
brother. In secret Shi En sends men to arrange for Wu Song to
stay at the Temple of the Heavenly King.

48.

27 September 2002: Having secretly sent men to arrange for Wu
Song to stay at the Temple of the Heavenly King, Shi En prods
Wu Song into a display of his “Drunken Eight Immortals” style
of boxing, enabling him to lift the great one thousand pound
rock. Shi En wants to examine Wu Song’s skills in martial arts
and find out if he is capable to defeat Jiang Zhong.
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49.

28 September 2002: In the hall of the Temple of the Heavenly
King Wu Song lifts the great one thousand pound rock and so
Shi En is confident that with the help of Wu Song’s skills in martial arts, Jiang Zhong can definitely be defeated. Thus he plans
to recruit Wu Song to the court, and then ask him to avenge his
brother.

50.

29 September 2002: Wu Song agrees with enthusiasm to Shi En’s
request to fight Jiang Zhong and seize the tavern of Happy
Woods. They decide to take action the following day. Next day,
Shi En gathers some men of his and they lie in ambush not far
from the tavern of Happy Woods. In the company of one of
these fellows Wu Song marches straight to the tavern of Happy
Woods.

51.

30 September 2002: On the way Wu Song drinks in every tavern,
and he uses his drunken state as an excuse to stir up havoc at the
tavern of Happy Woods. In the bar of the tavern he insists on
standing at the counter and drinking, using every opportunity to
make trouble in order to enrage Jiang Zhong.

52.

1 October 2002: On a trip to relax and cool down in the woods
around the tavern, Jiang Zhong happens to pass by the bar,
where he observes Wu Song troubling his favourite concubine
and is about to attack Wu Song. Wu Song, however, pretends to
be drunk, so Jiang Zhong must stifle his indignation. Wu Song
follows Jiang Zhong into the woods, teasing and provoking him
all along.

53.

3 October 2002: Wu Song vomits all over Jiang Zhong to insult him,
and Jiang Zhong leaves the wood and retires to his quarters. So
Wu Song has nothing better to do than to go back to the tavern
and continue stirring up trouble. He keeps drinking and making
disturbances, pushing Jiang Zhong’s favourite concubine, Third
Sister Xie, into a wine vat. When Jiang Zhong gets to know
about this, he is not willing to control his anger any more, and
enters into a fighting match with Wu Song.

54. 4 October 2002: Wu Song gives Jiang Zhong such a beating that
he falls down on the floor. At this moment, Shi En with his
men and servants appear from the wood. Shi En raises his
sword and wants to kill Jiang Zhong. But Wu Song intervenes
and says he should rather take action and seize the tavern of
Happy Woods. Shi En has no alternative but to follow this
instruction.
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55.

5 October 2002: Shi En brings along his men and seizes the tavern
of Happy Woods, while Wu Song teaches Jiang Zhong a lesson,
before releasing him. Back in the tavern, Jiang Zhong is carried
home by his own folk to his residence. Six huge carts are needed
to move all his belongings and furniture from the tavern back
to his personal residence. In due course he sets out to visit the
general’s mansion to ask general Zhang to avenge him.

56.

6 October 2002: In the beginning of the seventh month, Wu Song
is “invited” by general Zhang to his mansion. The general, in
acknowledgement of Wu Song’s mastery of martial arts, invites
him to stay as a tutor for his six children. Shi En, his sworn
brother, becomes very worried when he detects that Wu Song is
not returning. Therefore, the next day he summons twenty men
and four servants, and goes to the town to ask for news.

57.

7 October 2002: During his trip to the town Shi En does not
find any information about his sworn brother, Wu Song. But
accidentally he runs into a former waiter, Wang Xiaoliu from
the tavern of Happy Woods, and asks him to inquire about Wu
Song. In the meantime, Wu Song is spending his time at the general’s home. General Zhang is playing matchmaker for Wu Song
and has a strategy called the “Beauty Trap”. Secretly, he wants to
murder Wu Song.

58.

9 October 2002: In the guise of playing the matchmaker for Wu
Song, general Zhang asks his sworn brother’s daughter, Han Yulan, to meet Wu Song. Beforehand he has arranged an ambush
outside, wishing to kill Han Yulan and putting the blame on Wu
Song. However, the scheme does not succeed. Since the first
plan does not pull off, he makes a second. On the fifteenth day
of the eighth month, on the mid-autumn festival, he sets the
trap again.

59.

10 October 2002: General Zhang creates a false scene of a criminal
act, and implicates Wu Song as a chief of the bandits who rob
the room of his concubine. He locks Wu Song outside the main
gate. As soon as Wang Xiaoliu gets hold of this information, he
is off to the tavern of Happy Woods to report.

60.

11 October 2002: When Shi En is informed that his sworn brother
is suffering wrong at the general’s mansion, he promptly burns
down the tavern at Happy Woods, and goes to town for infor mation. Who would imagine that Wu Song has already been transferred to the provincial court, where the prefect interrogates
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him and subjects him to severe torture! Wu Song in vain cries
out his grievances.
61.

12 October 2002: When Shi En arrives at the entrance of the
provincial court and asks around, Wu Song has already been
put in chains and brought into the prison, where Shi En visits
him. He gives a hundred taels of silver to the prison guard,
Kang Wu, and tells him to take extra care of Wu Song. In order
to save his sworn brothers life, Shi En plans to ask Kang Wu’s
elder brother, Kang Wen, a government clerk at the court, for
help.

62.

13 October 2002: Shi En follows Kang Wu to Kang Wen’s home,
where he begs Kang Wen to do everything possible to save Wu
Song’s life. Kang Wen readily agrees, and plans to see general
Zhang at his mansion, and plead for Wu Song.

63.

14 October 2002: On his way back home, Shi En chances upon
his personal enemy, Jiang Zhong, who gives him a beating and
wounds him. In the meantime, Kang Wen visits the provincial
court this evening. He persuades the prefect, Chen Junmou, to
seek out general Zhang at his mansion the next day, and speak
in defence of Wu Song.

64.

16 October 2002: The government clerk, Kang Wen, accompanies the prefect, Chen Junmou, to the residence of the general
and pleads for Wu Song.

65.

17 October 2002: Kang Wen pleads for Wu Song. In the end,
general Zhang has to give in, alter the court verdict and reduce
Wu Song’s sentence. When Shi En receives this news, he goes
to town in the special mission to see his sworn brother.

66.

18 October 2002: When Shi En visits Wu Song in prison, Wu
Song gives him a warning and tells him to come to see him
again before his transfer; he has something on his mind to tell
Shi En. Finally, the approval of the reduced sentence is received
from the provincial authorities. Wu Song is to be transferred to
Enzhou in Beizhi, for penal servitude. Little do they imagine
that Jiang Zhong has inside knowledge, and is preparing to kill
Wu Song on his way to Enzhou.

67.

19 October 2002: Prefect Chen Junmou passes the sentence of
exile on Wu Song. He is to be escorted by the guards, Wang
Hong and Wang Liang. Wu Song wants to wait for his sworn
brother, Shi En, to come and make an agreement with the
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guards, so they sit for a while in a teahouse close to the court.
At this point, Jiang Zhong sends someone to invite Wang Hong
to a noodle shop for a meal of noodles, bribing Wang Hong to
murder Wu Song.
68.

20 October 2002: Leaving the noodle restaurant Jiang Zhong continues over to the general’s mansion. He invites general Zhang
and the coach of the public security forces, Zhang Quan, to wait
for Wu Song’s head in the mansion’s Mandarin Duck Tower, and
prepare a feast for the head of Wu Song. When the guards are
about to escort Wu Song out the eastern gate, Shi En comes running to see him off.

69.

21 October 2002: When Shi En accompanies Wu Song to the pine
wood to take leave there, Wu Song explains his plans for revenge.
Then the two brothers say farewell with tears in their eyes. Wu
Song marches forward with the guards and soon they come to a
small township, where Wang Hong buys a knife at a stall.

70.

23 October 2002: When Wang Hong has got hold of the knife, he
only longs to murder Wu Song, but does not get the opportunity. Eventually, they arrive at a stone bridge where he is caught
unguarded by Wu Song and tossed into the river at the bottom
of a ravine. Wu Song breaks open the cangue and kills Wang
Liang, too. However, some people are lying in ambush behind
him.

71.

24 October 2002: Wu Song has just killed Wang Liang, when Jiang
Zhong’s apprentices appear from their hiding place in the grove.
They are promptly knocked out by Wu Song, who tests them
and soon finds out that they had come to murder him and get
rid of any witnesses. So in the end Wu Song kills them off, and
hurries to the east gate of Mengzhou provincial city. Passing
by a desolate village, he eats and drinks his fill in a local tavern,
while preparing to enter the city to take revenge.

72. 25 October 2002: Wu Song arrives at the eastern gate, which
he finds closed, but luckily not bolted. This is so because
Jiang Zhong in advance has asked general Zhang to tell the
guards to leave the gate unlocked, so that Jiang Zhong’s
apprentices may get in. Wu Song seizes the opportunity
to push the gate open and enters. At the general’s mansion, he jumps into the stables of the backyard, and finds
the trusted subordinates of general Zhang drinking wine
inside their room.
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73.

26 October 2002: Now Wu Song starts the killing, first the trusted
subordinates of general Zhang, Liu Pang and Li Bao, and two
of their grooms; then he kills off a relative of general Zhang’s
concubine – “second grandpa”, the wet nurse, the youngest son
(born by the concubine), two servant girls, and the concubine
herself. Except for the little boy, they were all bad people, who
had done all kinds of evil.

74.

27 October 2002: Wu Song moves on to the kitchen of the mansion, killing three workers and a waiter on his way. Proceeding
now to the Mandarin Duck Tower he kills three boys (young
attendants of general Zhang) and the people upstairs, general
Zhang, Zhang Quan and Jiang Zhong, are scared out of their
wits.

75.

28 October 2002: Wu Song kills everyone upstairs. On his way
back, he catches sight of a girl burning incense and saying prayers in the Butterfly Hall. It turns out to be Han Yulan.

76.

30 October 2002: Wu Song is fated to meet Han Yulan at the general’s mansion, but in the end Wu Song reluctantly parts with the
girl. After Wu Song’s departure Han Yulan takes her own life by
knocking her head against a rock. Wu Song walks out of the general’s mansion, leaves Mengzhou, and takes the road to Crossways
Rise. Soon the massacre at the general’s mansion is discovered.

77.

31 October 2002: Two deputy generals at the mansion report the
case to the provincial court. The prefect, Chen Junmou, immediately issues order to arrest Wu Song. However, at the time Wu
Song has already arrived at the tavern of Zhang Qing and Second Sister Sun at Crossways Rise.

78.

1 November 2002: Second Sister Sun disguises Wu Song as a
wandering monk, and in this outfit Wu Song travels back to his
hometown to bury his brother’s ashes. Thereafter he sets out
towards Twin Dragon Peak. On his way, he passes Centipede
town, and when he takes a glass in the local tavern, he hears
that some bandits on Centipede Hill have kidnapped a girl and
brought her with them into the mountains; so Wu Song makes
up his mind to climb Centipede Hill to save her.

79.

2 November 2002: On top of Centipede Hill he breaks through
the gate of the bandits’ lair and pushes up the back door, killing two apprentices of Wu Qian. Proceeding to Wu Qian’s
“bridal chamber” upstairs, he discovers Miss Wu Jinding
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here with Wu Qian about to assault her virginity. Hearing Wu
Song’s roar, Wu Qian grabs his weapon and rushes downstairs
to fight him.
80.

3 November 2002: Wu Song kills Wu Qian, the chief of the bandits
at Centipede Hill and saves Miss Wu Jinding. Then he sets fire
to Wu Qian’s bride chamber. As he hurries down the mountain
with the girl, the second brigand chief, Li Er “The Mendicant
Monk” catches up with them, but he, too is killed by Wu Song.

81.

4 November 2002: In Centipede town Wu Song has a meal together
with Miss Wu Jinding, and afterwards he brings her back to the
Wu Family Village. When the girl’s parents see her rescued, they
are overjoyed, and gratefully they thank Wu Song and hold a banquet for him.

82.

6 November 2002: For three days Wu Song stays in Wu Family
Village, but on the fourth day he sets out towards Twin Dragon
Town in Qingzhou. This night he marches all night without rest,
weathering a heavy snow storm. Next day he comes to a town
where he finds a tavern. As Wu Song is drinking wine, a bandit
leader from White Tiger Mountain also arrives at the place to
drink wine.

83.

7 November: Wu Song is drinking wine in the hall downstairs,
when the second-in-command of the bandits on the White Tiger Mountain, Kong Liang, enters the tavern, and the owner
shows him upstairs. Soon a conflict arises between Wu Song and
Kong Liang over the different kind of food they are served, and
Wu Song wounds Kong Liang. Kong Liang retreats to the mountains with his followers, announcing: “I’ll be back with my men
and you’ll see a massacre in this town!”

84.

8 November: Wu Song drinks himself good and drunk before he
leaves the White Tiger Town and travels north. After walking
more than three li, he falls and slides down on to a frozen pond.
Soon he is asleep. At this time, the chief bandit, Kong Ming,
[discovers him] and eager to avenge his brother, he orders his
men to bind Wu Song and carry him to the base of White Tiger
Mountain, where he intends to make an end to Wu Song’s life.
As luck will have it, Song Jiang descends from the mountain at
this very moment and comes to the rescue of Wu Song.

85.

9 November 2002: Song Jiang lures Wu Song up to White Tiger
Mountain, and tries every means to make him get on good terms
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with Kong Liang.
86.

10 November 2002: Later Song Jiang and Wu Song both leave
White Tiger Mountain. Song Jiang travels to the Qingfeng camp,
while Wu Song is off to Twin Dragon Town. On his arrival in
Twin Dragon Town, Wu Song is welcomed and guided by the
men of Cao Zheng to his tavern where he meets his beloved
teacher, Lu Zhishen, and his senior master, Yang Zhi.

87.

13 November 2002: Wu Song takes advantage of a letter he obtained at the Centipede Hill, in which the brigand chief of Twin
Dragon Peak, Wang Feitian, asked the Centipede Hill bandit
leader, Wu Qian, for his assistance. Disguising himself as the
second-in-command bandit leader, Li Er the Mendicant Monk,
Wu Song leads Zhang Qing, newly arrived from Crossways Rise,
together with Shi En and two of his attendants to Twin Dragon
Peak. They prepare to strike from both within and without, and
wipe out Wang Feitian.

88.

15 November 2002: When Wu Song meets Wang Feitian, he pretends that he is planning to go down the mountain to wipe out
the “enemy”, the “Tattooed Monk”, Lu Zhishen. Simulating a
fight with Lu Zhishen, they strike from within and without, kill
Wang Feitian and seize the Twin Dragon Peak. At this moment,
Lu Zhishen and seven other men hoist a huge banner at the place;
they recruit men and buy horses, store up hay and grain, and so
they gather under the cardinal principle of Righteousness.
English translation by Ole Fossgård and Yu Jing
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Emperor Qian Long
Goes South
in twelve days of storytelling
Ren Dekun
1.

16 November 2002: This is the second time Emperor Qian Long
secretly visits the south. He claims to be a man from Beijing with
the name Zhao Jiuzhou, and bringing with him his godsons,
Zhou Riqing and Gan Fengchi, he travels from Nanjing on a
visit to Zhuxian town in Henan. At the time Gan Fengchi is not
aware that his godfather is the Emperor. After they arrive in Zhuxian town, they put up at an inn. In order to help a person who
is heavily in debt and wants to hang himself, Qian Long prepares
to pawn his pearl shirt.

2.

17 November 2002: Zhou Riqing brings Qian Long’s pearl shirt to
a pawnshop. He pawns this precious piece of clothing for two
hundred thousand taels of silver.

3.

19 November 2002: The five buttons on the pearl shirt are
made of precious stone, so the pawnbroker replaces them
with fake ones. After he has pawned the shirt, Zhou Riqing
brings the two hundred thousand taels of silver to Qian Long.
Qiang Long wants to give Qian Kui one hundred thousand
taels of silver for him to repay his debts, and use another one
hundred thousand taels to open a wineshop together with
Qian Kui.

4.

20 Novermber 2002: Ten days later, Qian Long sends Gan Fengchi on a mission to borrow three hundred thousand taels of
silver in order to redeem his pawned shirt. But that very day, as
Qian Long and Zhou Riqing are having lunch in their room, the
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Prime Minister who has left the capital to look for the Emperor,
unexpectedly arrives at the inn.
5.

21 November 2002: The Emperor’s escort, Prime Minister Huang
Kun, borrows three hundred thousand taels of silver from an
armed escorted caravan which passes by Zhuxian town, so Zhou
Riqing immediately goes to the pawnshop to redeem the shirt.
Qian Long discovers that the buttons on the shirt have been
switched. Zhou Riqing goes back to the pawnshop to complain,
with the result that he and the pawnbroker come to blows. At
this moment the “Mafioso Beggar” Guan Zuiping arrives, and
thus Zhou Riqing escapes from danger.

6.

22 November 2002: Guan Zuiping beats up the pawnbroker and
manages to get back the buttons of precious stone. Zhou Riqing
invites Guan Zuiping to a wineshop. It turns out that the father
of Zhou Riqing is a good friend of Guan Zuiping’s father. When
Qian Long meets Guan Zuiping, he invites him to stay with him.
Within a few days, Gan Fengchi comes back with the silver he
has borrowed. Afterwards he returns it. Then Qian Long brings
everybody with him on a trip to Jiangxi.

7.

24 November 2002: In Jiangxi they follow some of the many
mountain tracks, and on this occasion they travel by night.
Their knives and Qian Long’s tobacco pipe are stolen from
them. When they arrive at a mountain stronghold, they
suspect the bandit leader of stealing their things. Little do
they know that it is in fact the daughter of the bandit leader
who is to blame
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8.

26 November 2002: The leader of Li Family stronghold, Li Hu,
tells his son to go to the backyard to fetch their things from
his daughter. But the girl insists on coming out to the front to
examine Gan Fengchi’s skills in martial arts before returning
their things. Surprisingly, Li Hu is already intent on marrying his
daughter to Gan Fengchi. Qian Long is firmly in favour of the
match, so Gan Fengchi has no choice – he has to agree to marry
the girl.

9.

28 November 2002: Neither Li Yue’e, the daughter, nor Gan Fengchi want to marry. They become husband and wife in name only
– but actually they call each other brother and sister. Qian Long
and the others stay in Li Family stronghold for three days. On
the fourth day they continue their journey in Jiangxi. On the
way they receive news that someone has framed Gan Fengchi in
a murder case in Nanjing, so he immediately returns to Nanjing
to investigate the matter.

10. 30 November 2002: When Gan Fengchi arrives in Nanjing, he
visits the court official Yang Shouchun, and asks to investigate
the matter himself. During the investigation, a person who
claims to be the one who has framed Gan Fengchi, surprisingly
exposes himself. Moreover, he makes an appointment with Gan
Fengchi to meet in a marshland stronghold by the Lake Taihu.
The day after Gan Fengchi arrives at Lake Taihu, Qian Long
comes to Nanjing with the others.
11.

1 December 2002: Gan Fengchi arrives at a small town near Lake
Taihu and stays there overnight. He asks the waiter about the
situation in the lake area. In the morning, Gan Fengchi comes to
the border of Lake Taihu. The bandit leader of the marshland
stronghold, the hegemon Liu Hu, already knows that Gan Fengchi is coming, so he is sitting at home, waiting for him. It turns
out that the chief criminal in the Nanjing murder case is his apprentice, Tao Jie.

12.

3 December 2002: Gan Fengchi meets with the hegemon, and
states his purpose of coming there. However, hegemon Liu Hu
refuses to turn over his apprentice. Later, the leader of Yin Family stronghold, Yin Shou, and leader of Li Family stronghold, Li
Hu, arrive at Lake Taihu to visit hegemon Liu Hu. When Yin
Shou and Li Hu arrive at Lake Taihu and learn about the situation, they are decidedly on the side of Gan Fengchi. They insist
that Liu Hu should turn over Tao Jie, and Liu Hu must give in.
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Gan Fengchi brings Tao Jie to Nanjing, where he is sentenced
to death by the Yamen court.
English translation by Ole Fossgård and Yu Jing
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←
Advertisement
for Yangzhou
storytelling. The
young artist Ma
Xiaolong advertises
his performances of
the Lu Junyi Saga
from Water Margin in
Zhenjiang, October
2003.

Oral literature in China—like everywhere else—must have
existed as long as people have sung songs and told each other
stories and jokes. Some kinds of oral performance gain a certain status in the society, often in the context of religious
ceremony. Some kinds may develop into semi-professional
or professional métiers of verbal eloquence, something that
people are willing to pay for. Like language itself, oral traditions grow and decline, imperceptibly change into new forms,
die out or persist in unexpected new varieties.
Some traditions have a long and strong history, and the oral
building blocks of the tradition seem durable, being handed
down by way of mouth from generation to generation. Memory, repetition and reformulation mark the conditions of their
continuous existence. Formerly, the only way to preserve oral
literature outside of the oral medium was by the transfor mation
into written texts. But the very process of writing, including the
different materials used for writing, in various societies through
history, would invariably influence both form and content.
Our knowledge of oral verbal art is tied up with the particular medium through which we observe it. For studies of
former oral traditions the main sources are texts that seem
to reflect oral performance in a particularly close relationship, so-called ‘oral-derived’ or ‘oral-related’ texts. Other
sources include descriptions ‘from outside’ of oral genres
and performance situations, both in written literature and in
pictorial sources, as well as historical places relevant to performance, props and musical instruments handed down or
unearthed from archaeological sites.
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Dai Buzhang with
students, May 2000.

The study of contemporary oral traditions is, however,
most essential for understanding the oral literature of former
times and other places. To listen to and see contemporary
oral artists during live performance may offer invaluable insight. The present video-project aims to provide research
materials for this kind of investigation, with a view not only
to the linguistic (dialectal), stylistic (formulaic) and narrative
features of the performed repertoires, but also the bodily ‘instrument’ of the performers.
Before the invention of the phonograph and tape-recorder, oral literature was highly evanescent. The spoken words
would physically disappear the very moment they were uttered. Tape and video-recordings enable us to ‘freeze’ the
oral performance, so that we may repeat the sound or film
recording without change. It enables us to study many details
of oral performance that could only be surmised earlier. It
is possible to compare various performances in detail and
thus go deeper into the study of oral transmission and individual variety. But we should not be blind to the fact that the
very ‘accurate similarity’ of every repetition of a recorded
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performance, the ‘textualizing’ that the recording implies, is
deeply contradictory to the continuous reformulation and
ever changing variety that constitutes perhaps the life nerve
of oral literature.
THE FOUR MASTERS OF THIS BOOK are representatives of a
generation that was brought up at a time when the oral performed arts were important in daily life in China. Gradually
radio and television, videos and computers seem to substitute
the entertainment of local performances, which previously

Gao Zaihua with
students, October
1997.
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Ma Xiaolong
performs from the
Lu Junyi Saga of
Water Margin in the
storytellers’ house of
Zhenjiang, the town
on the other side of
the Yangzi River,
south of Yangzhou.
This town used
to have a strong
tradition of Yangzhou
storytelling and
many storytellers
lived here. On the
tablecloth is written in
golden characters on
red velvet:
Yangzhou Troupe of
Performed Arts.
CONTINUING THE
TRADITION.

took place in special places where people gathered for tea and
a chat with friends and neighbours.
In the West, it has generally been assumed that the printed
word exterminated the majority of the popular oral arts, and
that once an oral tradition was committed to paper and print,
its days as oral performance would soon be counted. So is,
indeed, not the case in China. The great masterpieces of
the Ming novel, Three Kingdoms, Water Margin and Journey to
the West, that had the earlier oral storytelling as an important
source, do not seem to have in the least diminished the activity of oral storytelling of the same themes. The opposite is
more probable. It seems that the oral and written traditions
of popular tale-telling gave mutual impetus and support, and
were not in any way antagonistic. The development of an efficient printing industry apparently never threatened the oral
arts in China to any significant degree. However, the modern
media-technology and what is more—the modern way of
life—are nearly irresistible factors of change, so strong that
the traditional storytelling arts in China may be on the brink
of extinction.
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During the last decades, ‘storytelling’ has become a catchword in the West. There are strong movements in Europe
and USA and elsewhere to revive the oral performance art of
storytelling, to study the former lost traditions, to create new
oral repertoires or recreate written texts for oral performance.
Many people are concerned about ‘orality’ as a way of ‘being
present’, ‘being together’ and ‘face to face’ in a common experience of the unique moment of creative performance art.
Many are also concerned about the tendencies to isolation
and ‘Verfremdung’ that seem to be part of the media-revolution, and wish to take up storytelling in particular together
with children. They are not only fascinated by the oral arts
because of their aesthetic possibilities, but also because of
the human aspect of ‘togetherness’. They look to the past for
lost values that they try to recover.
In China the situation is very different. ‘Storytelling’ was
a common word that most people nowadays, however, care
little about. It is far from being a catchword, and it is not very
‘a la mode’. With a thousand years of history and a strong
tradition, surviving the revolutions of the twentieth century,
storytelling was a relatively stable social activity until recently,
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and there was no particular reason to ‘save’ or ‘protect’ it. At
times, however, it was considered backward and not worth
protecting.
The video-filming of the repertoires of the four masters
of Yangzhou storytelling, introduced through this book, cannot in any way ‘save’ or ‘protect’ the storytellers’ art as a living
tradition. Even though the videos show the art ‘live’, they
are only single ‘frozen’ instances of the ever-changing performances of the storytellers. This art can only be continued
through the next generation of storytellers who learn from
the elder generation in a master-disciple way. The education
implies the mastering of the storytellers’ linguistic medium
and body language, which is very different from learning a
fixed text by heart, whether it is based on a written text or
on a tape or video. However, the existence of videos may
stimulate the interest in the art, which is a precondition for
recruiting young storytellers and new audiences. A commercial distribution of the VCDs of the four masters is, however,
outside the scope of this project.
When I came to Yangzhou for the first time in 1986,
I knew that the town was famous for professional storytelling, but I thought that this was long past. Then, to
my amazement, I discovered that the art was still fully
alive, with storytelling going on in the storytellers’ house
every day, and many storytellers living in the town,
performing at times, having meetings, having both an
official and a grass-root organization with periodicals.
There were many other professional activities. A new
generation of young storytellers was being educated at
the drama school and with the elder masters. Beginning
a study of the storytellers’ spoken texts, I was fascinated
by their language and literary technique, by their humour
and beautiful gestures. I had absolutely no feeling of
par ticipating in a ‘preser vation’ project. During almost
twenty years of research in the field, it was inevitably
the vitality and natural self-confidence of the storytellers that coloured their presence, both on and off-stage.
I remember their performances, witnessed throughout
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these years, as luminous moments of enjoyment and inspiration.
Although the present video-project has no claim to function as a ‘rescue action’, there is nevertheless no doubt that
when the four masters accepted to take part in the project,
their hope was and is to give their art to future generations.
V. B.
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